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Abstract
Particles containing black carbon (BC) alter the Earth’s energy balance by scattering and absorbing solar
radiation, by interacting with clouds, and by decreasing the albedo of ice and snow. Each of these climate
effects depends on the properties of individual BC-containing particles and their atmospheric residence time.
The dominant removal mechanism of BC mass from the atmosphere is wet deposition, with one important
pathway being the activation of BC-containing particles into cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and their
subsequent removal if the cloud precipitates. Although freshly emitted BC-containing particles are too small
and hydrophobic to activate, their morphology and chemical composition are altered soon after emission by
condensation of semi-volatile gases and coagulation with pre-existing particles. This transformation in black
carbon’s characteristics, termed “aging”, increases particles’ susceptibility to cloud droplet nucleation and
wet removal. Further, these aging process also modify light absorption and scattering by particles containing
black carbon. However, a complex aerosol population that evolves with time is not easily simulated in climate
models, so even sophisticated aerosol schemes do not fully resolve aerosol properties on a per-particle level.
The objective of this research is (1) to improve the scientific understanding of the underlying factors
that drive aerosol aging, (2) to quantify error in climate-relevant aerosol properties for the approximate
representations of aerosol microphysical properties that are commonly applied in global models, and (3)
to produce parameterizations that enable improved representations of black carbon within existing global
model frameworks. Particle-resolved model simulations were used to complete these objectives. First, I
applied a process-level analysis to identify the set of independent variables that best explain variance in
BC’s aging timescale for a large collection of simulations. I show that 80-90% of variance in BC’s aging
timescale is explained by just a few independent variables. Second, I used PartMC-MOSAIC as a benchmark
for comparing other aerosol modeling frameworks. I found that cloud condensation nuclei activity can often
be modeled with high accuracy using very simple representations of aerosol composition, but more complex
representations of aerosol composition are needed to simulate aerosol absorption. Finally, based on particle-
resolved simulations I developed one parameterization to represent black carbon’s aging timescale and a
different parameterization to predict enhancement in light absorption by mixed BC populations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The Earth’s atmosphere modulates the balance between incoming solar radiation and energy that is radiated
back to space. Changes in the composition of the atmosphere alter this radiative balance. Anthropogenic
emissions of greenhouse gases have caused changes in climate relative to pre-industrial times, evident through
an increase in the global mean surface temperature (50; 93; 68; 69; 126), an increase in upper ocean tem-
peratures (80), rise in sea level (148; 30), and decreases in the extent of arctic sea ice (141). This warming
effect by greenhouse gases is partially offset by cooling from atmospheric aerosols (96).
This dissertation makes a contribution to understanding how aerosols affect the radiative balance through
absorption of solar radiation and through cloud interactions. Specifically, this dissertations quantifies error
in particle absorption and cloud-nucleating properties from common representations of aerosol composition,
identifies variables that most affect these climate-relevant properties, and provides parameterizations for
improving aerosol model representations. Before describing my research contribution, this section provides
background on radiative forcing in general, properties of atmospheric aerosol, direct and indirect aerosol
radiative effects, and model representations of atmospheric aerosol.
1.1 Radiative forcing
Uncertainty in the perturbation of Earth’s radiative budget due to anthropogenic aerosols exceeds uncer-
tainties from all other climate forcing mechanisms combined (96). The response in Earth’s energy balance
to changes in a particular atmospheric component is quantified in terms of “radiative forcing.” Specifically,
Ramaswamy et al. (111) defines radiative forcing as “the change in the net irradiance at the tropopause
after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to readjust to radiative equilibrium, but with surface and tro-
pospheric temperatures and state held fixed at the unperturbed values.” The radiative forcing of a particular
component depends on its atmospheric abundance and its radiative properties (96). The effective radiative
forcing is similar to the instantaneous radiative forcing, but effective radiative forcing also accounts for rapid
adjustments in the troposphere that may increase or decrease the effects the direct radiative perturbation
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Figure 1.1: Probability density distribution of radiative forcing predictions, reproduced from (96).
(96).
Figure 1.1 shows the probability density distributions for present-day radiative forcing by anthropogenic
emissions, constructed using a series of global model simulations. The overall anthropogenic forcing (black
curve) is the combined effect of forcing by greenhouse gases (red curve) and by forcing aerosols (blue curve).
Whereas forcing by greenhouse gases ranges from +2.5 to +3.1 m−2 (90% confidence levels) (96), the negative
forcing by aerosols partially offsets this positive greenhouse forcing, leading to an overall anthropogenic
forcing of +1.1 to +3.3 W m−2 (96). This uncertainty in total anthropogenic forcing is driven largely by
uncertainty in the prediction of aerosol radiative effects, with predictions of effective aerosol radiative forcing
ranging from −1.9 to −0.1 W m−2 (17). As will be explained in Section 1.3, this uncertainty in aerosol
radiative forcing is caused by uncertainties in the way that aerosols affect the climate directly, through
scattering and absorption and solar radiation, and indirectly, by interacting with clouds.
1.2 Properties of atmospheric aerosol
An aerosol is a stable population of solid or liquid particles suspended in a gas, where a population refers
to a collection of distinct, multi-component particles. The ways aerosols impact climate are fundamentally
different from those of greenhouse gases. Greenhouse gases are mostly transparent to incoming solar radiation
at visible wavelengths, but affect the climate by absorbing radiation at infrared wavelengths emitted from
the Earths surface. Aerosols, on the other hand, interact with incoming solar radiation either through direct
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Figure 1.2: Aerosol optical depth predicted by Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS)
on NASAs Terra satellite in January (top), May (middle), and September (bottom) of 2012. (98)
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Figure 1.3: Spatial variation in aerosol composition, observed by the aerosol mass spectrometer (65).
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Figure 1.4: Electron microscope images illustrate dramatic variation in particle size, shape, and chemical
composition (47; 26).
scattering and absorption by suspended particles (51; 12; 134; 71) or indirectly through their interactions
with clouds (137; 138; 3; 84).
Aerosols may be emitted to the atmosphere directly from anthropogenic and natural sources, known as
“primary” particles, or they may form in the atmosphere from nucleation of gas-phase precursors, known
as “secondary” particles. Once particles are emitted or formed, their composition and morphology evolve
through condensation of semi-volatile substances and through particle coagulation (144; 67). Further, un-
like long-lived greenhouse gases, aerosols remain in the atmosphere on the order of days to weeks (99).
Due to their short atmospheric lifetimes and variation in aerosol emission sources, aerosol abundance and
composition varies in time and space.
Over the last decades the variation of abundance and composition with time and space has been surveyed
with remote sensing techniques and with in situ measurements, both airborne and ground based. Figure 1.2
shows the spatial and temporal variation in aerosol optical depth observed by the Moderate Resolution
Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) on NASA’s Terra satellite (98). The aerosol optical depth indicates
the reduction in light transmitted to the surface due to absorption and scattering by aerosols, indicating
the spatial and temporal variation in aerosol abundance from a satellite view. Agricultural fires and land
clearing over South America lead to high values of aerosol optical thickness between July and September
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(Figure 1.2c). On the other hand, dust storms over the Arabian Peninsula lead to elevated optical thicknesses
over the Atlantic Ocean between May and August (Figure 1.2b). Anthropogenic aerosol emissions lead to
high aerosol optical thicknesses are high over China most of the year. Figure 1.2 demonstrates that the wide
spatial and temporal variation in aerosol abundance is driven largely by variation in emissions.
Although satellites provide information about spatial variation in aerosol optical thickness, they sense only
the total effect of many collocated aerosol types. Aircraft and ground-based measurements help to improve
our understanding of aerosol properties, though these observations have a limited spatial coverage. Figure 1.3
shows the spatial variation in bulk aerosol composition, including organics, sulfate, nitrate, ammonium, and
chloride of particulate mater with diameters smaller than 1 µm. The observations shown in Figure 1.3 do
not show the concentration of black carbon, which is a focus of this dissertation, because refractory materials
like black carbon are difficult to measure by techniques that work for other types of aerosols.
Information on bulk aerosol composition is sparse, but even less information is available about the com-
position and morphology of individual particles. Ambient observations of particle-level properties show
tremendous variation in the morphology and chemical composition of individual particles (78; 156), caused
by differences in particle emission sources and in their atmospheric transformations (67; 41). Figure 1.4 shows
electron microscope images of individual aerosol particles (47; 26), demonstrating the dramatic variation in
particle microphysical properties between aerosol types.
This dissertation focuses on particles containing a particular aerosol component, black carbon (BC). BC
forms in flames as a product of incomplete fuel combustion. BC enters the atmosphere as chain-like agglom-
erates with diameters on the order of tens to hundreds of nanometers, and the characteristics these freshly
emitted particles vary, depending on the emission source and combustion conditions. Although particles
containing BC also contain other aerosol species, for simplicity we refer to BC-containing particles as “BC
particles”.
Unlike most aerosol types, which scatter incoming solar radiation and, thereby, cool the planet, BC is
strongly absorbing and, hence, has a strong warming effect (117; 15; 96). Figure 1.5 shows how predictions
of direct forcing by black carbon compare with predictions of other aerosol effects. In addition to its direct
warming, BC may decrease or increase cloud cover by altering the thermal structure of the atmosphere (1)
and by altering the optical properties of cloud droplets (31; 63), known as semi-direct effects. Further, BC
that has deposited on ice and snow decreases the surface albedo (49; 61), which warms the climate and
leads to increased melting. Transport of BC-containing particles to the arctic depends on the treatment
of BC removal processes (18), which depend strongly on the treatment of particle CCN activation and wet
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Figure 1.5: Estimates of radiative forcing associated with atmospheric aerosols, reproduced from (96)
deposition (35).
The lifetime of black carbon is approximately one week (20; 131), as opposed to carbon dioxide, which
has an estimated lifetime to be on the order of 50 to 100 years (62) or much longer (6; 7). Even with its
short atmospheric lifetime, black carbon absorbs so strongly that BC-containing particles have a significant
climate impact (110; 57; 15). Whereas Figure 1.5 shows direct radiative forcing by BC, the best estimate for
total radiative forcing by black carbon through all mechanisms is +1.1 W m−2 with 90% confidence bounds
ranging from +0.17 W m−2 to +2.1 W m−2 (15).
1.3 Aerosol radiative effects
The total aerosol forcing is the combination of direct aerosol forcing, which is estimated to range from
+0.05 W m−2 to -0.95 W m−2 (96), and indirect aerosol forcing due to cloud interactions, which ranges
from 0 W m−2 to −1.2 W m−2. These direct and indirect aerosol effects depend on the characteristics of
complex aerosol populations (59; 119; 16; 19; 95) and and environmental conditions. Therefore, physically-
based models of aerosol effects must simulate the three-dimensional distribution of aerosol populations and
their interactions with other components of the climate system, which is not easily captured in global and
regional chemical transport models or by atmospheric measurements. This section describes the dominant
aerosol forcing mechanisms and how they depend on particle-level characteristics of aerosol populations.
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1.3.1 Influence of aerosol microphysical properties on direct forcing
Estimating the direct radiative effects of atmospheric aerosols requires knowledge of the influence of particles,
as a bulk, on radiative transfer through the atmosphere, and these bulk aerosol radiative effects depend on
the interactions of individual particles with, primarily, incoming solar radiation. Light interacts with an
individual particle by either 1) scattering light in all directions or 2) absorbing a portion of the radiation
and converting into thermal energy. As incident solar radiation is transmitted through an atmospheric
layer, the cumulative effects of scattering and absorption by many particles leads modifies the flux of solar
energy through the layer, where in this discussion flux is defined as being positive in the direction of incident
radiation. A net decrease in radiative flux indicates that absorbed radiant energy is being transferred to
heat. The corresponding atmospheric heating rate depends on the changes in net flux and the thermal mass
of the atmospheric layer.
The bulk effects of scattering and absorption by aerosol populations are quantified in terms of the volume
scattering coefficient (bscat) and the volume absorption coefficient (babs), respectively. The coefficients bscat
and babs indicate the attenuation in transmitted light caused by absorption and scattering, respectively.
Aerosol properties related to direct aerosol forcing and visibility depend on the three-dimensional distribution
in bscat and babs. For example, the aerosol optical depth (Figure 1.2) is computed as the integration of the
aerosol extinction coefficient, which is the combination of bscat and babs, over the entire vertical column.
For a specific aerosol population, bscat and babs of a population of particles depends on the scattering
cross section (σscat) and the absorption cross section (σabs), in units of m
2, of individual particles. For
a given particle, σscat and σabs quantify the likelihood of a scattering or absorption event, respectively.
Scattering and absorption by individual particles are modeled using Mie theory, which describes scattering
of an electromagnetic wave by a sphere. Values for σscat and σabs predicted by Mie theory depend on the
size, composition, and configuration, where the configuration of components within a particle is modeled
using simple approximations.
Estimating σscat and σabs is challenging because different aerosol components are often mixed within the
same particle, and the size, shape, and distribution of components within individual particles is not easily
simulated. Global models simulate approximate representations of aerosol composition(145; 56; 88; 11; 9),
in addition to simplifying particle morphology. For example, some global models simulate the evolution of
aerosol components in separate size bins, assuming uniform composition for particles of the same size. For
each size bin, σscat and σabs are computed as a function of the simplified composition, and bscat and babs
are computed from the integration of σscat and σabs, respectively, for each size bin, weighted by the number
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concentration of particles in each size bin.
Model predictions of direct aerosol forcing are sensitive to the treatment of particle characteristics. Chung
and Seinfeld (29) found that BC would be expected to raise the global average surface air temperature by
0.2 K if BC is assumed to exist in pure, uncoated particles, based on 100-year simulations. If, instead, BC
was assumed to be internally mixed with sulfate aerosol, they predicted nearly twice the increase in global
average surface temperature.
1.3.2 Influence of aerosol microphysical properties on indirect forcing
Aerosol particles act as nuclei for cloud droplet formation. An increase in aerosol concentrations due to
anthropogenic may increase cloud droplet number and lead to more reflective clouds (137; 138) with longer
atmospheric lifetimes (3), known as the first and second indirect effects, respectively. This perturbation in
cloud properties from anthropogenic aerosol emissions is estimated to have a strong cooling effect on the
climate (17).
Similar to direct scattering and absorption, aerosol effects on clouds also depend on interactions between
particles and the environment. In air supersaturated with water vapor, aerosol particles may become acti-
vated for cloud formation, and these particles are defined to be cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) at that
supersaturation level. CCN activation depends on the environmental supersaturation and the size and com-
position of individual particles, in that large, hygroscopic particles are better able to activate cloud droplets.
The number concentration of CCN in a given location is the total number of particles per unit volume
that have a critical supersaturation for CCN activation (sc) lower than the environmental supersaturation
(s), where sc is a function of particle-level properties and s depends on the local environmental conditions,
such as temperature, pressure, and the partial pressure of water vapor. Therefore, perturbations to cloud
droplet number concentrations, which governs the aerosol indirect effects, depend on changes in the number
concentration of particles that are hygroscopic enough to serve as CCN and the collocation of these droplets
with elevated supersaturation levels.
Assumptions about particle characteristics (38; 86; 140) and their transformations in the atmosphere (41; 67)
are important for predicting aerosol CCN activity. For example, although freshly emitted BC-containing
particles are too small and hydrophobic to activate (85; 144), they become larger and more hygroscopic after
emission by condensation of semi-volatile gases and coagulation with pre-existing particles (67; 102; 155).
This change in aerosol size and composition, termed “aging” (144), increases particles’ susceptibility to
CCN activation (19; 55; 159; 4; 46). Further, in addition to playing a role in the aerosol indirect effect,
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absorbing particles like BC may also decrease or increase cloud cover by altering the thermal structure of
the atmosphere (1) and by altering the optical properties of cloud droplets (31; 63), known as semi-direct
effects.
In addition to being important for understanding aerosol indirect effects, cloud-aerosol interactions influence
the removal rate of many aerosol types (123). A common pathway for wet removal is the activation of
BC-containing particles into cloud condensation nuclei and their subsequent removal through precipitation
(35). Therefore, the lifetime and transport of particles depends on the timescale for the initially hydrophobic
particles to become sufficiently hygroscopic to be CCN (105).
1.4 Model representations of atmospheric aerosols
While observations are helping to improve our understanding of aerosol radiative effects now, models are
needed to predict global distribution in aerosol abundance and composition in past, present, and future,
to quantify interactions between aerosols and other components of the climate system, and to disaggregate
the influence of individual chemical components or individual sources on the climate system. This section
provides an overview of chemical transport models and commonly used aerosol schemes.
1.4.1 Chemical transport models
Chemical transport models simulate changes in atmospheric composition due to changes in gas and aerosol
components, the radiative responses and cloud feedback resulting from this changes in atmospheric compo-
sition, and the response in regional and global climate caused by these changes in radiative effects (123).
These models simulate interacting processes using coupled equations that represent emissions, transport,
transformations, and removal of gas and aerosol components.
Aerosols are only one component of chemical transport models, but, as explained in Section 1.3, their climate-
relevant properties depend on local meteorology, chemical interactions between gas-phase components, and
the changes in their characteristics after emission. For this reason, the evolution of aerosol properties must be
simulated using aerosol microphysical schemes that operate within global models. However, because chemical
transport models simulate a number of interacting processes in addition to aerosols, the representation of
aerosol microphysical properties is necessarily limited in these schemes to minimize their computational cost.
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1.4.2 Bulk aerosol schemes
The simplest representations of aerosols in global models are bulk aerosol schemes (33; 74; 28). These
schemes track the three-dimensional distribution in aerosol mass, without resolving any information about
the characteristics of individual particles. The size distribution is prescribed for each aerosol species. The
dominant chemical components of atmospheric aerosol represented by these models include sulfates, black
carbon, organic carbon, mineral dust and, sea salt. Initially insoluble primary aerosol like black and organic
carbon become hygroscopic through processing in the atmosphere, and these simple models capture this
transformation using a first-order aging timescale that is on the order of 1-3 days (33; 74; 28). The first-
order model of aging is the simplest representation of aerosol transformations applied in global models.
1.4.3 Distribution-based aerosol models
Many global models have moved toward the inclusion of aerosol microphysical schemes, which simulate
the evolution of the aerosol size distribution rather than prescribe it. Figures 8.5b and 8.5c shows two
representations of aerosol size and composition commonly applied in global models. Sectional models (145;
56) track the evolution of aerosol species within separate size bins, assuming particles of the same size have
the same composition. On the other hand, modal models (11; 9) track the evolution of separate lognormal
size distribution, assuming particles within a mode have the same composition even while assuming the size
distribution shape.
While univariate sectional and modal models are the most common representation of aerosol microphysical
properties in global models, schemes that resolve additional microphysical details have been developed as
box models or are being implemented in global models. The box model MADRID-BC (102) uses a 2-D
sectional framework to simulate the evolution of distributions with respect to particle diameter and black
carbon mass fraction. A 3-D sectional model, MOSAIC-MIX, that represents distributions with respect to
dry diameter, hygroscopic parameter, and black carbon mass fraction is currently under development (? ).
Multivariate distributions have also been simulated using a moment-based approach (149; 90; 89).
1.4.4 Particle-resolved aerosol models
This dissertation describes simulations using the most detailed representation representation of aerosol mi-
crophysics, the particle-resolved aerosol model (Figure 8.5a). The particle-resolved model fully resolves the
distribution in particle composition (115) but is computationally too expensive for global-scale simulations.
Both sectional and modal aerosol models simulate the evolution of univariate aerosol distributions with
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Figure 1.6: Aerosols in models: (a) particle-resolved models track particle-level composition for thousands
of particles but are computationally too expensive for global simulation, whereas (b) sectional and (c) modal
models do not adequately resolve variation in particle characteristics.
respect to particle size, where size is expressed as either dry diameter, volume, or mass. On the other
hand, particle-resolved model tracks each simulated particle, fully resolving variation in aerosol components
between individual particles. Additional details on the particle-resolved model are provided in Section 3.1.
1.5 Scope of dissertation
In this dissertation, a particle-resolved aerosol model is used to quantify error in, and improve, less detailed
representations of aerosol composition. Although many of the findings apply to primary particles or aerosols
in general, we focus on particles containing black carbon. Black carbon has distinct optical properties and
hygroscopic properties than other types of aerosols, and the studies described in this dissertation show that
particle-level characteristics strongly affect black carbon’s radiative properties.
The objectives of the dissertation research are described in Chapter 2, and a general overview of the research
methodology is described in Chapter 3. Chapters 4–7 describes the findings of five different modeling studies
that were designed to meet the objectives described in Chapter 2. A final summary of the conclusions is
provided in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Research objectives
Previous studies have shown that particle-scale characteristics affect predictions of black carbon’s climate
impact (38; 86; 29; 2). Climate models require a means to account for particle-level variation in key charac-
teristics that does not require substantial computational cost. This dissertation is based on the hypothesis
that the findings from particle-resolved model simulations can be generalized in order to improve aerosol
simulations in global models.
Overview of research objectives: The objective of this research is 1) to improve the scientific under-
standing of the underlying factors that drive aerosol aging, 2) to quantify error in climate-relevant aerosol
properties for the approximate representations of aerosol microphysical properties that are commonly applied
in global models, and 3) to produce parameterizations that enable improved representations of black carbon
within existing aerosol model frameworks. A meta-analysis of multiple particle-resolved model simulations
are used to accomplish these objectives.
2.1 Sensitivity of CCN activity to particle characteristics at
emission
Background: The CCN activation properties of an aerosol population depend on the distribution in
particle size and composition. The distribution in particle size and composition of primary aerosol emissions
varies between sources and, for many sources, is not well known. However, the characteristics of emitted
particles are modified after emission by condensation and coagulation, so it is unclear to what degree particle
characteristics at emission influence the CCN activity after aging.
Study objective: The objective of this study is to improve the scientific understanding of the connection
between particle characteristics at emission and their CCN activation properties after aging. This study
identifies when, if ever, the CCN activity of aged aerosol is affected by uncertainty in aerosol characteristics
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at emission and, thereby, the importance of resolving specific particle-level characteristics for freshly emitted
particles.
2.2 Factors that explain variance in black carbon’s aging
timescale
Background: Black carbon is emitted in small, hydrophobic particles that are initially unlikely to be
encompassed in cloud droplets. However, particles soon age by condensation and coagulation, enabling their
activation as CCN and subsequent removal through wet deposition if the cloud precipitates. It has been
estimated that 80% of black carbon mass is removed through wet deposition, so models must adequately
represent this transformation of BC-containing particles from hydrophobic to hygroscopic in order to model
BC’s atmospheric lifetime. The simplest representation of this aging process represents BC mass in two
separate classes, hydrophobic (“fresh”) BC and hygroscopic (“aged”) BC, and assumes that BC transitions
from fresh to aged according to a first-order timescale. However, changes in BC’s susceptibility to wet
removal varies with local conditions and depend the characteristics of individual BC-containing particles.
The timescale for BC’s transformation from hydrophobic to hygroscopic through aging is not well constrained,
and the extent to which this aging timescale varies with local conditions is not well understood.
Study objective: The objective of this study is to improve the scientific understanding of black car-
bon’s atmospheric lifecycle by identifying the factors that most affect changes in BC-containing particles’
hygroscopic properties. Specifically, this study aims to identify the independent variables that most affect
transformations in BC’s CCN activation properties through aging. These independent variables identified
in this study are used in a later study, which is described in Section 2.5, to develop a parameterization that
can be applied directly in global models.
2.3 Impact of particle-level composition on absorption
enhancement by black carbon
Background: Modeling and laboratory studies suggest that absorption by black carbon is enhanced when
BC is coated with non-absorbing material, but recent observations find only weak absorption enhance-
ment from aerosol coatings. Modeled particles do not represent real BC-containing particles found in the
atmosphere in various ways. Other authors have evaluated how unrealistic representations of particle config-
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uration lead to error in modeled absorption by black carbon, but no study has evaluated how oversimplified
representations of aerosol composition could contribute to the discrepancy between modeled and measured
absorption by black carbon.
Study objective: The objective of this study is to quantify the degree to which particle-level variation
in composition affects population-level absorption enhancement, considering many aerosol populations that
have aged under different atmospheric conditions, and to evaluate whether the oversimplification of aerosol
composition could explain some of the discrepancy between modeled and measured absorption. The particle-
resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC is used to find realistic distributions in the composition of BC-containing
particles, representing variation in particle-level composition that other modeling studies have not considered.
Simulating a series of scenarios, this study aims to identify how absorption predicted by the particle-resolved
model, which accounts for diversity in particle composition, compares with an oversimplified representation in
which all BC-containing particles are assumed to have identical composition, neglecting diversity in particle
composition within BC populations.
2.4 Relationship to predict absorption by complex BC
populations
Background: Modal aerosol schemes require a method to predict absorption by populations of BC-
containing particles, while somehow accounting for variation in relevant particle-level properties. Study 4
shows that, by assuming uniform composition across particle populations, modal models overestimate ab-
sorption by BC. However, this study also showed that absorption enhancement from the particle-resolved
model can be predicted with high accuracy with knowledge of only a few variables, all of which global models
are able to track.
Objective: The objective of this study is to improve the scientific understanding of black carbon’s radiative
effects by developing a parameterization for absorption enhancement by black carbon that can be used in
models of the global atmosphere and Earth system. This objective is based on the hypothesis that a
parameterization of particle-resolved model data can be used to represent variation in particle composition
in absorption calculations and will not increase computational costs. The parameterization predicts the
absorption coefficient by populations of BC-containing particles as a function of five independent variables:
(1) the mass concentration of BC in each population, (2) the volume fraction of dry aerosol coatings, (3)
the hygroscopicity of that coating, (4) the environmental relative humidity, and (5) the wavelength of light.
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This study aims to develop and validate the parameterization for absorption enhancement and to evaluate
the impact of this parameterization on absorption aerosol optical depth.
2.5 Identifying the minimal representation of the aerosol
composition
Background: Global models simplify the representation of particle size and composition, and these ap-
proximations likely affect model predictions of CCN activity and optical properties. Models are moving
toward more detailed representations of particle composition, but the extent to which common represen-
tations of aerosol composition represent climate-relevant aerosol properties is not known. Error in CCN
concentrations and aerosol optical properties from approximate representations of the aerosol mixing state
has not been thoroughly quantified, so it is unclear what the minimal representation of aerosol composition
is required for global aerosol simulations.
Study objective: The objective of this study is to improve model representations of atmospheric aerosols
by evaluating error from commonly applied representations of the aerosol mixing state. Error in CCN
activity and aerosol optical properties caused by approximating particle composition is evaluated through
comparisons with particle-resolved model data. By identifying the minimal representation of the aerosol
mixing state needed to adequately model climate-relevant aerosol properties and the timescale for approxi-
mate representations to become valid, the results of this study will instruct the development of more accurate
aerosol models.
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Chapter 3
Methodology
This dissertation describe a series of studies using the Particle Monte Carlo (PartMC) model coupled to
the Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions and Chemistry (MOSAIC). PartMC-MOSAIC was used to
quantify error in CCN concentrations and aerosol absorption from approximate representations of the aerosol
mixing state, to identify the variables that most affect changes in CCN activation by primary emissions, and
to develop parameterizations to improve black carbon representations in existing global and regional aerosol
schemes. This chapter provides an overview of the methodology behind these studies.
All studies include a few common steps: (1) simulate the evolution of aerosol populations with the
particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC, (2) predict climate-relevant properties from PartMC-MOSAIC
output, and (3) apply different approaches to connect findings from the particle-resolved model to bulk and
distribution-based schemes. The continuity equations that describe the evolution of the aerosol mixing state
are described in Section 3.1, along with their numerical implementation in PartMC-MOSAIC. Section 3.2
describes models for optical properties, hygroscopic growth, and cloud condensation nuclei activation of
individual particles, which take as inputs the particle-resolved composition output from PartMC-MOSAIC.
Section 3.2 also describes how bulk properties of aerosol populations are computed from the particle-level
quantities modeled by PartMC-MOSAIC. Finally, an overview of various approaches to connect the particle-
resolved model findings to less detailed aerosol models, for example, through the identification of key sensi-
tivities and development of parameterizations, are described in Section 3.3.
3.1 Particle-resolved simulation of aerosol dynamics
The particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC was used to simulate the evolution of individual aerosol
particles by emissions, dilutions with background, condensation and evaporation of semi-volatile substances,
and coagulation with other particles. Unlike other aerosol models, which approximate the representation
of particle composition, PartMC-MOSAIC fully resolves the aerosol mixing state. The full aerosol mixing
state is a A-dimensional distribution for A aerosol species. Per-particle composition is given by the vector
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~µ, where each component µi is the mass of each constituent species i = 1, ..., A. The number concentration
of particles with a particular composition ~µ is given by:
n(~µ, t) =
∂NA(~µ, t)
∂µ1∂µ2...∂µA
, (3.1)
where N(~µ, t) is the cumulative distribution with respect ~µ.
This multivariate mixing state distribution evolves by simultaneous processes. The continuity equation
describing the evolution of n(~µ, t) in an air parcel is given by:
∂n(~µ, t)
∂t
=
1
2
∫ µ1
0
∫ µ2
0
...
∫ µA
0
K(~µ− µ′, µ′)n(~µ− µ′, ~µ, t)n(~µ′, t)dµ′1dµ′2...dµ′A︸ ︷︷ ︸
coagulation gain
(3.2)
− n(~µ, t)
∫ µ1
0
∫ µ2
0
...
∫ µA
0
K(~µ, ~µ′)n(~µ′, t)dµ′1dµ
′
2...dµ
′
A︸ ︷︷ ︸
coagulation loss
−
A∑
k=1
∂
∂µk
[
ckIk(~µ,~g, t)n(~µ, t)
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
gas-particle mass transfer
+ n˙emit(~µ, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
emission
+ n˙nuc(~µ, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
nucleation
+λdil
(
nback(~µ, t)− n(~µ, t)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
dilution
+
1
ρdry(t)
dρdry(t)
dt
n(~µ, t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
air density change
.
As particles interact with each other and the environment, the distribution in per-particle composition µˆ
changes. For example, if a particle having composition µˆ coagulates with another particles, the new particle
takes on a different composition and n(µˆ) decreases (coagulation loss). On the other hand, if a particle
having composition µˆ forms through the combination of two particles through coagulation, n(µˆ) increases
(coagulation gain). In the simulations described in this proposal, particles coagulate through Brownian
motion, so the probability of coagulation events depends on each particles’ respective size, which can be
determined from µ.
Particles grow by condensation or shrink by evaporation of semi-volatile substances, which depends on the
mass condensation rate Ik(~µ,~g, t) of each species k = 1, ..., A. Gas-aerosol mass transfer, through conden-
sation, evaporation or new particle formation, depends on the particular distribution n(µˆ) and the concen-
tration of semi-volatile gases. Nucleation is not included in the model simulations described in this study.
MOSAIC simulates mass transfer between gas-phase components and aerosol particles through deterministic
equations that describe chemical equilibria and gas- and aerosol-phase thermodynamics.
The continuity equation describing the evolution of the aerosol mixing state (Equation 3.2 could be solved
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deterministically by binning particles in composition space and tracking the evolution an A-dimensional dis-
tribution, where A = 20 aerosol species in the model simulations described in this dissertation. Equation 3.2
could also be solved using a particle-based method, where the model simulates stochastic interactions be-
tween thousands of particles in the A-dimensional distribution. If the number of simulated particles is large
enough, the collection of discrete particles can be used to reconstruct the A-dimensional number density
distribution n(µˆ).
As the simulation proceeds, the particle population simulated by PartMC-MOSAIC is altered in two
ways. First, each particle’s mass composition evolves continuously by condensation and evaporation of
semi-volatile substances, processes that are simulated deterministically by MOSAIC. MOSAIC includes
modules for gas-phase photochemistry (154), particle-phase thermodynamics (152; 153), and gas-particle
mass transfer (151). The coupled model treats all atmospherically important aerosol species including sulfate
(SO2−4 ), nitrate (NO
−
3 ), chloride (Cl
−), carbonate (CO2−3 ), ammonium (NH
+
4 ), sodium (Na
+), calcium
(Ca+), methanesulfonic acid (MSA), black carbon (BC), primary organic aerosol (POA), and a number of
secondary organic aerosol (SOA) species.
Second, particles are added to and removed from the simulation through aerosol emissions, dilution with
background air, and coagulation events, processes that are simulated stochastically by PartMC. PartMC
also tracks the source from which each particle originated. If two particles coagulate, the model stores the
number of particles originating from each source that are contained within the combined particle. In this
work, we pay special attention to the evolution of particles that contain at least one particle originating
from diesel exhaust. A detailed model description can be found in (115). PartMC Version 2.1.4 was used to
generate the results in this dissertation.
3.2 Computing climate-relevant properties from
particle-resolved model output
The bulk properties of aerosol populations depend on the characteristics of individual particles that make up
that population. While other aerosol schemes simplify the representation of particle size and composition,
PartMC-MOSAIC tracks the composition of each simulated particle. Therefore, climate-relevant properties
of aerosol populations can be computed explicitly by modeling relevant properties of individual particles.
This section describes models for predicting cloud condensation nuclei activation, water uptake, and optical
properties of individual aerosol particles, demonstrating that climate-relevant aerosol properties depend
strongly on size and chemical composition. Although atmospheric particles exist in a variety of shapes
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and have complex internal morphology, aerosol microphysical schemes are unable to track particle shape or
particles’ internal structure as they evolve in the atmosphere. Instead, aerosol microphysical schemes assume
particles are spherical with a simplified internal morphology. We follow this approach, treating particles as
homogeneous spheres when modeling hygroscopic growth, CCN activity, absorption and scattering, focusing
instead on the representation of particle size and composition. To model absorption by BC-containing
particles, we assumed that particles contained one or more BC inclusions within an otherwise homogeneous
particle, again assuming the overall particle and the inclusions are spherical.
3.2.1 Cloud condensation nuclei activation
The cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity of an aerosol population is a key determinant in aerosol
indirect effects. Increases in the number concentration of CCN, NCCN, affects cloud albedo and lifetime, as
described in Section 1.3.2. At a specific environmental supersaturation, NCCN depends on the aerosol size
distribution, mixing state, and number concentration.
A particle’s ability to activate cloud droplet formation depends on its dry diameter Ddry,i and its hygro-
scopicity parameter κi. The environmental saturation ratio Si is the ratio between the environmental vapor
pressure and the equilibrium vapor pressure for the particular environmental conditions. For each particle i,
the equilibrium saturation ratio Si over an aqueous droplet of diameter Di is the environmental saturation
ratio at which a the droplet and the environment are at equilibrium. The saturation ratio Si is modeled as
a combination of the Raoult and Kelvin effects:
Si(Di) = aw,i(Di)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Raoult
term
Ki(Di)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Kelvin
term
, (3.3)
where aw,i is the water activity of the droplet solution, which depends on the droplet composition, and
Ki(Di) is the Kelvin effect term, which depends on the droplet wet diameter Di.
The Kelvin effect is modeled as:
Ki(Di) = exp
(
4Msolσsol
RTρsolDi
)
, (3.4)
where Msol is the molecular weight of the droplet solution, σsol is the surface tension over the droplet solution,
ρsol is the density of the solution, R is the universal gas constant, and T is the ambient temperature. We
model the Kelvin effect assuming Msol, σsol, and ρsol are those of water.
Applying the hygroscopicity parameter for each particle κi, the water activity aw,i is expressed a function
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of particle wet diameter Di and dry diameter Ddry,i, as describe in (104):
1
aw,i
= 1 + κi
D3dry,i
D3i −D3dry,i
. (3.5)
They hygroscopicity parameter κk has been derived empirically different aerosol species k = 1, ..., A, as given
in Table 3.1. The effective hygroscopicity parameter each particle is given as the volume-weighted average
of κk for each constituent species:
κi =
A∑
k=1
k,iκk. (3.6)
All other factors being equal, particles with a greater κi are more hygroscopic and more easily activated. The
parameter κ has been determined empirically for a number of aerosol species (Table 3.1), and the effective
hygroscopicity parameter κi for each particle is the volume-weighted average of κ for its constituent aerosol
species.
From (77; 104), the saturation ratio Si is then modeled as:
Si(Di) =
D3i −D3dry,i
D3i −D3dry,i(1− κi)
exp
(
4σwMw
RTρwDi
)
. (3.7)
We apply this model to determine the environmental supersaturation needed to activate a particle for cloud
formation. If a particle grows to some critical wet diameter (Dc,i), it will continue to grow without bound
at that supersaturation and is said to be “activated”. We denote the critical saturation ratio at which
a particle activates and forms a cloud droplet with Sc,i = Si(Dc,i) and the critical supersaturation as
sc,i =
(
Sc,i − 1
)× 100. Particle are CCN-active if their critical supersaturation is lower than the environ-
mental supersaturation, and the critical supersaturation is computed by solving the non-linear equation for
∂Si(Di)/∂Di = 0. The number concentration of CCN, NCCN is then computed by counting the number of
particles per volume that have critical supersaturation sc,i lower than the environmental supersaturation s.
3.2.2 Hygroscopic growth
Water uptake in sub-saturated air was modeled using κ-Ko¨hler theory. MOSAIC also simulates water uptake,
which is used for model’s simulation of chemistry and coagulation. However, in the studies described in this
dissertation, it is useful to evaluate water uptake by a specific particle or specific particle population as a
function of relative humidity. Rather then repeating the same simulation at multiple relative humidity levels,
κ-Ko¨hler theory was used to model water uptake as a post-processing step for the populations simulated
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Table 3.1: Properties assigned to aerosol species. Values for density and refractive index are the same as
those assumed in Zaveri et al. (155). The range in values for κ were chosen based on (104) and references
therein.
aerosol species density [kg m−3] κ refractive index at λ = 550 nm
NO3 1800 0.65 1.5
SO4 1800 0.65 1.5
NH4 1800 0.65 1.5
SOA 1400 0.1 1.45
BC 1800 0 1.82 + 0.74i
POA 1000 0.001 1.45
H2O 1000 1.33
Figure 3.1:
by PartMC-MOSAIC. From Petters and Kreidenweis (104), the wet diameter for a particle with a given
dry diameter Ddry,i and hygroscopicity parameter κi is computed for relative humidity (RH) below 100% as
follows:
RH
exp
(
A
Di
) = D3i −D3dry,i
D3i −D3dry,i(1− κi)
. (3.8)
In this dissertation, the amount of water contained in each particle is used to model absorption and scattering
as a function of relative humidity.
3.2.3 Aerosol optical properties
Direct radiative forcing by aerosols depends on the ability of aerosol populations to absorb and scatter solar
radiation. The scattering cross section σscat,i for a particle i indicates the likelihood of light being scattered
by a particle, and depends on the wavelength of light λ. The scattering cross section bscat(λ) is given by the
sum over σscat,i for all particles i = 1, .., N per unit volume V that the particles occupy:
bscat(λ) =
∑N
i=1 σscat,i(λ)
V
(3.9)
Similarly, the absorption coefficient babs(λ) is the sum over the per-particle absorption cross section σabs,i(λ)
per unit volume:
babs(λ) =
∑N
i=1 σabs,i(λ)
V
(3.10)
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Values for σabs,i and σscat,i depend on the morphology of individual particles, quantities that are difficult to
represent in models. Existing aerosol models assume simple representations of particle morphology, typically
treating particles as homogeneous spheres or as containing a single insoluble core with a uniform coating,
known as the core-shell approximation (Figure 3.1a). Optical properties for particles with complex shape can
be computed for individual particles (2), but the evolution of particle configuration cannot yet be tracked
in chemical transport models. In this proposal, we modeled particles using the dynamic effective medium
approximation (31; 63), referred to as DEMA (Figure 3.1b). Under this approximation, each particle is
assumed to contain one or more randomly-distributed BC inclusions. In order to apply this model, the
number of inclusions must also be tracked, in addition to particle size and composition.
DEMA is used to determine the effective refractive index of particles containing on or more black carbon
inclusions. The effective complex refractive index m = n + ik is given by the square root of the effective
emissivity , where  is computed from the following non-linear equation:
(
1− vc
v
)
s − 
s − 2 +
vc
v
c − 
c − 2 +
2pi
45
(
ω
c
)2
(c − )
[
1 +
5
2c + 3
+
18(c − 2)
(c + 2)2
]∫
r5n(r)dr = 0 . (3.11)
Once the effective refractive index for each particle is known, the absorption cross section σabs,i is modeled
using Mie theory. Mie theory describes absorption and scattering by electromagnetic radiation within a
spherical particle (13). The refractive index of a particle that does not contain any absorbing material is
computed the volume-weighted average of the refractive indices of its constituent aerosol species.
3.3 Connecting particle-level and population-level models
In the studies described in this dissertation, findings from the particle-resolved model are interpreted to
improve aerosol representations in large-scale chemical transport models. Specifically, PartMC-MOSAIC is
used to identify variables that most affect aerosol processes and properties, to quantify error in approximate
representations of the aerosol mixing state, and to develop parameterizations intended to improve simulations
by simpler aerosol schemes. This section describes the ways that I have analyzed particle-resolved model
findings to evaluate and improve less detailed aerosol models.
3.3.1 Sensitivity analysis
Many of the analysis techniques described in this dissertation involve simulating a series of sensitivity
simulations. In some cases, I evaluate the sensitivity of a given property to a single variable. For example,
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Chapter 4 describes an analysis evaluating the sensitivity of CCN activity by particle from diesel exhaust,
after aging in the atmosphere, to their size and composition at emission. The sensitivity to the assumed size
distribution and to the assumed composition are each evaluated independently.
In other studies, I apply techniques to identify the variables that most influence a specific depend variable
under a range of atmospheric conditions. For example, Chapter 5 describes a regression analysis to identify
the independent variables that most affect changes in CCN activation by BC-containing particles. In this
study, I varied multiple independent variables, exploring all combinations of input parameters. In studies
that explore even more independent variables (Chapters 6 and 8), I sampled the independent variable space
using latin hypercube sampling. Latin hypercube sampling is a method for generating a representative set of
parameter values from a much large collection of parameter combinations. In the modeling studies described
in this dissertation, processes may be sensitive to a large number of independent variables. Assigning only
the range over which each parameter is to be varied and the number of total simulations, Latin hypercube
sampling produces a small number of simulations from the variable space. The goal of this type of sam-
pling approach is to reduce the overall number of simulations, while still varying a large number of input
parameters.
3.3.2 Error estimation
Chapters 8 describes an analysis of error from approximate representations of aerosol composition, where
error is defined as the difference between the approximate mixing state representation and the benchmark
particle-resolved representation. Similarly, Chapter 7 evaluates the error in modeled absorption by BC if
the representation of particle composition is simplified or if water uptake is neglected.
In this dissertation, differences are quantified using the normalized mean factor bias or the normalized
mean factor error, as described in Yu et al. (150). In both cases, the prediction Yˆ is compared with the
“true” value Y . The normalized mean factor bias is given by:
Normalized mean factor bias =
∑n
i=1(Yˆi − Yi)∑n
i=1 Yi
(3.12)
where Yi is the prediction of some dependent variable for data set i using one approach and Yˆi is the
prediction of the same independent variable for the same data set using a different approach. In one study
describe here, Y represents predictions using a benchmark approach, the particle-resolved model, and Yˆ
represents predictions using an approximate approach, and Y can be interpreted as a mean error from the
approximation. In other cases, Y is not assumed to be a more accurate prediction than Yˆ , and Y represents
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only a mean difference between the two quantities.
The normalized mean bias indicates whether the prediction Yˆ overestimates or underestimates Y , but
does not indicate the overall magnitude of error. For this reason, the normalized mean factor error is
presented, in addition to the mean bias, where the normalized mean factor error is defined as:
Normalized mean factor bias =
∑n
i=1 |Yˆi − Yi|∑n
i=1 Yi
(3.13)
where Y¯ is the mean across all values Yi.
This study also involves several applications of regression analysis, which are described in the next
sections. Agreement between relationships generated through parametric and nonparametric regression
were evaluated using the coefficient of determination R2:
R2(s) = 1−
Ntest∑
i=1
(
Yi − Yˆi
)2
Ntest∑
i=1
(
Yi − Y¯i
)2 . (3.14)
3.3.3 Identification of governing independent variables
In this dissertation, nonparametric regression analysis was applied to identify the combination of independent
variables that most affect specific aerosol processes and properties. Using this approach, I identified the
environmental conditions that most affect the timescale for BC-containing particle to age by condensation
and coagulation (Chapter 5) and the bulk aerosol properties that most affect BC’s light absorption. In the
nonparametric regression analyses described here and the parametric regression analyses described in the
next section, regression data was separated into testing and training sets to prevent over fitting the data.
The procedure for applying nonparametric regression to identify governing variables is as follows: 1) select
a set of candidate variables to test, 2) perform the regression on data in the training set to predict the
dependent variable as a function of the candidate dependent variables, and 3) evaluate the prediction using
the data in the testing set. The combination of independent variables that most affect the value of the
dependent variable are identified from the regression that yields the greatest value for R2.
3.3.4 Parameterization development
I show that, in some cases, aerosol properties simulated by the particle-resolved model can be represented
through simple parameterizations that are suitable for global models. Based on the variables identified
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through nonparametric regression, I constructed parameterizations according to a particular functional form.
The parametric relationships were developed based on linear or nonlinear regression of model data in the
training set. The parameterizations were then evaluated with R2, using data from the testing set.
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Chapter 4
Sensitivity of CCN activity to particle
characteristics at emission
4.1 Introduction
This study falls under the broad objective to improve the scientific understanding of the factors that influ-
ence aerosol aging. In this case, I focus on aging with respect to changes in the cloud condensation nuclei
activity of primary aerosol, in general. BC-containing particles are one type of primary particles. Primary
particles are especially important in determining the aerosol number budget (22; 129; 112) and the associ-
ated increase in CCN concentrations (106; 128). Although many of the microphysical properties governing
CCN activity have been identified, there remains a lack of quantitative connection between particles as
emitted and their ultimate effect on CCN concentrations. In particular, a deeper understanding of the rates
and dominant factors governing transition between fresh emissions and CCN-active particles would enable
effective parameterizations for global models. This work evaluates the sensitivity of primary particles’ CCN
activity to their size and composition at emission, and we evaluate how this sensitivity depends on the cloud
supersaturation level and aging conditions near the emission source. We focus on particles emitted from a
particular source, diesel engines, because they represent an important number fraction of particle emissions
(83) and because their CCN activity is important to understand their net forcing (132; 23). The lessons
drawn from this particle type are also applicable to other hydrophobic primary aerosols.
Modeling studies at the global scale show that carbonaceous aerosols have a strong influence on cloud
radiative properties (23; 8; 57; 128; 75) and that assumptions about particle characteristics at emission are
a key uncertainty (8; 128; 75). For example, (75) compared the cloud radiative effects of fossil fuel and
biomass burning aerosol emissions in six global models. On average, cloud microphysical effects led to a
negative forcing approximately equal in magnitude but opposite in sign to the direct forcing by particles
emitted from these sources. Biomass burning aerosol exerted a more negative indirect forcing than aerosol
emissions from fossil fuels, which the authors attributed in part to differences in the microphysical properties
of particles originating from these two sources. In these studies, biomass burning particles were initially more
hygroscopic than fossil fuel particles, and, in some cases, biomass burning particles were emitted with a larger
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mean diameter. However, the geographic distribution of particle emissions also differs for biomass and fossil
fuel sources. Cloud responses to particle emissions vary regionally because of variation in environmental
conditions, so it is unclear whether differences in cloud response from biomass and fossil fuel emissions are
caused by differences in particle microphysical properties or by differences in the regional distribution of
each source.
These global modeling studies included a number of cloud processes and were conducted on large spatial
scales, with only a limited representation of aerosol properties, so these studies have not isolated the factors
to which cloud-aerosol interactions are most sensitive. In this work, we complement the broad findings
of global models by simulating the evolution of aerosols near the emission source using a detailed aerosol
model that resolves the composition of each simulated particle. This work evaluates how aging conditions
and environmental supersaturation levels affect the relationship between primary aerosol emissions and the
number concentration of atmospheric CCN. We examine how two important aging processes, condensation
and coagulation, affect the CCN activity of primary particles as a function of time after emission. The
relative impact of these processes depends on particle size and composition, and we elucidate this behavior
with sensitivity studies. The results of this sensitivity analysis can be used to identify the degree of detail
in particulate emission properties required to predict CCN activity. In addition, this analysis will lead to
a mechanistic understanding of how emissions affect CCN, cloud droplet number, and, ultimately, cloud
forcing.
Most of this chapter was published as a manuscript in the Journal of Geophysical Research (45).
4.2 Simulation of urban plume with particle-resolved model
We simulate aerosol aging with a detailed aerosol microphysical model to evaluate how particle characteristics
at emission and environmental conditions near the emission source influence CCN concentrations and aerosol
removal by nucleation scavenging. We considered three factors:
1. size and composition of freshly emitted particles,
2. conditions for aging by condensation and coagulation near the emission source, and
3. water vapor supersaturation at which CCN activity is evaluated.
PartMC-MOSAIC (151; 115), as described in Chapter 3, was used to simulate a series of scenarios of
an air parcel advected. In each case, the air parcel is advocated through a large urban area based on the
idealized plume scenario described in (115), with conditions similar to Los Angeles. The simulations started
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Table 4.1: Aerosol Emissions and Initial Conditions for Base Case Simulation (115). The quantity κemit is
the hygroscopicity parameter assigned to particles at emission.
Initial/Background N (m−3) Dgm (µm) σg Composition by Mass κ
Aitken Mode 3.2× 109 0.02 1.45 50% (NH4)2SO4, 50% POA 0.325
Accumulation Mode 2.9× 109 0.116 1.65 50% (NH4)2SO4, 50% POA 0.325
Emissions N˙emit (m
−2s−1) Dgm,emit (µm) σg Composition by Mass κemit
Meat cooking 9× 106 0.0865 1.9 100% POA 0.001
Diesel vehicles 1.6× 108 0.05 1.7 30% POA, 70% BC 3× 10−4
Gasoline vehicles 5× 107 0.05 1.7 80% POA, 20%BC 8× 10−4
at 6:00 am, at which time the parcel contained only background gas and aerosol, and received gas and aerosol
emissions from 6:00 am until 6:00 pm. After 6:00 pm, all emissions were discontinued until the simulation
ended at 6:00 am the following morning. The parcel was mixed with background air according to a fixed
dilution rate, and the temperature and mixing height varied according to a prescribed diurnal profile. The
relative humidity varied as a function of temperature. The temperature peaked at 300 K in the middle
afternoon, corresponding to a minimum relative humidity of 55%. At night the temperature decreased to
290 K, and the relative humidity increased to 95%. Time series for selected trace gases and meteorologic
conditions are given in (115).
The size distribution and composition assigned to background and emitted particles in the baseline
scenario are given in Table 5.1, including number-based geometric mean diameter (Dgm,emit) and standard
deviation (σg,emit), the mass composition, and the effective hygroscopicity parameter (κemit) corresponding
to that composition. The background aerosol consisted of Aitken and accumulation modes and was composed
of (NH4)2SO4 and POA. Three sources of carbonaceous aerosols were emitted: (1) diesel vehicle emissions,
(2) gasoline vehicle emissions, (3) and meat cooking emissions. Although particles from diesel exhaust are
the focus of this study, the other two sources were included to simulate a more realistic composition of urban
aerosol. In this base case scenario, the number-based emission strength from diesel particulate emissions far
exceeded number-based emission from any other source (Table 5.1). The size distribution parameters and
composition of particle emissions were based on measurements from (72), (73), and (40), respectively. The
initial gas concentrations and gas emissions were adapted from the southern California Air Quality Study
of (151). This plume scenario is not meant to represent any particular episode but was chosen to analyze
changes in the aerosol mixing state under conditions simple enough that the dominant aging processes could
be understood.
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Figure 4.1: Evolution of (a) overall aerosol number concentration and (b) overall aerosol mass concentration
for simulations representing different processes and, for only the simulation including both condensation and
coagulation, the evolution of (c) aerosol number different classes of particles and (d) mass of aerosol species.
Vertical lines show the time periods outlined in Table 4.2.
4.3 Evolution of CCN activity in a single emission scenario
We first present results from a baseline emission scenario in order to illustrate the distinct roles of con-
densation and coagulation in altering the hygroscopic properties of particle emissions. Later, we show how
differences in particle characteristics at emission influence their CCN activity after hours of aging. We deter-
mined the relative impact of each aging mechanism by comparing simulations under three limiting cases: 1)
including condensation without coagulation, 2) including coagulation without condensation, and 3) including
both condensation and coagulation. We then build on this analysis in Section 4.4.1 to determine how each
aging mechanism alters the sensitivity of CCN activity to the characteristics of primary aerosol at emission.
The temporal evolution of the aerosol number concentration and dry mass concentration is shown in
Figures 4.1.a and 4.1.b, respectively, for each set of aging conditions. The particle number concentration
changed by primary aerosol emissions, dilution with background air, and coagulation. Aerosol emissions and
dilution also affect the aerosol mass concentration, which also evolves by condensation and evaporation of
semi-volatile substances. These processes all vary throughout the day.
The diurnal variation in aging conditions consisted of four key time periods, which are outlined in
Table 4.2. Early in the simulation (6:00 am–11:00 am), particle emissions caused an increase in the number
concentration and freshly emitted particles aged primarily by coagulation. The middle of the day (11:00 am–
4:00 pm) was characterized by rapid condensation of ammonium nitrate, produced through photochemical
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Figure 4.2: Two-dimensional normalized number distribution of diesel particles nˆdsl(Ddry, κ) shows how
changes in size and hygroscopicity affect particles’ critical supersaturation sc (indicated by superimposed
lines). The contribution of each aging mechanism to the full simulation (top row) is shown through compar-
isons between rows. The majority of particles acquire hygroscopic coating by condensation (middle row),
but some are instantaneously encompassed in CCN-active particles through coagulation events (indicated by
the blue circle). In the absence of condensation (bottom row), many particles remain unmodified throughout
the simulation (indicated by the red circle). See Section 4.3.1 for further explanation.
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reactions. Particles emitted after this period of rapid aging by condensation, but before emissions ceased,
(4:00 pm–6:00 pm) did not experience rapid aging by condensation, so they remained hydrophobic unless
they participated in a coagulation event. Dilution and coagulation were the dominant processes acting at
night (6:00 pm–6:00 am), after emissions were discontinued and at a time when aging by condensation was
slow.
In this scenario, particles originating from diesel exhaust contributed a large fraction of the aerosol number
concentration, shown in Figure 4.1.c. The total number concentration is separated into three classes: 1)
particles formed by coagulation between particles originating from diesel exhaust and particles originating
from non-diesel sources, 2) particles emitted from diesel exhaust that had not coagulated with particles from
other sources, and 3) particles originating from non-diesel sources that had not coagulated with particles
from diesel exhaust. Categories 1 and 2 demonstrate how diesel particles influence the particle population
and are the focus of this work. We refer to particles in categories 1 and 2 as “diesel particles”, meaning
particles that contain at least one particle originating from diesel exhaust. Note that category 1 includes
only particles formed by inter-coagulation between particles from diesel and non-diesel sources, so particles
formed by coagulation between two particles from diesel exhaust are placed in category 2 and those formed
by coagulation between particles from the background or non-diesel emission sources are placed in category
3.
The mass concentration increased by approximately 50% from 6:00 am until 6:00 pm because of primary
particle emissions (BC and POA), shown in Figure 4.1.d. The urban area simulated in this study contained
high concentrations of nitric acid and ammonia, an average of 12 ppb and 1.7 ppb, respectively, leading to
rapid formation of ammonium nitrate in simulations that include condensation. The aerosol mass concen-
tration increased by more than a factor of three during the afternoon if condensation was simulated, from
approximately 20 µg m−3 at 12:00 pm to approximately 70 µg m−3 at 6:00 pm. Therefore, although coagu-
lation was a key process influencing the aerosol number concentration, condensation was the most important
process influencing the aerosol mass concentration. Beyond the 24 hours, the number concentration was a
factor of two greater when coagulation was not simulated (dashed line), and the mass concentration was
underestimated by a factor of two at this time when condensation was neglected (dotted line).
4.3.1 Susceptibility to nucleation scavenging as a function of supersaturation
Changes in particle characteristics that influence CCN activity are shown through a series of probability
density distributions in Figure 4.2. The effective hygroscopicity parameter and critical supersaturation
are computed according to the approach described in Section 3.2.1. At each time, the normalized two-
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Figure 4.3: Evolution of (a) number fraction of diesel particles susceptible to nucleation scavenging, fdsl,
and (b) difference in CCN concentrations between simulations with and without diesel emissions, ∆NCCN.
The change in number concentration is indicated by the horizontal grey lines in Figure 4.3.b
Table 4.2: Time periods representing aging regimes
time characteristics
6:00 am–11:00 am fresh particle emissions, slow aging by condensation
11:00 am–4:00 pm fresh particle emissions, rapid aging by condensation of ammonium nitrate
4:00 pm–6:00 pm fresh particle emissions continue after condensational aging slows
6:00 pm–6:00 am no particle emissions, slow aging by condensation
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Figure 4.4: For each set of aging conditions, evolutio of diesel particles’ (a) geometric mean diameter and (b)
geometric mean hygroscopicity parameter. For simulations including both condensation and coagulation,
evolution of (c) supersaturation at which 50% of diesel particles become CCN active for exact PartMC-
MOSAIC results (black line), assuming particles size changes but not their composition (red line), and
assuming their composition changes but not their size (blue line). Vertical lines show the time periods
outlined in Table 4.2.
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dimensional distribution nˆdsl(Ddry, κ) is shown for each set of aging conditions. The unnormalized distribu-
tion ndsl(Ddry, κ) is defined as:
ndsl(Ddry, κ) =
∂2Ndsl(Ddry, κ)
∂ logDdry∂ log κ
, (4.1)
where Ndsl(Ddry, κ) is the cumulative number distribution with respect to Ddry and κ. Because we compare
particle populations with very different number concentrations, it is useful to use the normalized number
distribution nˆdsl(Ddry, κ):
nˆdsl(Ddry, κ) =
ndsl(Ddry, κ)∫∞
−∞
∫∞
−∞ ndsl.(Ddry, κ)d logDdryd log κ
(4.2)
The individual contributions of condensation and coagulation are shown through comparisons between
the simulation that includes both aging mechanisms (top row of Figure 4.2) and simulations in which each
mechanism operated alone (middle and bottom rows of Figure 4.2). The state of diesel particles is shown
every four hours from 7:00 am until 11:00 pm. The selected times were chosen to show how particle properties
change during the key time periods outlined in Table 4.2.
Curves of constant sc for T =293.15 K are plotted as a function of Ddry and κ in Figure 4.2. Particles
that would be CCN-active at a specified supersaturation s are those with sc,i ≤ s. Crossing the lines of
constant sc from left to right means particles transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active at that s. For
the particle concentrations simulated in this paper, a cloud supersaturation of s = 0.1% is consistent with
updraft velocities of 0.2–0.5 m s−1 (stratus clouds), and s = 0.6% is consistent with updraft velocities of
2–5 m s−1 (convective clouds).
Each aging mechanism caused the evolution of the particle population to proceed in a different way. An
hour after emissions started (7:00 am), most diesel particles were too small and hydrophobic to activate at
any s < 1%. When particles aged only by condensation, Ddry,i and κi increased incrementally over time
as particles accumulated secondary aerosol coating, shown in the middle row of Figure 4.2. Photochemical
production of secondary aerosol between 11:00 am and 4:00 pm caused rapid condensational aging during
these hours. Particles emitted after 4:00 pm did not experience this rapid daytime aging and, consequently,
remained small and hydrophobic with high values for sc,i throughout the night, shown in the middle row of
Figure 4.2.
Without condensation Ddry,i and κi were altered only for particles that participated in coagulation events,
shown in the bottom row of Figure 4.2. Because we assume that particles coagulate by Brownian motion,
coagulation events were most likely between the largest and smallest particles in the distribution. The
smallest of the diesel particles were often incorporated into much larger background particles through such
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coagulation events, forming a mode of diesel particles with κi approximately the same as the background
(blue circle in Figure 4.2). These combined particles were often CCN-active at low values of s, enabling
the removal of the small diesel particle contained in the combined particle through nucleation scavenging.
The particles that did not participate in coagulation events maintained their initial hygroscopic properties
throughout the simulation, shown by the mode of particles in the bottom row of Figure 4.2 that maintain
κ = 3× 10−4 throughout the entire simulation (red circle in Figure 4.2).
As particles increase in size (greater Ddry,i) and hygroscopicity (greater κi), they become more susceptible
to CCN activation and wet removal. The number fraction of diesel particles that are able to activate into
CCN (fdsl) is shown as a function of cloud supersaturation in Figure 4.3.a. The value of fdsl(s) at a specific
s is the portion of particles with sc ≤ s, corresponding to particles above that sc line in Figure 4.2. Because
fdsl is related to the time-dependent number concentration of diesel particles, the same value of fdsl at
different times could have a very different effect on the number concentration of CCN.
Freshly emitted particles were CCN-active only at very high supersaturation levels (s > 1%), but their
CCN activity increased as they aged by condensation and coagulation. Condensation of semi-volatile sub-
stances between 11:00 am and 3:00 pm caused sc,i to decrease for all diesel particles (Figure 4.2), enabling
their activation and removal under a greater range of cloud supersaturation levels. For simplicity, we discuss
changes in the fdsl spectrum using a single value, the supersaturation required to activate 50% of parti-
cles (s50). While fdsl at a specific time and supersaturation indicates the portion of particles that could
be removed at that supersaturation (Figure 4.3.a), the quantity s50 provides information on the fdsl curve
with only a single value by indicating the supersaturation level needed to activate most of the diesel parti-
cles. In simulations including condensation alone (dashed lines) s50 decreased from s50 ≈ 1% at 11:00 am
to s50 ≈ 0.3% at 3:00 pm. On the other hand, a small portion of diesel particles combined with hygro-
scopic particles through coagulation events, increasing fdsl(s) at 0.1% < s < 1% in simulations including
coagulation without condensation (dotted lines of Figure 4.3.a).
4.3.2 CCN concentrations as a function of supersaturation
Although the changes in particle hygroscopic properties presented in Section 4.3.1 increased particles’ sus-
ceptibility to nucleation scavenging, in this section we show that, even after several hours of aging, particle
emissions do not always increase the number concentration of CCN. Changes in CCN concentrations from
particle emissions depended strongly on aerosol dynamics near the emission source. We evaluated the con-
tribution of diesel emissions to overall CCN concentration (NCCN) by comparing NCCN between simulations
with and without diesel emissions. The difference in CCN concentrations, ∆NCCN, is shown in Figure 4.3.b
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for each set of aging conditions. Diesel emissions caused an increase in the aerosol number concentration,
regardless of aging conditions, but only in certain cases did this increase in aerosol number correspond to
an increase in NCCN.
In the previous section, we showed that diesel particles often become encompassed in highly hygroscopic
particles through coagulation events, increasing their susceptibility to removal through nucleation scavenging
at s < 0.2%. However, these small diesel particles do not form distinct CCN if they are incorporated
in particles that were CCN-active prior to the coagulation event. Unless condensation occurred, diesel
particles that did not coagulate with background particles remained too hydrophobic to increase NCCN at
any s < 1% (Figure 4.3.b). At high supersaturation values (s > 0.2%), diesel emissions caused the greatest
increase in NCCN in the presence of condensation and the absence of coagulation, suggesting that diesel
particles experience sufficient growth by condensation to form new CCN at these high values of s. At low
supersaturation thresholds (s < 0.2%) NCCN was nearly the same for simulations with or without diesel
emissions, indicating that diesel emissions did not influence NCCN at these low values of s.
4.3.3 Relative importance of changes in size versus composition
As discussed in Section 4.3.1, the changes in CCN activation are the result of simultaneous changes in
particles’ dry diameter and hygroscopicity parameter. The evolution of diesel particles’ geometric mean
diameter (Ddry,gm) and geometric mean hygroscopicity parameter (κgm) are shown in Figures 4.4.a and 4.4.b,
respectively. Changes in particle hygroscopicity were driven almost entirely by condensation (Figure 4.4.b),
while both condensation and coagulation were important in determining diesel particles’ size distribution
(Figure 4.4.a).
For the simulation including both condensation and coagulation, the relative importance of changes in
size and composition on CCN activity are compared in Figure 4.4.c. The supersaturation at which 50% of
particles activate, s50, is shown for 1) the population of diesel particles simulated by PartMC-MOSAIC, 2)
the same particles but retaining their emitted composition and applying the modeled change in size, and 3)
the same particles but retaining their emitted size with the modeled change in composition.
For the exact particle population from PartMC-MOSAIC (black line), s50 is approximately 3% at the start
of the simulation, indicating that most particles are too hydrophobic to activate at relevant supersaturation
levels. As particles increased in size (Figure 4.4.a) and hygroscopicity (Figure 4.4.b), s50 rapidly decreased.
By 3:00 pm, s50 was less than 0.2% (black line), corresponding to the shift in fdsl shown in Figure 4.3.a.
If only changes in size were included (red line), s50 was an order of magnitude higher than for the exact
simulation. On the other hand, if only particles’ composition was modified, s50 was over-predicted by a
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Table 4.3: Parameters assigned to diesel emissions in analysis of sensitivity to emission size distribution.
The quantity s50,emit is the supersaturation at which 50% of freshly emitted particles activate.
size distribution parameters composition
Simulation Dgm,emit (µm) N˙emit ( m
−2s−1) BC POA SO4 κemit s50,emit
S1 0.025 1.28× 109 70% 30% 0% 3× 10−4 8.3%
S2 0.05 1.6×108 70% 30% 0% 3×10−4 3.9%
S3 0.1 2× 107 70% 30% 0% 3× 10−4 1.9%
S4 0.2 2.5× 106 70% 30% 0% 3× 10−4 0.9%
Table 4.4: Parameters assigned to diesel emissions in analysis of sensitivity to emission composition
size distribution parameters composition
Simulation Dgm,emit (µm) N˙emit ( m
−2s−1) BC POA SO4 κemit s50,emit
C1 0.05 1.6×108 70% 30% 0% 3×10−4 3.9%
C2 0.05 1.6× 108 68.6% 29.4% 2% 6.8× 10−3 2.3%
C3 0.05 1.6× 108 63% 27% 10% 6.5× 10−2 1.3%
C4 0.05 1.6× 108 35% 15% 50% 3.2× 10−1 0.6%
factor of three (blue line). Both changes in size and hygroscopicity must be included to model CCN activity,
and changes in hygroscopicity are particularly important.
In summary, condensation caused the critical supersaturation of the majority of particles to decrease
and, thereby, increased the number fraction susceptible to nucleation scavenging at high supersaturation
thresholds (s > 0.2%). The particles that aged by condensation also tended to increase NCCN. On the
other hand, coagulation increased particles’ susceptibility to removal through nucleation scavenging at low
s (s < 0.1%), but diesel emissions did not lead to an increase in NCCN at any s < 1% if aged by coagulation
alone.
4.4 Sensitivity of CCN activity to particle size and composition
at emission
The properties of primary aerosol particles are determined partly by aging in the atmosphere, as discussed
in the previous section, and partly by their characteristics at emission. In this section, we explore to what
extent particle properties at emission influence their CCN activation properties after aging. We present a
series of sensitivity simulations in which we varied the size distribution and composition of the particles at
emission. Because the overall mass emission rate is typically better constrained than the assumed particle
size distribution and composition, we performed and compared simulations for which the mass emission rate
was the same, but the microphysical properties of individual particles were varied.
Results are presented for two sets of simulations, outlined in Tables 4.3 and 4.4. In scenarios S1–S4
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of particles susceptible to nucleation scavenging, fdsl, as a function of cloud super-
saturation s. Shown at 7:00 am, 3:00 pm, and 11:00 pm for simulations including both condensation and
coagulation, and only at 11:00 pm for simulations of condensation only and coagulation only.
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Figure 4.6: Time series of sensitivity parameters ΨS and ΨC. Differences between S1 and S4 are shown
by red lines, illustrating the change in sensitivity to particles’ emission size distribution, and differences
between C1 and C4 are shown by blue lines, indicating the sensitivity to particles’ composition at the time
of emission. Results are shown for simulations including only the effects of condensation (dashed lines), only
the effect of coagulation (dotted lines), and both condensation and coagulation (solid lines).
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Figure 4.7: Differ nce in CCN concentrations between simulations with and without diesel emissions,
∆NCCN, for scenarios S1–S4 (top) and C1–C4 (bottom). Results are shown as a function of time for a
single cloud supersaturation, s = 0.2%, for simulations including both condensation and coagulation and are
shown as a function of supersaturation at a single time, 11:00 pm, for all aging conditions.
(Table 4.3) diesel particles were emitted with the same composition in all scenarios (70% BC, 30% POA),
and the emission size distribution was varied. To maintain the same mass emission rate while changing
the particle size distribution, the number emission rate was varied accordingly. For example, doubling
the geometric mean diameter of diesel emissions (Dgm,emit) reduced the number emission rate (N˙emit) by
a factor of 8. In scenarios C1–C4 (Table 4.4), diesel emissions had the same size distribution in all four
scenarios, and particle composition at emission was varied. Increasing the SO4 content of emitted particles
corresponded to an increase in their effective hygroscopicity parameter at emission (κemit). A particle’s
critical supersaturation for CCN activation (sc,i) decreases as Ddry,i or κi increases. Scenarios S2 and C1
are identical, corresponding to the baseline scenario that was presented in Section 4.3.
4.4.1 Sensitivity of nucleation scavenging to particle characteristics at
emission
The fraction of diesel particles able to activate into CCN, fdsl(s), is shown for scenarios S1–S4 and C1–C4 in
Figure 4.5. As in the base case scenario, particles activated into CCN more easily after aging by condensation
and coagulation. The temporal evolution of fdsl at s = 0.3% is shown in the left panel of Figure 4.5 for
simulations including both condensation and coagulation. At a single time, 11:00 pm, results are shown as a
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function of supersaturation for each set of aging conditions. If differences between fdsl at some s are large,
then particles’ susceptibility to CCN activation and their subsequent removal depends strongly on differences
in emitted particle properties between scenarios at that s. We quantify how each aging mechanism affects
differences in CCN activity between scenarios using a single value, the supersaturation required to activate
50% of the particle population (s50).
Scenarios S1–S4
The evolution of fdsl(s) is shown for S1–S4 in Figure 4.5.a. All other factors being equal, particles with large
diameters (e.g., S4) are able to activate at lower values of s than particles with small diameters (e.g., S1).
Values for fdsl(s) at 7:00 am show the characteristics of diesel particles when all emissions are fresh. The
temporal evolution of fdsl(s) was influenced by the same processes outlined in Table 4.2.
In all scenarios S1–S4, CCN-activity increased for all particles as they aged by condensation (11:00 am–
4:00 pm). Condensational aging caused the greatest changes in fdsl(s) for any given scenario, but, in the
absence of coagulation, fdsl for 0.1% < s < 1% remained sensitive to particles’ emission size distribution
after aging. In simulations that included coagulation without condensation, a portion of particles were
encompassed in large background particles that were CCN-active at s < 0.1%, but many particles remained
unaltered and hydrophobic. Aerosol properties evolved most rapidly and differences in CCN activity were
smallest when the effects of both condensation and coagulation were included. In the simulations including
both processes, the median critical supersaturation s50 initially ranged from 0.7% (S4) to 5.9% (S1) and
decreased to the range of 0.08% (S4) to 0.18% (S1) after 24 hours. Differences in s50 are discussed in further
detail in Section 4.4.1
Scenarios C1–C4
Although coagulation was important for decreasing the sensitivity of fdsl to particles’ emission size, conden-
sation was the dominant process influencing sensitivities to particles’ initial composition. At 7:00 am, when
all diesel particles were fresh, fdsl for C1–C4 was determined by particles’ properties at emission, and s50
ranged from 0.5% to 3%. Particles that were initially hydrophobic (scenario C1) were unable to activate
except in highly supersaturated clouds, but particles with substantial hygroscopic coating were CCN-active
at lower values of s. Particle size and effective hygroscopicity parameter κi increased as they accumulated
hygroscopic coating through condensation, and values of κi increased more rapidly when diesel emissions
were initially hydrophobic (C1) than for particles emitted with some hygroscopic coating (C2–C4). By the
time the simulations ended at 6:00 am the following morning, s50 ranged from 0.1–0.2%, regardless of parti-
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cles’ initial hygroscopicity. In these simulations, s50 decreased to lower values for particles emitted without
any SO4 coating (C1) than particles emitted with 2% or 10% SO4 by mass (C2 or C3, respectively) because
of more ammonium nitrate forming on the particles without SO4 coating, which are dry particles. The
additional ammonium nitrate formation on these particles occurs because the current version of MOSAIC
neglects the Kelvin effect for dry particles, since the values for surface energies for the species of interest are
unknown. The relative humidity varies throughout the day, starting at 95% and then dropping quickly as
the simulation proceeds. Particles emitted early in the morning that initially contain some inorganic coating
(C2–C4) take up water at these high values of RH, and ammonium nitrate formation later in the day is
influenced by the Kelvin effect for these particles. Particles emitted without any inorganic coating (C1)
remained dry throughout the morning, and ammonium nitrate condensed more quickly on these particles
starting at 11:00 am because the Kelvin effect were neglected.
When coagulation was the only mechanism at work, fdsl depended strongly on particles’ initial compo-
sition throughout the simulation. Only particles that participated in coagulation events were altered under
these conditions, so particles that did not coagulate maintained their initial hygroscopic properties through-
out the simulation. The smallest emitted particles were likely to coagulate with much larger pre-existing
particles, increasing fdsl at s ≈ 0.1% in simulations including coagulation without condensation. Although
aging by coagulation did ultimately reduce the dependence of s50 on particles’ initial composition, in the
absence of condensation many particles remained unaffected after hours of aging.
Sensitivity of median critical supersaturation to particle characteristics at emission
As discussed in Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.1, the critical supersaturation at which 50% of particles activate, s50,
decreased in each scenario, indicating a shift in the fdsl curve toward lower supersaturation levels and an
increase in particles’ susceptibility to nucleation scavenging. If differences in s50 between scenarios are large
at some time, the supersaturation at which the majority of emitted particles activate depends strongly on
particle characteristics at emission. We quantify how difference in s50 at emission (s50,e) affect differences
in s50 throughout the simulation using the quantity Ψ. For example, Ψ is defined for scenarios S1-S4 as:
ΨS =
∣∣∣∣∣
[
s50
]
S4
− [s50]S1[
s50,emit
]
S4
− [s50,emit]S1
∣∣∣∣∣. (4.3)
The corresponding sensitivity for scenarios C1 and C4 is given by ΨC. The end members of the scenarios
(S1 and S4, C1 and C4) are always used when computing Ψ.
The quantity s50 varies with time and depends on the emission scenario and the aging conditions, whereas
s50,emit is a constant for each emission scenario and is independent of the aging conditions. If ΨS = 1, values
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for s50 differ between scenarios S1 and S4 as much as they did at the time of emission, although values for
s50 may have decreased in each case. The other extreme, ΨS = 0, suggests that there is no difference in s50
between scenarios S1 and S4 and that particle emission properties do not influence their removal through
nucleation scavenging after particles are processed in the atmosphere. The sensitivities ΨS or ΨC, therefore,
indicate the degree to which differences in s50,e translate to differences in s50 after aging.
Figure 4.6 shows the time series for ΨS (red lines) and ΨC (blue lines). These quantities were computed
for each set of processing conditions. Values for ΨS and ΨC were lowest at all times when both processes
were included, and simulations of each mechanism acting alone show which process was most influential in
altering variability in s50 between scenarios.
Early in the morning, values ΨS and ΨC were nearly equal to 1, indicating that the spread in s50 had not
changed relative to s50,emit. Photochemical reactions led to a period of rapid aging by condensation from
11:00 am until 4:00 pm. During this time, the original difference in hygroscopicity between diesel particles
in C1 and C4 was eliminated after particles were coated with condensing aerosol, causing ΨC to decrease
to nearly 0 between 2:00 pm and 4:00 pm (solid and dashed blue lines). Although differences in chemical
composition were rapidly eradicated by condensation, differences in size (quantified by ΨS) were altered
much more slowly and were affected mostly by coagulation. Values for ΨS remained greater than 0.9 when
coagulation was not included (dashed red line), but ΨS decreased to 0.25 after 24 hours of simulation if
coagulation was included in addition to condensation (solid red line).
Coagulation was also important in altering the composition of particles emitted after sunset. Particles
emitted after photochemical reactions ceased did not acquire a hygroscopic coating through condensation, so
s50 varied more between C1–C4 at 6:00 pm (ΨC = 0.2) than at 4:00 pm (ΨC ≈ 0) for scenarios including only
condensation or both condensation and coagulation (solid and dashed blue lines). If the effects of coagulation
were included in addition to condensation, ΨC decreased to 0.1 by 6:00 am the following morning (solid blue
line), otherwise ΨC remained at the value of 0.2 until the simulation ended (dashed blue line).
In summary, the degree to which differences in particle microphysical properties at emission affect the
mean CCN activation properties depends on the aging conditions near the emission source. Condensation
rapidly altered particles’ composition, such that s50 was insensitive to differences in particle composition
at the time of emission (ΨC ≈ 0). On the other hand, coagulation caused differences in s50 to decrease
between particles emitted with different size distributions. As a result, coagulation caused ΨS to decrease to
0.35 after 24 hours under conditions of rapid aging by both condensation and coagulation, whereas ΨS ≈ 1
throughout the simulation if particles aged only by condensation.
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4.4.2 Sensitivity of CCN concentrations to particle characteristics at emission
Section 4.4.1 focused only on particles originating from diesel exhaust in order to evaluate the susceptibility
of these particles to removal through nucleation scavenging. We now consider the entire particle population,
including those from other sources, to evaluate differences in absolute CCN concentrations (∆NCCN) between
simulations with and without diesel emissions. The temporal evolution of ∆NCCN is shown at s = 0.3%
for simulations including both condensation and coagulation in the left panel of Figure 4.7. For each set of
aging conditions, results are shown as function of supersaturation at a single time, 11:00 pm, in the right
panel of Figure 4.7. These figures show how differences in aging conditions near the emission source affect
the response in NCCN to variation in particles’ initial size distribution (S1–S4) and composition (C1–C4).
Scenarios S1–S4
In scenarios S1–S4, total mass emission rates were identical, but the size distribution was varied, and particle
number emission rates were adjusted accordingly. Although changes in the emission size distribution strongly
influenced the aerosol number concentration, only under specific aging conditions did this increase in aerosol
number lead to an increase in NCCN. Diesel emissions did not strongly influence NCCN at low supersaturation
thresholds (s < 0.2%), regardless of particle characteristics at emission or aging conditions near the emission
source (right panel of Figure 4.7). At high supersaturation thresholds, fine particle emissions (S1–S2) caused
large changes in NCCN, but required condensation aging to do so. In all cases, ∆NCCN was not proportional
to the change in aerosol number. For example, decreasing Dgm,emit from the base case value of 0.05 µm (S2)
to 0.025 µm (S1) corresponded to an increase in the number emission rate in scenario S1 by a factor of 8
and an increase in the number concentration by as much as a factor of 4, but NCCN differed at most by
a factor of 2 at even the highest values of s shown. Some emitted particles were lost through coagulation
events, and others did not age sufficiently by condensation to activate. If the effects of coagulation were
neglected, NCCN differed by a factor of 6 between scenarios S4 and S1 at high supersaturation thresholds
(e.g. s = 1%).
Fine particle emissions increased NCCN less efficiently at low supersaturation threshold (e.g., s = 0.1%),
so there was less variability in ∆NCCN between scenarios S1–S4 at low s compared to high s. When
the effects of coagulation were not simulated, emissions of the smallest diesel particles caused NCCN to
decrease by as much as 1000 cm−3 relative to simulations without diesel emissions. Particles present in high
number concentrations competed for condensing aerosol, so a decrease in the aerosol number concentration
by coagulation actually enhances the effects of condensation. If both processes were simulated, emissions
of fine particles resulted in a 500 cm−3 increase in NCCN relative to simulations without diesel emissions.
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Therefore, although coagulation depletes the aerosol number concentration, causing a decrease in NCCN at
high values of s, the reduction in particle surface area by coagulation results in faster aging by condensation,
causing an increase in NCCN relative to simulations without coagulation at low values of s. In the absence
of condensation, ∆NCCN ≈ 0 for all s shown, regardless of particles’ emission size distribution, so NCCN was
insensitive to diesel emissions for all s < 1%.
Scenarios C1–C4
Mass and number emission rates were the same for all scenarios C1–C4, so differences in NCCN between
scenarios were caused only by differences in per-particle solubility. After only a few hours of aging, diesel
emissions caused an increase in NCCN at s > 0.1% in all scenarios C1–C4. As established in Section
4.4.1, particle CCN activation properties became less sensitive to their initial composition after hours of
aging by condensation, and as a result NCCN differed by less than 20% between scenarios C1–C4 for any
0.1% < s < 1%.
4.5 Conclusions
This study evaluates the importance of particles’ emission size distribution and composition in predicting
their CCN activity as particles undergo aging in the atmosphere. We also compared the relative importance
of the two aging processes, condensation and coagulation, and quantified how these findings depend on the
environmental supersaturation at which CCN activity is evaluated. The results were first presented for a
single emission scenario in Section 4.3, in which particles were emitted with characteristics representing
particles from diesel exhaust. We then analyzed how particles’ size and composition at emission affect their
CCN activity in Section 4.4.
The size distribution and composition of emitted particles affected their removal and their influence on
CCN concentrations only under specific aging conditions. When evaluated at s < 0.2%, diesel emissions
yield little increase in NCCN, regardless of particle characteristics at emission. At these low supersaturation
thresholds (s < 0.2%), NCCN differed by at most 5% between simulations with and without diesel emissions,
as opposed to a factor of two difference in NCCN at s > 0.2% for certain aging conditions. Therefore, NCCN
was sensitive to particles’ emission characteristics only at s > 0.2%, and under these conditions changes in
NCCN depended strongly on the aging mechanisms at work. Under regimes of rapid aging by condensation,
NCCN at s > 0.2% depended more strongly on particles’ emission size distribution than on their composition
at emission. On the other hand, if condensation was negligible, then particle emissions did not increase
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NCCN at any s below 1% and NCCN was insensitive to particle properties at emission.
It is difficult to compare our process-level analysis, which isolates the influence of emission properties
and environmental characteristics as causes of changing CCN on small scales, with global modeling results,
which integrate changes over many conditions. Nevertheless, our results are broadly consistent with global
modeling studies that evaluate the sensitivity of CCN concentrations to particle emissions. (128) compared
global model predictions of CCN against measurements, and showed that carbonaceous aerosols must be
included to adequately predict global CCN concentrations. We showed that particle emissions led to a two-
fold increase when environmental supersaturation was high enough (s > 0.2%), but we add the finding that
CCN concentrations are less affected at low s (s < 0.2%) or in the absence of condensation. (75) showed that
changes in CCN concentrations from particle emissions depended on particles’ emission source, suggesting a
sensitivity of CCN concentrations to particle microphysical properties at emission. Our results are consistent
with these global modeling results for environmental supersaturations above 0.2% when particles are aged
under conditions of rapid secondary aerosol production, but we also find that NCCN is insensitive to particle
characteristics at emission at low supersaturations or in the absence of condensation.
Where particle emissions did cause NCCN to increase, there was a stronger sensitivity to the emission
size distribution than the emission composition, consistent with global modeling studies that have also
identified the size distribution of aerosol emissions as a key uncertainty in the prediction of aerosol number
concentrations and the associated CCN (106; 112). We showed that although varying the size distribution at
emission caused large differences in the original aerosol number concentration, changes in NCCN were always
smaller than changes in aerosol number.
The composition of particle emissions did not strongly influence their CCN activity if particles were
emitted prior to a rapid condensation event, which is consistent with measurements. For example, although
the effective hygroscopicity parameter κ of fresh biomass burning emissions is known to differ between fuel
types, (41) showed that variability in κ decreased after particles aged by formation of secondary aerosol in a
smog chamber. (39) showed that CCN activity of particles in remote regions depends strongly on particles’
size distribution and is rather insensitive to particles’ composition, consistent with the rapid changes in
aerosol composition caused by condensation in this work. (42) modeled the CCN activity of aerosols measured
at varying distances from pollution sources and found that far from emission sources, CCN concentrations
could be modeled with reasonable accuracy assuming the aerosol is a full internal or external mixture, but
near the emission source a more complex representation of aerosol mixing state was needed for agreement
between measured and modeled CCN. Similarly, a different modeling study using PartMC-MOSAIC (155)
found that CCN activity could be modeled with high accuracy using a size-resolved rather than particle-
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resolved representation of the mixing state after only a few hours of aging by condensation. Consistent
with these findings, we show that after a few hours of aging particles’ CCN activation properties were more
influenced by their initial size distribution than their initial composition. Differences in composition are
important only near the emission source as long as particles experience a period of intense secondary aerosol
formation.
In this study, we evaluated sensitivities of CCN activity within 24 hours after emission to particle char-
acteristics at emission, a first step in isolating the importance of including particle microphysical properties
in aerosol emission inventories. A complete evaluation of the influences of primary aerosol characteristics
on CCN concentrations would include additional factors: the effects of differing environmental conditions,
the evolution of particle characteristics after the 24 hours of simulation, and the effects of heterogeneous
reactions, such as photochemical oxidation and N2O5 hydrolysis.
In summary, CCN concentrations were sensitive to particle microphysical properties at emission only
under specific aging conditions. In all cases presented here, the number of CCN at s < 0.2% was insensitive
to particles’ emission size and composition. At s > 0.2%, diesel emissions did increase CCN concentrations,
and in this regime the number concentration of CCN was far more sensitive to particles’ emission size
than to composition. Only in the absence of secondary aerosol formation did differences in particles’ initial
composition influence their CCN activity after aging.
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Chapter 5
Explaining variance in black carbon’s
aging timescale
5.1 Introduction
Chapter 4 focused on the sensitivity of primary particles’ cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activity, after
particles have aged in the atmosphere, to their size and composition at emission, considering limiting aging
conditions and a range of supersaturation levels. Here, we focus not on the characteristics of the particles,
but rater the characteristics of the chemical environment to which they are exposed. Again, we assess
changes in CCN activation by emitted particles, but focusing on the factors that drive this transformation.
In addition to being important for estimating particles influence on CCN concentrations, as was discussed
in Chapter 4, changes in CCN activation by initially insoluble primary aerosol types, such black carbon
(BC), is important for predicting aerosol removal. The dominant removal mechanism of BC mass from
the atmosphere is wet deposition (35), with one important pathway being the activation of BC-containing
particles into cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) and their subsequent removal if the cloud precipitates. While
freshly emitted BC-containing particles are too small and hydrophobic to activate (85; 144), changes in
particle characteristics, termed “aging”, often increase the particles’ susceptibility to cloud droplet nucleation
and wet removal (46; 19; 159), so these processes must be included in global models.
The simplest representation of aging classifies BC mass as either hydrophobic or hydrophilic, such that
hydrophilic BC is susceptible to removal by wet deposition and hydrophobic BC is not. In this framework,
BC is transferred from the hydrophobic (fresh) category to the hydrophilic (aged) category according to a
first-order aging timescale (34; 36; 74). Global models apply a fixed aging timescale of 1–3 days. Global
modeling studies have shown that estimates of BC’s climate forcing are sensitive to the assumed aging
timescale (76), but its value is not well constrained. While some climate models have been moving toward
aerosol modules that represent aerosol aging using several interacting modes (5; 9; 147; 87), the practice of
using a fixed aging timescale is still widespread (66; 25; 118).
To improve upon using one constant value for the aging timescale, several studies have developed param-
eterizations of BC’s aging timescale that vary with environmental conditions. (82) developed a parameter-
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ization of black carbon aging by condensation that depended on the condensation rate of sulfuric acid and
overall BC surface area. They showed that, by allowing for slower aging in the winter, their parameterization
was better able to represent seasonal variability in black carbon transport to the Arctic. (101) extended
this approach and developed a parameterization of aging timescales based on simulations with a box model.
Their parameterization predicted the rate for BC to transition from a hydrophobic class to a hydrophilic
class, expressed as a function of the mass-normalized coating rate and on parameters of the fresh BC size
distribution. (113) showed that timescales for aging by coagulation decrease with the overall aerosol number
concentration, which they parameterized using a simple power law, and this parameterization was applied
by (36). (107) parameterized size-resolved coagulation rates as a first-order loss process that depends on the
overall size distribution. In an analysis of aging timescales in a specific urban environment using a particle-
resolved model, (114) showed that timescales for particles to transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active
varied diurnally due to variations in condensation aging rates. Because the timescale from (114) is based on
changes in particle CCN activity, it quantifies changes in particle characteristics that these first-order aging
models are meant to represent.
This study builds on the work of (114) to generalize how the CCN-based aging timescale varies with
scenario-specific properties. Unlike other aerosol schemes, which simplify the representation of particle
composition, the particle-resolved model tracks the composition of each simulated particle and is, therefore,
uniquely suited to study the impact of aging on per-particle CCN activity. The focus of this paper is
to identify the set of independent variables that best explain variance in BC’s aging timescale for a large
collection of simulations. Using the independent variables identified in this study, we will later introduce a
simple aging parameterization for use in global models.
Most of this research has been published as a manuscript in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics (44).
5.2 Extracting aging timescales from particle-resolved model
output
In a first-order model of aging, particles transition from fresh to aged according to an aging timescale, τaging.
In this framework, a criterion must be applied to distinguish fresh and aged particles. Particle CCN activity
at a specified environmental supersaturation is the aging criterion applied in this work, so the aging timescale
indicates changes in particles’ susceptibility to removal by wet deposition. We define aged particles as those
that are activated at a specified environmental supersaturation, and fresh particles are CCN-inactive at that
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Table 5.1: Aerosol Emissions and Initial Conditions for Baseline Simulation
Initial/Background N (m−3) Dgm (µm) σg Composition by Mass
Aitken Mode 9× 108 0.02 1.45 50% (NH4)2SO4, 50% SOA
Accumulation Mode 7.5× 108 0.116 1.65 50% (NH4)2SO4, 50% SOA
Emissions N˙emit (m
−2s−1) Dgm,emit (µm) σg Composition by Mass
Meat cooking 9× 106 0.0865 1.9 100% POA
Diesel vehicles 3.2× 107 0.05 1.7 30% POA, 70% BC
Gasoline vehicles 1× 107 0.05 1.7 80% POA, 20%BC
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Figure 5.1: Two-dimensional probability density distribution shows changes in particle properties. As par-
ticles increase in size (horizontal axis) and hygroscopicity (vertical axis), they are able to activate at lower
critical supersaturation thresholds (superimposed lines). a) Freshly emitted particles are hydrophobic, with
κ = 3 × 10−4 and κ = 8 × 10−4 for diesel and gasoline, respectively. b) During the daytime, particles age
rapidly by condensation of semi-volatile substances that are produced through photochemical reactions. c)
At night, condensation aging is slow, and particles age only by coagulation.
supersaturation threshold. The first-order aging model is given by:
[
dNfresh
dt
]
aging
= − 1
τaging
Nfresh, (5.1)
where Nfresh is the number concentration of fresh particles.
Before discussing the full set of sensitivity simulations in Section 5.2.3, we describe the particle-resolved
simulation of aerosol dynamics in a baseline scenario and show how the aging timescale is used to quantify
changes in per-particle CCN activity. The particle-resolved model is described in Section 5.2.1, and the
κ-Ko¨hler model (104) for computing CCN activity from the PartMC-MOSAIC data is discussed in Section
5.2.2. We discuss methods for computing aging timescales from the particle-resolved model output in Section
5.2.3.
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Table 5.2: Gas-phase Initial Conditions and EmissionsThe emissions represent area emissions and are aver-
aged over the 12-hour emission period. for Baseline Simulation
MOSAIC Species Symbol
Initial Mole
Fraction (ppb)
Emissions
(nmol m−2s−1)
Nitric oxide NO 0.1 15.9
Nitrogen dioxide NO2 1 0.84
Nitric acid HNO3 1.0
Ozone O3 50
Hydrogen peroxide H2O2 1.1
Carbon monoxide CO 21 291.3
Sulfur dioxide SO2 0.8 7.53
Ammonia NH3 0.5 6.11
Hydrogen chloride HCl 0.7
Methane CH4 2200
Ethane C2H6 1.0
Formaldehyde HCHO 1.2 1.68
Methanol CH3OH 0.12 0.28
Methyl hydrogen peroxide CH3OOH 0.5
Acetaldehyde ALD2 1.0 0.68
Paraffin carbon PAR 2.0 96
Acetone AONE 1.0 1.23
Ethene ETH 0.2 7.3
Terminal olefin carbons OLET 2.3× 10−2 2.42
Internal olefin carbons OLEI 3.1× 10−4 2.42
Toluene TOL 4.04
Xylene XYL 0.1 2.41
Lumped organic nitrate ONIT 0.1
Peroxyacetyl nitrate PAN 0.8
Higher organic acid RCOOH 0.2
Higher organic peroxide ROOH 2.5× 10−2
Isoprene ISOP 0.5 0.23
Alcohols ANOL 3.45
5.2.1 Particle-resolved simulation of aerosol aging
I simulated 288 plume scenarios with PartMC-MOSAIC, varying meteorological conditions, emissions of
gases and particles, and the background number concentration, with further description given in Section
5.2.3. The atmospheric composition and environmental conditions differed between the scenarios, but the
general structure of all simulations was the same. In each case, we simulated a well-mixed air parcel that
is advected over and away from large urban area. All scenarios started at 06:00 LST, at which time the
parcel contained only background gas and aerosol without any freshly emitted particles. During transport
over the urban area, the parcel received gas and aerosol emissions from 06:00 LST until 18:00 LST, after
which all emissions ceased. In these scenarios, we simulate a well-mixed boundary layer during the day, and
the parcel is assumed to be in the residual layer at night. The temperature, mixing height, and relative
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Table 5.3: Hygroscopicity parameter assigned to aerosol species
aerosol species κi citation
NO3 0.65 (32); (133); (104)
SO4 0.65 (32); (133); (104)
NH4 0.65 (32); (133); (104)
SOA 0.1 (108)
BC 0 (105)
POA 0.001 (105)
humidity were held constant. Before discussing the full set of scenarios in Section 5.2.3, we show changes in
CCN activity and the diurnal evolution of aging timescales in a baseline scenario. For this baseline scenario,
Table 5.1 outlines background aerosol number concentration, aerosol emission intensity, and size distribution
and composition information for both background and emitted aerosols. The background concentration and
emission intensity of gas-phase species are provided in Table 5.2.
5.2.2 κ-Ko¨hler model for computing CCN activity
We determined aging timescales from the particle-resolved results by tracking changes in CCN activity over
two consecutive time steps. A particle’s ability to activate cloud formation depends on its dry diameter
Ddry,i and its hygroscopicity parameter κi. The equilibrium saturation ratio (Si) over an aqueous droplet is
computed through the κ-Ko¨hler model (77; 104), as described in Chapter 3. We denote the critical saturation
ratio at which a particle activates and forms a cloud droplet with Sc,i and the critical supersaturation as
sc,i =
(
S(Dc,i)− 1
)× 100.
Figure 5.1 shows the two-dimensional number density distribution as a function of the particle dry
diameter (Ddry,i) and the particle hygroscopicity parameter (κi), as describe in Chapter 4. Only particles
containing BC are shown in this figure. In the scenarios presented in this study, all BC originated from diesel
or gasoline exhaust. Choosing a certain environmental supersaturation threshold allows us to classify the
particles as fresh or aged. For example, all particles to the left of the line for sc,i = 1% are considered “fresh”
for environmental supersaturations of 1% or lower, and all particles to the right of the line for sc,i = 1% are
considered “aged” at supersaturations above 1%.
The number distributions corresponding to fresh emissions, prior to any aging, are shown in Figure 5.1.a,
and changes in the distribution during two time periods are shown in Figures 5.1.b and 5.1.c. Freshly emitted
combustion particles are small and hydrophobic, with geometric mean diameter Ddry,gm = 0.5 µm and with
a hygroscopicity parameter of κ = 3×10−4 or κ = 8×10−4 for particles from diesel or gasoline, respectively.
Therefore, most BC-containing particles are initially unable to activate at any environmental supersaturation
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Figure 5.2: For a single scenario, overall aging timescale for s = 0.1%, s = 0.3%, and s = 1% in Figure 5.2.a
and the overall, condensation, and coagulation aging timescales for s = 0.3% in Figure 5.2.b. The shaded
regions show how the value of the aging timescale reflects changes in per-particle characteristics, which corre-
spond to Figure 5.1. Short aging timescales correspond to rapid increases in particle size and hygroscopicity
(Figure 5.1.b), and long aging timescales correspond to slow changes in particle properties (Figure 5.1.c)
s < 1% (lines in Figure 5.1.a). As Ddry,i and κi for individual particles increase by condensation and
coagulation, their critical supersaturation sc,i for CCN-active decreases, shown by particles crossing the
lines of constant critical supersaturation in Figure 5.1. Secondary aerosol forms through photochemical
reactions during the day, causing rapid changes in particles’ size and hygroscopicity. At night aging by
condensation rates are slow, so coagulation is the dominant aging mechanism. This diurnal variation in
aging rates is consistent with observations (116; 24). We define particles that “age” over a specific time
period as those that transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active, that is the particles that move from below
a supersaturation line (CCN-inactive) at time t to above supersaturation line (CCN-active) at t+ ∆t.
5.2.3 CCN-based aging timescale
For the entire particle population, this change in the particle properties is quantified using the first-order
aging timescale defined in Equation 5.1. Because the time period ∆t is short relative to the timescale τaging,
Equation 5.1 can be approximated as:
[
dNfresh
dt
]
aging
≈ −∆Nf→a
∆t
, (5.2)
where ∆Nf→a is the number of discrete particles that transition from fresh at time t to aged at time t+ ∆t,
calculated from changes in the number of fresh particles. In this study, aging timescales are computed over
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a time step ∆t = 10 minutes. Combining Equations 5.1 and 5.2, the aging timescale is computed as:
τaging(t, s) ≈ ∆t Nfresh(t, s)
∆Nf→a(t, t+ ∆t, s)
. (5.3)
We refer to this aging timescale as the “bulk aging timescale” because it corresponds to the entire fresh
particle population, and the term ∆Nf→a includes all particles that transition from fresh to aged, regardless
of their size. Later, we will introduce an analogous “size-resolved aging timescale”. Further details on the
derivation of the bulk aging timescale, including number balances for all processes affecting aging, are given
in (114).
The temporal evolution of the timescale is shown for the baseline scenario in Figure 5.2.a at s = 0.1%,
s = 0.3%, and s = 1%. The aging timescale is a simple metric for quantifying the effects of changes in
per-particle size and hygroscopicity that are shown in Figure 5.1, and the gray shading in Figure 5.2.a
corresponds to the time periods shown in Figure 5.1. Particles must become highly hygroscopic to activate
into cloud droplets at low s (e.g. s = 0.1%) but require less processing to become CCN at higher values of
s (e.g. s = 1%), so the aging timescale tends to be shorter for higher values of s.
Any particle that transitions from fresh at t to aged at t+ ∆t does so either by coagulation with a large,
hygroscopic particle or by accumulating sufficient condensing material to become hygroscopic. The overall
aging timescale τaging can be represented as the combination of separate timescales for aging by condensation
τcond and by coagulation τcoag:
1
τaging(t, s)
=
1
τcond(t, s)
+
1
τcoag(t, s)
. (5.4)
The contribution of condensation and coagulation to the overall aging timescale is shown by separate
timescales for aging by condensation (τcond) and coagulation (τcoag) at s = 0.3% in Figure 5.2.b. We
computed the coagulation and condensation aging timescales by counting the number of particles that
transition from fresh to aged after participating in a coagulation event, ∆Nf→a,coag, or that age only by
condensation, ∆Nf→a,cond. Then, we applied Equation 5.3 to find the corresponding condensation and
coagulation aging timescales. Figure 5.2.b shows that the overall aging timescale is shortest during the day
(e.g. 1 h at s = 0.3%) due to rapid condensation of semi-volatile substances, and it is considerably longer at
night (e.g. 24 h at s = 0.3%), when coagulation is the dominant aging mechanism. The temporal evolution
of τaging and τcond are shown for multiple supersaturation levels in (114).
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Table 5.4: Input parameters varied in the ensemble of sensitivity simulations. Scenarios corresponding to the
baseline conditions are indicated in bold. All combinations of scenarios were included in the full ensemble
of 288 simulations.
input parameter scenario name values assigned
gas-phase emissions G1 baseline gas emissions
G2 increase SO2 emissions by 200% and turn of NH3 emissions
G3 increase SO2 emissions by 300%
G4 increase SOA precursor emissions by 200% and turn off NH3 emissions
increase selected SOA-precursors by 100%
black carbon emissions BC1 baseline diesel and gasoline emissions
BC2 increase diesel and gasoline emissions by a factor of five
BC3 increase diesel and gasoline emissions by a factor of ten
background aerosol BG1 baseline background aerosol concentration
BG2 decrease background aerosol concentration by 45%
relative humidity RH1 95%
RH2 50%
meteorological conditions M1 5
◦ N, July 19, 303 K
M2 5
◦ N, January 5, 303 K
M3 40
◦ N, July 19, 298 K
M4 40
◦ N, January 5, 275 K
M5 60
◦ N, July 19, 293 K
M6 60
◦ N, January 5, 263 K
5.3 Ensemble of particle-resolved model scenarios
The aging timescales shown in Figure 5.2 are limited to only one scenario, and aging rates vary with
local conditions. For example, the number concentration and size distribution of background particles affect
coagulation rates and, thereby, the coagulation aging timescale. In order to identify the set of independent
variables that best explain variance in BC’s aging timescale under a range of atmospheric conditions, we
simulated aerosol dynamics in a series of plume scenarios and extracted aging timescales for each scenario.
As we will show, the environmental properties that affect aerosol dynamics varied diurnally and differed
between scenarios, causing the aging timescale to range from less than an hour (a large portion of particles
age per time interval) to longer than a week (few particles age per time interval).
The input parameters that were varied between the scenarios are shown in Table 5.4. These input param-
eters were selected to produce a range of environmental conditions, consistent with observations described
by (65) and references therein. Simulations were performed using every combination of input parameters
given in Table 5.4, leading to a total of 288 scenarios. In each scenario, aerosol concentrations and particle
characteristics varied throughout the 24-hour simulation. The conclusions in this study are based on these
simulations of urban air masses.
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Figure 5.3: Probability density function of aerosol mass species in simulations (black line in each graph)
show that model cases represent variation in atmospheric conditions from ambient observations (vertical
colored lines). Probability density functions include all output time steps in the full ensemble of sensitivity
simulations.
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Figure 5.4: Probability density function of a) total aerosol number concentration, b) total number concen-
tration of BC-containing particles, c) geometric mean diameter of BC-containing particles, and d) geometric
mean hygroscopicity parameter of BC-containing particles.
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Figure 5.5: Probability density function of aging timescales for the full ensemble of sensitivity simulations,
computed at three environmental supersaturation levels: s = 0.1%, s = 0.3%, and s = 1%.
Figure 5.3 shows the distribution of aerosol mass concentration for selected aerosol species for all scenarios
simulated with PartMC-MOSAIC (black lines) and corresponding ambient observations compiled by (65)
(vertical colored lines). The range of conditions simulated in the ensemble of scenarios is representative of the
distribution in concentrations observed in these urban areas. The distribution in the number concentration
of all particles and of BC-containing particles are shown in Figure 5.4.a and 5.4.b, respectively. The size and
composition of BC-containing particles also varied over the course of an individual simulation, as we showed
in Figure 5.1. Variation in the geometric mean diameter and in the geometric mean hygroscopicity parameter
of BC-containing particles across all simulations are shown in Figures 5.4.c and 5.4.d, respectively. Figures
5.3 and 5.4 were constructed from data at 10-minute intervals in each of the 288 simulations, corresponding
to 41,000 time steps.
Variance in the aging timescale is shown by the probability density distribution in Figure 5.5, which
includes each 10-minute time interval in each of the 288 simulations. Distributions are shown for timescales
computed at s = 0.1%, s = 0.3%, and s = 1%. The supersaturation threshold s specifies the degree of change
in particle properties required to classify a particle as aged, and timescales tend to decrease as s increases.
In the following sections, we show that most of the variance in black carbon’s aging timescale at a specific
s is explained by only a few key variables.
5.4 Nonparametric regression analysis to quantify explained
variance
Black carbon’s aging timescale ranges from minutes to weeks (Figure 5.5), depending on local conditions
and characteristics of BC-containing particles. We evaluated how well different combinations of independent
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Figure 5.6: Procedure for applying kernel regression to predict black carbon’s aging timescale and quantifying
the portion of variance explained by that prediction, shown for a hypothetic input variable x.
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Table 5.5: Candidate variables included in the regression analysis.
symbol description type
D wet diameter particle-level
Ddry dry diameter particle-level
κ hygroscopicity parameter particle-level
εBC mass fraction BC particle-level
εSOA mass fraction SOA particle-level
εinorg mass fraction inorganic aerosol particle-level
N overall aerosol number concentration population-level
Awet aerosol surface area concentration population-level
V˙cond secondary aerosol formation rate, volume population-level
f˙cond secondary aerosol flux, V˙cond/Awet population-level
m˙cond secondary aerosol formation rate, mass population-level
κcond hygroscopicity parameter of secondary aerosol population-level
NCCN number concentration of CCN-active particles population-level
Nlarge num. conc. of particles with D > 100 nm population-level
NCCN,large num. conc. of CCN-active particles with D > 100 nm population-level
variables explain variance in black carbon’s aging timescale by comparing predictions of aging timescales from
nonparametric regression with exact aging timescales from PartMC-MOSAIC. A nonparametric regression
was chosen, rather than a parametric regression, because we do not know a priori the shape of the predictor
surface.
The procedure in applying a nonparametric regression is as follows: 1) select a set of candidate indepen-
dent variables to test; 2) use most (90% of simulations) of the data as the training set to find the expected
value of the aging timescale as a function of the independent variables, as will be explained below; 3) evaluate
this expected aging timescale using the rest of the data (10% of simulations), called the testing set. The
timescale from the regression is assessed by how well it predicts the values of the aging timescale in the
testing set, represented by R2. The purpose of this exploration is to find the independent variables that
explain most of the variance in the aging timescale, indicated by the largest value of R2. To ensure that our
conclusions did not depend on the choice of scenarios, we repeated the analysis several times with randomly
chosen testing and training sets and verified that R2 was insensitive to the specific choice of testing and
training sets.
5.4.1 Kernel density regression applied to particle-resolved model data
Figure 5.6 shows how the regression analysis is applied in this study. For all times in all simulations in
the testing set, a particle that is fresh at time t may age between t and some later time t + ∆t or it may
remain fresh over that time period. Because these two events are mutually exclusive, this aging behavior
in PartMC-MOSAIC may be represented by a binary variable Yage,j(t, t+ ∆t, s), where Yage,j = 1 if the
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particle ages between t and t+∆t and Yage,j = 0 if it remains fresh. The aging timescale at each model time
step can then be computed as the average of Yage,j across all fresh BC-containing particles:
τaging(t, s) = ∆t
Np,fresh∑Np,fresh
i=1 Yage,j(t, t+ ∆t)
, (5.5)
which is equivalent to Equation 5.3, computed from Np,fresh individual particles over a specific model time
step.
Alternatively, the expected probability that a fresh particle will age, given its characteristics or the aging
conditions that it experiences, can be estimated from a nonparametric regression. We applied the kernel
density regression introduced by (143) and (97). The expected value of Yage,j for a specific particle in the
testing set is predicted using the kernel density regression, using information about the candidate variable
xj only. The candidate variable xj may be a particle-level characteristic, which varies between particles
and, for a specific particle, varies over time (e.g. particle wet diameter). The candidate variable xi may
also be a characteristic of the environment, which varies over time but, at a specific time, is the same for all
particles (e.g. aerosol number concentration). All candidate variables explored in this study are outlined in
Table 5.5. In this section, we show how the nonparametric regression can be applied to evaluate variance
explained by a single candidate variable at a time. Later, we show how this analysis can be extended to
evaluate combinations of independent variables.
At each time step in each simulation of the testing set, the expected value of Yage(t, t+ ∆t, s) for each
particle was computed as a weighted average of Yage,i(t, t+ ∆t, s) for millions of individual particles in the
training set. Values for Yage,i(t, t+ ∆t, s) in the training set are weighted according to the kernel function
Kh(x− xi), where x is the independent variable of interest. The expected value of Yage(t, t+ ∆t, s) is given
by:
E
[
Yage
∣∣xj(t),∆t, s] =
Np,train∑
i=1
Kh(xj(t)− xi)Yage,i
Ntrain∑
i=1
Kh(xj(t)− xi)
, (5.6)
where xi is the value of the independent variable for each particle in the training set, xj is the value of the
independent variable for the target variable in the testing set, and Np,train is all particles in the training set,
including all time steps in all simulations.
Analogous to Equation 5.5, the expected value of the aging timescale at a specific model time step,
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τˆaging(t, s), is then computed as the average of E
[
Yage
∣∣xj(t),∆t, s] across all BC-containing particles:
τˆaging(t, s) = ∆t
Np,fresh∑Np,fresh
j=1 E[Yage|xj(t),∆t, s]
. (5.7)
In Section 5.4.1, we provide further explanation on the inclusion of particle-level characteristics in the
prediction of τˆaging.
In this study we used a Gaussian kernel function with standard deviation h:
Kh
(
xj(t)− xi
)
=
1√
2pih
exp
(
− (xj(t)− xi)
2
2h2
)
. (5.8)
The kernel function Kh(xj(t)− xi) defines the weight applied to each model timescale τage,i to compute the
expected timescale τˆage, such that timescales for conditions similar to the conditions of the target point are
weighted most heavily in the regression. The regression function predicted by the kernel regression depends
on the prescribed value for h, where larger h results in smoother regression functions. We applied Silverman’s
rule of thumb to select the value for h (124), such that h depends on the number of independent variables,
the standard deviation of each independent variable, and the total number of data points in the testing set.
If the candidate variable x strongly affects the value of the aging timescale, the expected aging timescale
ˆτaging, j will accurately represent the actual aging timescale τaging,j , assuming a suitable kernel bandwidth h
is applied in the kernel regression. Aging rates scale with the inverse of the aging timescale, so we quantified
the variance explained by the regression function, R2, in terms of 1/τaging:
R2(s) = 1−
ntest∑
j=1
Nfresh,j(s)
(
1
τˆaging,j(s)
− 1
τaging,j(s)
)2
ntest∑
j=1
Nfresh,j(s)
(
1
τˆaging,j(s)
− 1
τ¯aging(s)
)2 , (5.9)
where τaging,j is the timescale from PartMC-MOSAIC for each data point in the testing set, τˆaging,j is the
expected timescale from the regression for each data point in the testing set, τ¯aging is the harmonic mean of
the aging timescales across all data points in the testing set, and Ntest is the number of data points in the
testing set, where the data points include all time steps in all scenarios.
5.4.2 Inclusion of particle-level variables in the kernel regression
To illustrate our approach for including particle-level variables, we demonstrate the regression procedure
using the wet diameter as the independent variable x. The resulting regression surface is a size-dependent
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Figure 5.7: For baseline scenario, a) overall size-dependent aging timescale, b) condensation aging timescale,
and c) coagulation aging timescale. Values are shown for s = 0.3%.
timescale, which gives insight into the importance of aging processes as a function of particle wet diameter.
For a given set of environmental conditions, some particles are more likely to age than others, and we find
that a particles’ tendency to age depends on their characteristics just prior to the aging period. We evaluated
how aging rates vary with a number of per-particle characteristics, such as particles’ diameter at emission,
their dry diameter at the time when aging is evaluated, or their hygroscopicity parameter when aging is
evaluated. We found that for given environmental conditions, per-particle aging rates were most correlated
with the wet diameter of fresh (CCN-inactive) particles; that is, values of R2 were greatest for regression
functions that included the time-varying wet size distribution of fresh BC-containing particles.
It is therefore useful to introduce a size-resolved aging timescale that accounts for differences in aging
rates between particles of different sizes. Size-resolved aging timescales were computed at each time t and
supersaturation s using the kernel regression described in Section 5.4.1. The expected value of Yage for a
particle in the testing set with wet diameter Dj(t) was computed as the weighted average of Yage,i for rest
particles the training set i = 1, ..., Np,train, computed at a specific t and s:
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for a particle in the testing set of wet diameter Dj was
E
[
Yage|Dj(t),∆t, s
]
=
Np,train∑
i=1
KhD (Dj(t)−Di)Yage,i
Np,train∑
i=1
KhD (Dj(t)−Di)
, (5.10)
where the kernel weighting function Kh(Dj(t)−Di) is a Gaussian (Equation 5.8), such that fresh particles
with Di similar to the target diameter Dj are weighted most heavily in the regression. The size-resolved
aging timescale can also be defined for a continuous size distribution of fresh particles nfresh(t,D, s). Similar
to Equation 5.7, the size-resolved aging timescale, τaging(D), is computed as a function of E
[
Yage|D] and the
time step ∆t:
τaging(t,D, s) =
∆t
E
[
Yage|D(t),∆t, s
] . (5.11)
For a particle-resolved population of fresh particles j = 1, ..., Np,fresh, where each particle has a unique wet
diameterDj , the bulk, population-level aging timescale can be estimated as the average of E
[
Yage|Dj(t),∆t, s
]
across all Np,fresh particles, as given in Equation 5.7 using xj = Dj . Equivalently, the population-level aging
timescale can be computed through the average of the continuous size-resolved aging timescale τaging(D, t, s),
weighted by the size distribution of fresh particles nfresh(D, t, s): integration of the continuous size-resolved
aging timescale τaging(D, t, s) over all D, continuous size distribution of fresh particle nfresh(D, t, s) as the
average of τaging(D, t, s) across all D, weighted by the size distribution of fresh particles nfresh(D, t, s):
τaging(t, s)
−1 =
∫∞
0
τaging(t,D, s)
−1
nfresh(t,D, s)dD∫∞
0
nfresh(t,D, s)dD
. (5.12)
By this relationship, the bulk aging timescale under a specific set of environmental conditions also varies
with the size distribution of CCN-inactive (fresh) BC.
The temporal evolution of the size-resolved aging timescale is shown for the baseline scenario in the
middle column of Figure 5.7 for s = 0.3%. The contributions of coagulation (Figure 5.7.b) and condensation
(Figure 5.7.c) to the overall aging timescale (Figure 5.7.a) are shown by the separate size-resolved timescales
for each process. The dominant mechanism driving the aging timescale depends on the time of day and the
particle size.
A comparison between Figures 5.7.a and 5.7.c shows that condensation was the dominant process driving
diurnal variation in the size-resolved aging timescale. This diurnal pattern in condensation aging conditions
is reflected in the bulk aging timescale shown in Figure 5.2. The bulk condensation aging timescale was
shorter than 4 h during the day for this scenario, and this was the dominant process affecting aging rates
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at this time. However, Figure 5.7.c shows that these rapid transitions from CCN-inactive to CCN-active
occurred only for the largest (D > 50 nm) fresh particles, although condensation also caused an increase in
D for smaller fresh particles. The coagulation aging timescale, on the other hand, was short for the smallest
fresh particles and varied only slightly over the course of the simulation.
5.4.3 Combining particle-level and population-level variables in kernel
regression
In this study, we performed a series of multivariate kernel regressions to identify the combination of
independent variables that best explain variance in black carbon’s aging timescale. In many cases, we
extracted aging timescales that depend both on characteristics of individual particles, such as D, and on
properties of entire particle populations or the environment, such as the overall aerosol number concentration
N . One advantage of this approach is that both particle-level variables and population-level variables can
be included in the prediction of Yage,j . For example, the expected value of Yage,j for a particle with diameter
Dj that is exposed to an aerosol number concentration Nj is computed with the bivariate kernel regression:
E
[
Yage|Dj , Nj ] =
Np,train∑
i=1
KhD (Dj(t)−Di)Khf (Nj(t)−Ni)Yage,i
Np,train∑
i=1
KhD (Dj(t)−Di)Khf (Nj(t)−Ni)
. (5.13)
The overall aging timescale for a particular size distribution exposed to a specific number concentration is
the computed as the sum across individual particles (Equation 5.7) or, equivalently, by integrating over the
size distribution (Equation 5.12). Equation 5.13 can easily be generalized to three or more independent
variables.
5.5 Independent variables that best explain variance in aging
timescales
We found that most variance in the aging timescale is explained by only a few independent variables.
Explained variance R2 is shown different combinations of independent variables as a function of the environ-
mental supersaturation s at which CCN activity is evaluated. For all supersaturation levels, 90% of variance
in the coagulation aging timescale (Figure 5.8.a) was explained by regression predictions that included the
size distribution of fresh BC-containing particles and the number concentration of large, CCN-active particles
(NCCN,large). Three variables were needed to explain 85% of variance in the condensation aging timescale
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Figure 5.8: Coefficient of determination R2 for a) coagulation and b) condensation timescales as a function
of supersaturation for selected combinations of independent variables, where the combination of variables
that explain most of the variance are shown by the black lines in each graph. Regression analyses on the
coagulation aging timescales are shown for four combinations of independent variables: (I) including wet
diameter, D, of fresh BC-containing particles and the number concentration of large (D > 100 nm), CCN-
active particles, NCCN,large, (II) including D of fresh BC-containing particles and the number concentration
of large particles, Nlarge, rather than NCCN,large, (III) including D of fresh particles and the number concen-
tration of CCN-active particles, NCCN, rather than NCCN,large, and (IV) including NCCN,large but without
including D of fresh BC-containing particles. Regression analyses on the condensation aging timescale are
shown for three combinations of independent variables: (V) including secondary aerosol flux, f˙cond, the
hygroscopicity of secondary aerosol, κcond, and D of fresh BC-containing particles, (VI) including f˙cond and
κcond but without including D of fresh BC-containing particles, and (V) including f˙cond and D of fresh BC-
containing particles but without including κcond. For all s, approximately 90% of variance in coagulation
aging timescale is explained by two independent variables (black line in Figure 5.8.a), and 80% of variance
in condensation aging timescale is explained by three independent (black line in Figure 5.8.b).
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(Figure 5.8.b): the size distribution of fresh BC (nfresh(D)); the flux of secondary aerosol (f˙cond), defined as
the volume condensation rate of semi-volatile substances per particle surface area density; and the effective
hygroscopicity parameter of secondary aerosol (κcond), where κcond is the volume-weighted average of κ for
condensing semi-volatile species. The size distribution of fresh BC was included in each case by determining
a regression for the size-resolved aging timescale before computing the bulk aging timescale according to
Equation 5.12. Only 10-15% of variance remains unexplained, indicating that variables other than nfresh(D),
f˙cond, κcond, and NCCN,large also weakly taffect the value of the aging timescale.
Figure 5.8 shows the explained variance R2 as a function of s for the independent variables that best
explain variance in the coagulation and condensation aging timescales. Approximately 90% of variance in
the coagulation aging timescale was explained by regressions in terms of nfresh(D) and NCCN,large (black line
of Figure 5.8.a). Brownian coagulation events are most likely to occur between large and small particles,
so the coagulation aging timescale decreases when there are more particles that are CCN-active and are
also large enough to be good coagulation partners. The smallest fresh particles are likely to coagulate with
large background particles, where we found the threshold for “large” to be D > 100 nm by identifying the
threshold that resulted in the highest R2. A regression computed in terms of the number concentration of
large particles (green line of Figure 5.8.a), rather than the number concentration of large and CCN-active
particles, gave R2 ≈85% at high supersaturation thresholds (s > 0.8%) but R2 < 10% at low supersaturation
thresholds (s < 0.1%). This is because not all particles with D > 100 nm are CCN-active at s = 0.1%, but
nearly all particles that are CCN-active at this low s have D > 100 nm. On the other hand, if the independent
variable was the number concentration of CCN-active particles (blue line of Figure 5.8.a), rather than the
number concentration of large and CCN-active particles, R2 ≈ 90% for timescales at low supersaturation
thresholds (s < 0.1%) and R2 ≈ 70% at high supersaturation thresholds (s > 0.8%). Only by considering the
number concentration of particles that are both CCN-active and large, NCCN,large were we able to explain
variance in the coagulation aging timescale at all supersaturation levels. If the size distribution of fresh
BC was neglected, R2 ranged from 40% to 60%, depending on the supersaturation threshold (yellow line of
Figure 5.8.a).
While the expected aging timescale computed in terms of nfresh(D), f˙cond, and κcond (black line of
Figure 5.8.b) explained greater than 80% of variance in the condensation aging timescale, R2 was less than
60% for regressions that did not include nfresh(D) (red line). Only 10-30% of variance was explained if κcond
was not included in the regression (grey line). If f˙cond was not included, R
2 ≈ 0% for all s, regardless of the
other variables included in the regression (not shown). This suggests, not surprisingly, that the condensation
rate is the key variable driving aging by condensation, but the condensation aging timescale also depends
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Figure 5.9: Coagulation aging timescale as a function of wet diameter and number of large, CCN-active par-
ticles (Figure 5.9.a) and condensation aging timescale as a function of wet diameter, secondary aerosol flux,
and hygroscopicity of secondary aerosol (Figure 5.9.b). Results are shown for a threshold supersaturation s
of 0.3%.
strongly on the hygroscopicity of condensing aerosol κcond and on the size distribution of fresh particles
nfresh(D).
5.5.1 Aging timescales as a function of governing parameters
The regression surfaces τˆcoag(NCCN,large, D) and τˆcond(f˙cond, κcond, D) are shown in Figures 5.9.a and 5.9.b,
respectively. Figure 5.9.a shows that timescales for aging by coagulation range from hours to weeks.
The coagulation aging timescale decreases with the number concentration of “large”, CCN-active particles
(NCCN,large) and, for a given NCCN,large, small BC-containing particles are more likely to age by coagulation
than large BC-containing particles. On the other hand, condensation aging timescales are shortest for the
largest fresh particles and, for these particles, the condensation aging timescale tends to decrease as f˙cond
or κcond increase. The two panels of Figure 5.9.b show τˆcond as a function of f˙cond and D for secondary
aerosol with differing hygroscopicity, κcond = 0.65 on the left, representing secondary inorganic aerosol, and
κcond = 0.1 on the right, representing secondary organic aerosol.
5.5.2 Sensitivity of aging timescale to aging conditions
In this section we apply the regression surfaces shown in Figure 5.9 to selected example cases to demonstrate
how aging conditions and the fresh particle size distribution affect particle aging rates. Figure 5.10 shows
how aging rates by condensation and coagulation can be reconstructed as a function of the size distribution
of fresh particles (Figure 5.10.a) and the size-resolve aging timescale (Figure 5.10.b). We compare lognormal
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Table 5.6: Bulk aging timescale for two fresh particle size distributions under different aging regimes. Con-
densation, coagulation, and overall aging timescales are given for s = 0.3%. We assumed lognormal size
distributions of fresh BC with a geometric standard deviation of 1.7.
input variables expected aging timescale
Dgm f˙cond NCCN,large s = 0.3%
[nm] [nm h−1] [cm−3] τˆcond [h] τˆcoag [h] τˆage [h]
30 0.01 500 460 17 16
60 0.01 500 44 40 20
30 1 500 18 17 9
60 1 500 2.8 40 2.6
30 0.01 10,000 460 5 5
60 0.01 10,000 44 6 5.4
30 1 10,000 18 2.6 2.2
60 1 10,000 2.8 6 2
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Figure 5.10: Rate at which particles of specific size transition from fresh to aged (Figure 5.10.c) depends on
size distribution of fresh BC (Figure 5.10.a) and size-resolved aging timescale (Figure 5.10.b). Results are
shown at s = 0.3%, where the size-resolved aging timescale under different conditions are determined from
the regression function in Figure 5.9. The line colors in Figure 5.10.c correspond to the aging conditions
shown in Figure 5.10.b, and the line style in Figure 5.10.c correspond to the size distributions shown in
Figure 5.10.a.
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Figure 5.11: Sensitivity of aging timescale to a) NCCN,large and b) f˙cond as a function of supersaturation
level, expressed as the logarithmic derivative of the timescale with respect to each variable. The value of
d log τage/d logNCCN,large, for example, indicates the relative change in τage to a relative change in NCCN,large.
Shown for the size distributions and aging conditions in Figure 5.10.
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size distributions with geometric mean diameter (Dgm) of 30 nm (dashed line of Figure 5.10.a) and 60 nm
(solid line of Figure 5.10.a). Timescales were computed for limiting environmental conditions, indicated by
line colors in Figure 5.10.b): slow coagulation aging (NCCN,large = 500 cm
−3, red line) or fast coagulation
aging (NCCN,large = 10, 000 cm
−3, blue line) and slow condensation aging (f˙cond = 0.01 nm h−1, green line)
or fast condensation aging (f˙cond = 1 nm h
−1, yellow line). Size-resolved aging timescales are taken from the
regression surfaces in Figure 5.9 for these values of f˙cond and NCCN,large, assuming κcond = 0.65 in both cases.
Then, the rate at which particles of a given size transition from fresh to aged (Figure 5.10.c) is computed
as the product of nf(D) and 1/τage(D). Figure 5.10.c shows aging rates for particle distributions with
Dgm = 30 nm (dashed lines) and Dgm = 60 nm (solid lines) under these limiting environmental conditions
that promote rapid (blue lines) or slow (red lines) aging by coagulation and rapid (yellow lines) or slow
(green lines) aging by condensation.
For these two size distributions (Figure 5.10.a) and different combinations of aging conditions (Fig-
ure 5.10.b), bulk aging timescales at s = 0.3% were computed according to Equation 5.12, and the results
are given in Table 5.6. The combinations of environmental conditions are as follows: 1) rapid condensation
aging (yellow lines in Figure 5.10.b) and slow coagulation aging (red lines), 2) slow condensation aging (green
lines) and rapid coagulation aging (blue lines), 3) slow aging by both condensation and coagulation, and 4)
rapid aging by both condensation and coagulation.
The sensitivity of the bulk aging timescales to f˙cond and NCCN,large depends strongly on the environ-
mental supersaturation s, as shown in Figure 5.11. At each supersaturation, sensitivities are quantified as a
logarithmic derivative, or relative change in τage to a relative change in f˙cond or NCCN,large. Negative values
oft his metric indicate that increasing NCCN,large or f˙cond corresponds to a decrease in τaging.
While τaging is most sensitive to NCCN, large at low supersaturation levels, τaging shows the greatest
sensitivity to f˙cond at high supersaturation levels. At low supersaturation levels, τaging is insensitive to f˙cond
if the distribution contains a higher fraction of small particles (Dgm = 30 nm), regardless of conditions for
aging by coagulation. If particles are large (Dgm=60 nm), τaging at this low s is τaging sensitive to f˙cond
only under conditions of slow aging by coagulation. At s = 1%, τaging is sensitive to f˙cond in all cases,
regardless of the fresh particle size distribution or conditions for aging by coagulation. Coagulation aging is
relatively more important at low supersaturation compared to high supersaturation thresholds. Consistent
with this fact, Figure 11a shows that the sensitivity of the aging time scale to NCCN,large generally decreases
as s increases. The magnitude of the condensational flux f˙cond impacts the sensitivity towards NCCN,large.
Environments with lower f˙cond result in a larger sensitivity to NCCN,large.
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5.6 Discussion
Global models that employ first-order aging models assume a fixed timescale of 1–3 days, but observations
show that aging timescales can be as short as a few hours in polluted areas (157). Other modeling studies
have suggested parameterizations that account for this variation in aging conditions. (113) evaluated aging
timescales in a mesoscale model and parameterized timescales for aging by coagulation as a function of the
overall number concentration. (107) developed an analytical expression that accounts for decreases in the
number concentration of primary aerosol through coagulation events; for emitted particles of a specific size,
the coagulation loss rate was computed by integrating the coagulation kernel over the entire background size
distribution. However, the regression analysis applied in the current study reveals that 90% of the variance in
the coagulation aging timescale can be explained using a relatively simple representation of the background
size distribution. We showed that the variation in the size-resolved aging timescales can be attributed to the
number concentration of particles that are both large (D > 100 nm) and CCN-active. Other characteristics
of the background size distributions are not needed.
(101) developed a parameterization of the condensation aging timescale based on results from a box
model, and, similar to the present study, computed aging timescales based on changes in CCN activity.
However, unlike the present study, (101) did not consider differences in the hygroscopic properties of the
condensing material, and their aging timescale varied with the mass condensation rate per total BC mass
concentration. In contrast, the regression analysis in the present study reveals that the volume condensation
rate per overall aerosol surface area is the variable that best explains variance in BC’s condensation aging
timescale, which is consistent with laboratory studies (157; 70). The present work also differs from (101)
in the representation of the aerosol size distribution. Whereas (101) parameterized bulk aging timescales
for lognormal size distributions, we presented a size-resolved aging timescale that can be applied to any
arbitrary size distribution.
As in all relationships for BC’s aging timescale, the value of the aging timescale depends strongly on
the criterion used to distinguish fresh and aged particles. Particle activation at a specific environmental
supersaturation is the aging criterion applied in this study, representing changes in particle characteristics
that most affect their susceptibility to wet deposition. Table 5.6 shows that the value of the aging timescale
depends strongly on the criterion supersaturation at which CCN activation was evaluated, consistent with
(114) and (101). Further, the relative importance of condensation versus coagulation as aging processes also
depends on the supersaturation threshold.
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5.7 Conclusions
This study identifies the minimal set of independent variables needed to explain variance in black carbon’s
aging timescale. We simulated the evolution of gases and aerosols in a series of urban scenarios with the
particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC and extracted time-dependent aging timescales based on the rate
at which individual particles transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active at a specified environmental super-
saturation. The value of the aging timescale spanned orders of magnitude, depending on local environmental
conditions and the supersaturation threshold at which CCN activity was evaluated. Aging timescales were
shorter than an hour under conditions of rapid secondary aerosol formation, but on the order of days in
the absence of secondary aerosol precursors. Condensation aging timescales exhibited more variation than
coagulation aging timescales, and the relative importance of each aging mechanism depended on the size
range of particles to be aged. We performed a non-parametric regression analysis on model data from 288
scenarios in order to identify the independent variables with which aging timescales are best correlated and
quantified the portion of variance explained by regressions in terms of these variables. This paper is the
groundwork for the development of aging parameterizations suitable for use in global models.
To our knowledge, this is the first study to apply a regression analysis to identify the minimal set of
parameters needed to explain variance in black carbon aging rates. After evaluating a number of independent
variables, we found that the flux of secondary aerosol, the hygroscopicity of secondary aerosol, and the size
distribution of CCN-inactive (fresh) BC-containing particles were the minimal set of parameters needed to
explain 80% of variance in the condensation aging timescale. On the other hand, 90% of variance in the
coagulation aging timescale was explained by only two variables: the size distribution of fresh BC-containing
particles and the number concentration of particles that are both large (D > 100 nm) and CCN-active. This
work distills the complex interactions captured by the particle-resolved model to a few input variables, all of
which are tracked by existing global climate models, and is a first step toward developing physically-based
parameterizations of aerosol aging.
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Chapter 6
Black carbon absorption at the global
scale is affected by particle-scale
diversity in composition
6.1 Introduction
Whereas Chapters 4 and 5 focused on identifying variables that most affect cloud condensation nuclei activity
by particles containing black carbon (BC), here I identify factors that must be included to adequately
represent light absorption by BC. One challenge in representing BC in global models is accounting for the
microphysical particle details that affect light absorption and radiative transfer within these large models.
Within individual particles, BC is mixed with other aerosol components to varying degrees (120; 81; 53),
depending on the emission source (127; 135; 85; 54) and the extent of atmospheric processing (144; 146; 67;
142; 24). Models predict strong enhancement in light absorption by BC that is coated with non-absorbing
aerosol components (59; 8; 27). However, recent ambient observations find only weak enhancement in light
absorption by coated BC (21).
This discrepancy in modeled and observed light absorption indicates that the characteristics of BC-
containing particles assumed in atmospheric models do not adequately represent real BC-containing particles
found in the atmosphere. Models track limited information about the particle size distribution (11; 9),
and often assume that, within each particle, BC forms a sphere and non-BC components form a uniform
coating (59; 16). Models also approximate the representation of particle composition (145; 52; 56; 103;
11), assuming identical composition for particle of the same size (145; 56) or for particles of the same
type (88; 11; 9). Whereas other studies have evaluated error in model-derived absorption from unrealistic
representations of particle configuration (2; 122), this study focuses on error in modeled absorption from
unrealistic representations of particle composition.
Treatments of aerosol composition vary between global models, from simple mass-based representations
(25; 118), which do not track any information about particle size or composition, to modal (88; 11; 9)
and sectional (145; 56) schemes, which simulate the evolution of the aerosol size distribution but assume
that particles within the same mode or of the same size have the same composition. Because even the
most sophisticated global models are not able to track characteristics of individual particles (9; 60), it
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has not been possible to explore how microscale particle details influence macroscale radiative effects. In
this study we apply a unique aerosol model that fully resolves the composition of individual particles,
making it possible to evaluate how knowledge of particle-level composition impacts light absorption by BC.
In particular, we compare 1) absorption enhancement by BC using particle-resolved composition and 2)
absorption enhancement by BC using average composition across the population. Absorption enhancement
(Eabs) is defined as the absorption by mixed BC-containing particles relative to absorption by the same
amount of BC in pure, uncoated particles. We show that oversimplifying the representation of particle
composition leads to overestimation in predicted absorption enhancement.
In order to identify factors affecting light absorption by BC, we performed a nonparametric regression
on a series of simulations to identify the key independent variables that most affect Eabs. Through this
nonparametric analysis we derived a relationship for Eabs as a function of population-averaged composition,
computed by averaging across all BC-containing particles, and the environmental relative humidity, such that
the relationship for Eabs accounts for particle-level variation in composition but depends only on variables
that global models already track. Finally, we show how this nonparametric relationship can be exploited for
use in global models to improve predictions of absorption by black carbon in climate simulations.
The results of this study will be published as a manuscript, likely in Geophysical Research Letters.
6.2 Modeling absorption by BC in individual particles
The particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC (115; 151) was used to simulate realistic distributions of
per-particle composition for populations of BC-containing particles. We considered 100 urban scenar-
ios, varying gas and aerosol emissions, background aerosol concentrations, and meteorological conditions.
PartMC-MOSAIC tracks the chemical composition of thousands of individual particles as they evolve by
condensation of semi-volatile substances, coagulation between particles, aerosol emissions, and dilution with
background air. This study presents simulations of 100 scenarios, which were constructed by sampling a
large variable space using latin hypercube sampling. The input parameters that define this variable space
are given in Table 6.1. PartMC version 2.1.4 was used for the simulations in this paper (available at:
http://lagrange.mechse.illinois.edu/partmc/). Although the simulation settings differed, the structure of
the scenarios was the same. In all scenarios, simulations started at 6:00 am, at which time air parcel con-
tained only background air. From 6:00 am until 6:00 pm particles and gases were emitted into the air parcel.
All emissions were discontinued at 6:00 pm, but all other processes continued until the simulations ended at
6:00 am the following day. As the simulations proceeded, we computed optical properties for BC populations
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Table 6.1: Input variables assigned in sensitivity scenarios
environmental variable value
temperature [K] 253 to 313
relative humidity 0% to 99%
boundary layer height [m] 200 to 500
dilution rate [m−3s−1] 1× 10−5 to 2× 10−5
latitude range 0◦N to 80◦N
day of year Jan. 1 to Dec. 31
aerosol characteristic value
emission rate [kg m−2 s−1] 1× 10−12 to 1× 10−11
portion from biomass burning 0% to 70%
combustion particles from diesel 0% to 100%
background conc. [kg m−3] 2× 10−11 to 2× 10−8
portion back. in large mode 95% to 99%
aerosol type geo. mean dia. [nm]
emitted from gasoline 70 to 100
emitted from diesel 70 to 100
emitted from biomass burning 100 to 200
small background 20
large background 116
emitted gas species rate [nmol m−2 s−1]
Ammonia 2× 10−10 to 2× 10−8
Nitrogen oxide 6.4×10−11 to 6.4×10−8
Nitrogen dioxide 3.36×10−12 to 3.36×10−9
Sulfur dioxide 1×10−10 to 1×10−8
Acetaldehyde 5.2×10−11 to 5.2×10−9
Formaldehyde 5.2×10−11 to 5.2×10−9
Ethene 6×10−10 to 6×10−8
Terminal olefin carbons 1.94×10−10 to 1.94×10−8
Internal olefin carbons 1.94×10−10 to 1.94×10−8
Toluene 3.2×10−10 to 3.2×10−8
Xylene 1.92×10−10 to 1.92×10−8
Acetone 1×10−10 to 1×10−8
Paraffin carbon 7.6×10−9 to 7.6×10−7
Isoprene 1.86×10−11 to 1.86×10−9
Methanol 2.28×10−11 to 2.28×10−9
Alcohols 2.76×10−10 to 2.76×10−8
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Figure 6.1: (a) Per-particle composition for subset of particles in a single population and (b) average com-
position of all-BC containing particles in that same population. (c) Per-particle absorption enhancement is
computed from particle-resolved model data. (d) Overall absorption enhancement by BC in the population
is computed from particle-resolved composition (solid line) and, for the same population, assuming uniform
composition (dashed line).
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Figure 6.2: Variation in mass concentration of selected aerosol species across all simulation time steps
(black line), compared with observed mass concentrations from various locations (colored vertical lines).
Shows the range of aerosol concentrations from simulations corresponds covers variation in observed aerosol
concentrations. (? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 39? ? ? )
that were sampled from the scenarios periodically in order to include both fresh and aged populations. The
simulations were designed to cover a range of atmospheric conditions, varying from heavily polluted condi-
tions that promote rapid particle transformations to conditions with low gas and particle concentrations that
promote slow particle transformations. Although several particle types were included in the simulations, this
study focuses on the evolution of the BC-containing particles only, which originated from vehicle exhaust.
These combustion particles were emitted as a mixture of BC and primary organic carbon, where the ratio of
BC to organic carbon varied among simulations. After their emission, the combustion particles accumulated
additional coating through condensation of semi-volatile gases and coagulation with background particles.
In the particle-resolved representation of composition, each particle is different, depending on how recently
it was emitted, its composition at the time it was emitted, and the changes in composition that occurred
since its emission. Applying the density for each species to the particle-resolved model output yields the
volume of each species k contained in particle i, denoted v1,k. Each particle is then represented by a vector
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vi = [v1,i, ...vk,i, ..., vA−1,i], and the overall dry volume, Vd,i, of a given particle is given by:
Vd,i =
A−1∑
k
vi,k. (6.1)
The wide variation in per-particle composition represented by the particle-resolved model is illustrated in
Figure 6.1a. Figure 6.1a shows a subset of particles sampled from a population of thousands of BC-containing
particles, taken from a single scenario at a single time. From this particle-resolved model output, absorption
by each individual particle was modeled as a function of its composition, the number of BC inclusions that
it contains, and the environmental relative humidity. Rather than applying the simplified approximation
that BC exists at the core in the center of each BC-containing particle, as in the widely-used core-shell
approximation, we modeled particles using the dynamic effective medium approximation (? 63). Under this
approximation, each particle is assumed to contain one or more randomly-distributed BC inclusions, where
changes in number of inclusions through coagulation events are tracked by the particle-resolved model.
Absorption by BC populations from PartMC-MOSAIC are compared with the same population, but
modeled assuming uniform composition across BC-containing particles. Under the uniform mixture approx-
imation, each particle is represented by the vector v˜i. The amount of each species k in each particle i is
adjusted such that the volume fraction of each species is the same for all particles, while the amount of BC
in each particle is the same as in the particle-resolved representation:
v˜i,k = vb,i
∑NBC
j vk,j∑NBC
j vb,j
(6.2)
The overall dry volume under the particle-resolved representation, V˜d,i, is computed from Equation 6.1, but
using the composition vector v˜i,k rather than vi,k.
Water uptake by each particle was modeled as a function of particle-level composition and the environ-
mental relative humidity (RH) using the κ-Ko¨hler model (104). As described in Chapter 3, the wet volume
Vi is computed for each particle at each environmental relative humidity (RH) by applying the κ-Ko¨hler
model (104), which depends on the volume Vd and the effective hygroscopicity parameter κi of each particle.
In the particle-resolved case, κi is computed from the composition predicted by PartMC-MOSAIC. Similarly,
the effective hygroscopicity corresponding to the average composition, denoted κ˜i, is computed in the same
way as κ but using the composition from the uniform mixture approximation, v˜i. In order to explore all
possible combinations of coating thickness and hygroscopicity, for each particle we considered ranges in κ
for various aerosol species, as outlined in Table 6.1. Note that because particle wet volume depends on RH,
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Figure 6.3: Procedure for applying nonparametric regression to particle-resolved model data in order to
derive a relationship for absorption enhancement as a function of population-level variables.
Table 6.2: The range in values for κ assigned in simulations in Chapter 6, chosen based on (104) and
references therein.
aerosol species κ
NO3 0.65–0.75
SO4 0.65–0.75
NH4 0.65–0.75
SOA 0.1–0.3
BC 0
POA 0.001–0.1
Eabs also depend on RH.
The absorption cross-section σabs,i of each particle i is computed using Mie theory, treating each BC-
containing particle as an effective medium using the Dynamic Effective Medium Approximation (DEMA),
as described in Chapter 3. The Mie model takes as inputs the wet volume Vi and the effective relative
permittivity i, which is computed from DEMA. Applying this DEMA model introduced by (31) and later
applied to cloud droplets by (63), the effective relative permittivity i for each particle i = 1, ..., NBC is
computed as a function of the total volume of each particle (Vi), the volume of BC contained in each particle
(Vb,i), the relative permittivity of black carbon (b,i), and the relative permittivity of each particle’s non-BC
coating (c,i). The absorption cross section of particles under the uniform mixture approximation, σ˜abs,i, is
computed in a similar manner, but using V˜i rather than Vi.
Enhancement in light absorption by BC within an individual particle i is then given by:
Eabs,i =
σabs,i
σcore,abs,i
. (6.3)
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Absorption enhancement by BC within individual particles is shown for RH=50% in Figure 6.1.b, cor-
responding to the particle composition shown in Figure 6.1.a. Within the same population absorption
enhancement by BC within an individual particle from approximately one (no enhancement) to greater than
two, depending on the particle’s particular size and composition.
We define population-level absorption enhancement as the average absorption enhancement across all par-
ticles, each weighted by the uncoated absorption cross section. Absorption enhancement at the population-
level, considering the all BC-containing particles, is computed from the particle-level data as:
Eabs =
∑NBC
i σabs,i∑NBC
i σabs,core,i
, (6.4)
where σabs,i is the absorption coefficient of each BC-containing particle i = 1, ..., NBC, and σabs,core,i is the
absorption coefficient by the same amount of BC but as a single, uncoated core.
Most aerosol models do not fully resolve diversity in particle composition. Instead, many simplified aerosol
models track one or more separate populations of BC-containing particles but assume uniform composition
across all particles within each population (131; 9; 5). Population-level absorption enhancement under the
uniform mixture approximation is computed from the sum over σ˜abs,i for all particles in the population:
E˜abs =
∑NBC
i σ˜abs,i∑NBC
i σabs,core,i
, (6.5)
Population-level absorption enhancement from PartMC-MOSAIC is shown by the solid line in Fig-
ure 6.1.d, and is 1.3 at RH=50%. Although a subset of only 30 particles is shown in Figures 6.1.a and 6.1.b,
the overall absorption enhancement in Figure 6.1.d was computed from the thousands of BC-containing par-
ticles in the population. On the other hand, if the amount of BC in each particle is assumed to be the same
as in the particle-resolved case but all BC-containing particles are assumed to have the average composition
(Figure 6.1.b), we find Eabs greater than 2 (dashed line in Figure 6.1.d), overestimating modeled absorption
by 50% relative to absorption derived from particle-resolved output.
This error in modeled absorption is caused by failure to capture the diversity in composition that is
simulated by the particle-resolved model. Whereas the BC-containing particles simulated by the particle-
resolved model are a mixture of thinly coated particles and thickly coated particles, the volume fraction
of aerosol coating is the same across all BC-containing particles under the uniform mixture approximation.
The largest BC inclusions, which contribute strongly to population-level absorption, tend be more thickly
coated and more strongly absorbing under the uniform mixture approximation than they would be under the
particle-resolved representation (not shown). For this reason, neglecting diversity in particle composition
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Figure 6.4: Relationship between absorption enhancement (vertical axes) and environmental relative humid-
ity (horizontal axes), for varying average volume fraction of non-absorbing coatings (panels) and average
hygroscopic parameter of the coating material (colors). Population-level absorption computed from particle-
resolved composition are shown by solid lines. Shading shows the middle quartiles for the predictions, caused
by differences in particle-level composition for populations that have the same average characteristics. The
predictions of absorption enhancement based on particle-resolved composition (solid lines) are compared
with predictions of absorption enhancement computed from uniform mixture approximation (dashed lines).
tends to cause an overestimation in modeled absorption.
6.3 Predicting population-level absorption enhancement
Most atmospheric models cannot represent particle-level absorption enhancement, but require a method to
predict the overall absorption enhancement by all BC. In this section, we show how particle-resolved model
simulations can be used to improve global model predictions of light absorption by BC. This section discusses
a relationship, derived from particle-resolved model simulations, that predicts absorption enhancement using
only variables that global models already track. The procedure for developing this relationship is shown in
Figure 6.3. We constructed many scenarios, varying gas emissions, aerosol emissions, aerosol background
concentrations, and meteorological conditions, and applied latin hypercube sampling (92) to sample the
parameter space. The distribution in aerosol mass concentration within these simulations is shown for
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selected species in Figure 6.2, which includes all time steps in all 100 scenarios. Surface observations of
these aerosol species are indicated by the colored vertical lines in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.2 illustrates that
aerosol concentrations simulated in the sampled scenarios represent the observed variation in surface aerosol
concentrations.
We simulated a series of scenarios with PartMC-MOSAIC and computed population-level variables for N
BC populations selected from various model time steps. Then, through a nonparametric regression (97; 143)
on the particle-resolved model data (grey box in Figure 6.3.a), we developed a relationship for Eabs (grey box
in Figure 6.3.b) that depends on variables that many global models already track: 1) the volume fraction of
dry aerosol coating that is mixed with BC-containing particles (fcoat), 2) the hygroscopicity of the coating
material (κcoat), and 3) the environmental relative humidity (RH). The nonparametric regression predicts the
expected value of Eabs, given the population-averaged composition. For a specific RH, values for Eabs were
extracted from PartMC-MOSAIC scenarios at several model time steps, representing aerosol populations
under a range of conditions that have been modified to varying degree. The expected value of population-
level absorption enhancement, given a combination of k independent variables, is computed using the kernel
density regression from (97; 143). The application of the kernel density regression to particle-resolved model
data is explained in 5.
Inclusion of fcoat, κcoat, and RH the best prediction of Eabs in comparison with particle-resolved model
results (R2 = 85%). Other population-level variables, such as the mean refractive index of the coating or the
mean diameter of BC inclusions, did no improve the fit. The average volume fraction of dry aerosol coating
that is mixed with BC-containing particles and the hygroscopicity of the coating material were computed
for each of the N BC populations. For varying RH, population-level absorption enhancement (e.g. solid
line in Figure 6.1.d) was modeled for each of those N particle-resolved populations. The kernel density
regression uses this population-level information to produce a nonparametric relationship that predicts Eabs
as a function of the governing independent variables.
The relationship between absorption enhancement and the independent variables is shown in Figure 6.4.
Absorption enhancement is shown as a function of the environmental relative humidity (horizontal axes) for
populations that contain, on average, 50% dry coating by volume (top panel) and 85% dry coating by volume
(bottom panel), assuming that coatings are, on average, hydrophobic (κcoat = 0.05, orange) or hygroscopic
(κcoat = 0.7, blue), representing organic and inorganic coatings, respectively. The relationship for absorption
enhancement shown here is based on the detailed distributions in particle composition simulated by PartMC-
MOSAIC. This relationship allows the prediction of absorption enhancement for any value of fcoat or κcoat,
but, for simplicity, only a few combinations of fcoat and κcoat are shown in Figure 6.4.
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This nonparametric relationship, which uses only population-averaged composition information, is able
to reproduce the population-level absorption enhancement with small errors. However, also shown in Figure
3 is the absorption enhancement that would be predicted by assuming each particle has the population-
average composition and then calculating absorption (dashed lines). Error in modeled absorption from this
simplified representation of particle composition is indicated by the difference between the solid and dashed
lines.
For thinly coated particles, such as freshly emitted particles, simplifying the particle composition causes
little error at all relative humidities. Comparison between the top and bottom panels demonstrates the effect
of coating thickness on absorption enhancement. For the average-composition treatment (dashed lines),
absorption enhancement increases as dry coating material is added to the particles, consistent with previous
modeling studies (59; 27) and laboratory measurements (37). However, absorption modeled with particle-
resolved composition (solid lines) gives only a weak enhancement with coating thickness at low relative
humidity, consistent with ambient observations (21). This finding suggests that the diversity in composition
across ambient particles leads to lower absorption than if the coating were uniformly distributed and explains
why laboratory studies (37), which consider less diverse BC populations, also measure greater absorption
enhancement than is observed for ambient particles.
Although Eabs by realistic populations is weak under dry conditions, absorption increases by as much as
50% for particles that take up water at high relative humidity. This finding suggests that high absorption
enhancements may exist in humid regions of the atmosphere, even when observations taken under dry
conditions do not capture this enhancement.
6.4 Estimating global-scale absorption enhancement
The relationship for absorption enhancement shown in Figure 6.4 was applied to global model fields generated
by Goddard Institute for Space Studies (GISS) climate modelE (118) coupled to Multiconfiguration Aerosol
Tracker of mIXing state (MATRIX) (9). MATRIX represents 16 aerosol modes, 7 of which contain black
carbon. MATRIX is an aerosol scheme based on the quadrature method of moments (88) that represents
the evolution of 16 aerosol modes. Operating within the general circulation climate modelE (118), MATRIX
tracks two moments of each aerosol distribution, number and mass, and a single quadrature point, assuming
lognormal size distributions for emissions and removal calculations. MATRIX simulates sulfate, nitrate,
ammonium, aerosol water, black carbon, organic carbon, mineral dust, and sea salt within aerosol populations
and evolves through nucleation, secondary aerosol formation, condensation, and coagulation. The setup of
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Figure 6.5: Spatial variation in absorption enhancement at the surface, computed from different representa-
tions of aerosol composition: (a) based on particle-resolved model data, assuming dry conditions (solid lines
in Figure 6.4, RH=0%), (b) based on particle-resolved model data, accounting for water uptake (solid lines
in Figure 6.4, RH from global model), and (c) assuming uniform composition across each BC population
and accounting for water uptake (dashed lines in Figure 6.4, RH from global model).
the climate simulations discussed here are identical to (10).
Taking as inputs the relative humidity in each location, the mass concentration of BC in each mode,
and the mass fraction of dry coating for each mode from GISS-MATRIX, we used the relationship shown
in Figure 6.4 to estimate the global distribution in absorption enhancement by black carbon rather than
applying the optics calculations from GISS-MATRIX. Spatial variation in the hygroscopicity of dry coatings
(κcoat) was estimated from (109). From the same climate model output, we modeled absorption enhancement
assuming 1) absorption enhancement based on particle-resolved composition, but neglecting water uptake
(Figure 6.5.a), 2) absorption enhancement based on particle-resolved model data and including water uptake
in response to relative humidity (Figure 6.5.b), and 3) absorption enhancement based on uniform composition
for BC populations, also including water uptake in response to relative humidity (Figure 6.5.c). Comparison
between panels reveals that simplifying the representation of particle composition leads to overestimation of
absorption enhancement in many locations (Figure 6.5.c), consistent with ambient observations (21). Using
the most realistic relationship (Figure 6.5.b), based on particle-resolved composition and accounting for
water uptake, the magnitude of absorption enhancement depends on the environmental relative humidity.
Ambient particles are dried to RH≈50% prior to absorption measurements, so field studies are unable to
observe this response in absorption enhancement to changes in relative humidity.
Figure 6.6 shows the distribution of absorption enhancement, weighted by BC mass. The dotted, solid,
and dashed lines in Figure 6.6 correspond to the treatments represented in Figures 6.5.a, 6.5.b, and 6.5.c,
respectively. However, Figure 6.5 includes BC mass throughout the entire atmosphere, whereas Figure 6.6
shows Eabs only at the surface.
Our best estimate of absorption enhancement, based on particle-resolved composition and including
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aerosol water uptake (solid line in Figure 6.6), ranges from Eabs = 1.1 in some continental areas to Eabs
greater than 2 in many marine areas, with a BC-weighted mean Eabs of 1.5. On the other hand, if we
assume uniform composition among each BC population prior to computing absorption enhancement (dashed
line in Figure 6.6), the global mean of Eabs is approximately 2, an overestimation of 30% in this mean
value. If absorption is modeled based on particle-resolved composition, but without accounting for water
uptake, absorption enhancement is underestimated in many locations (dotted line in Figure 6.6), leading to
underestimation in global mean absorption enhancement by 15%.
6.5 Conclusions
Variation in particle composition within BC populations strongly affects modeled absorption. Absorption
can be modeled with high accuracy using information that many global models already track when the
relationship extracted form particle-resolved modeling is employed to account for diversity among particles in
a single population. If particles within a population are assumed to have uniform composition, the prediction
of absorption by black carbon is strongly enhanced (Eabs > 2) when BC is coated with non-absorbing aerosol,
consistent with previous modeling studies (59; 27). If, instead, we account for particle-level variation in
aerosol composition, weak absorption enhancement occurs at low relative humidity (Eabs = 1.2 − 1.4) that
increases only slightly with the amount of coating material, consistent with ambient observations (21).
Despite this limited enhancement at low relative humidity, absorption by BC is strongly enhanced at high
relative humidity, increasing by more than 200% relative to dry conditions. The relationship for absorption
enhancement presented in this study accounts for both particle-level variation in composition and water
uptake, offering a computationally-efficient method to account for particle-level processes in existing global
model frameworks.
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Figure 6.6: Probability density that BC mass takes on a particular absorption enhancement, for the different
representations of particle composition. Solid line shows global distribution in absorption enhancement pre-
dicted from most realistic model, which accounts for water uptake and particle-level variation in composition.
Absorption enhancement is underestimated if water uptake is neglected (dotted line) and is overestimated
if we assume uniform composition across each BC population (dashed line).
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Chapter 7
Parameterization of light absorption
by BC for modal aerosol models
7.1 Introduction
Chapter 6 demonstrated that particle-level diversity across populations of particles containing black carbon
(BC) must represented to adequately model light absorption by BC. However, representing this particle-
level diversity in global-scale simulations is computationally challenging. In this study, we present a
computationally-efficient representation of BC’s absorption coefficient for modal aerosol schemes in regional-
scale and global-scale models.
The absorption coefficient (babs) of an aerosol population is the integral over the absorption cross section
σabs for each particle in the population, where σabs is modeled as a function of the characteristics of individual
particles. In the atmosphere, particles containing black carbon exist in multicomponent aerosol particles of
varied composition and morphology (78; 156), caused by variation in particle characteristics at emission(91)
and by differences in their atmospheric transformations (41; 67). However, because global aerosol schemes
cannot track the characteristics of individual particles, they must assume simple representations of aerosol
composition (145; 56; 88; 11; 9). Global models must be able to accurately model absorption by these
complex BC populations, using only limited information about particle microphysical properties.
Here we provide a parameterization of BC’s absorption coefficient for use in modal and bulk aerosol
models. Modal and moment-based models assume particles within the same mode or class have the same
composition (88; 11; 9). To compute the absorption coefficient for the population babs, the continuous modal
distribution is first separated into discrete size bins. The absorption cross section σabs is computed for
representative particles within each size bin using Mie theory, assuming a simplified configuration and that
all particles have identical composition. The absorption coefficient babs is then computed by integrating over
the approximated values of σabs for each size bin, multiplied by the number concentration of particles in each
size bin. In a previous study, we showed through comparison with a particle-resolved model, which resolves
diversity within BC populations, that this simplified representation of composition leads to overestimation
of black carbon’s absorption enhancement by, on average, 30% (Chapter 6).
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The present study builds on the work described in Chapter 6 and introduces a simple parametric re-
lationship to compute BC’s absorption coefficient. This parameterization is based on model output from
the Particle Monte Carlo (PartMC) model (115) coupled to the Model for Simulating Aerosol Interactions
and Chemistry (MOSAIC) (151). This parameterization predicts the absorption coefficient of populations of
BC-containing particles, given the average volume fraction of dry aerosol coating for the population (fcoat),
the hygroscopicity parameter of the coating material (κcoat), the environmental relative humidity (RH), and
the wavelength of light (λ). In this way, the simple parameterization approximately reproduces the absorp-
tion coefficient of BC populations as predicted by the particle-resolved model, which fully resolves particle
composition, while taking as inputs only variables that modal models already track.
The results of this study will be published as a manuscript, likely in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics.
7.2 Modeling light absorption by diverse BC populations with
particle-resolved model
The relationship for BC absorption presented in this work was developed using absorption calculations on
model output from PartMC-MOSAIC. Unlike other aerosol models, which approximate the representation
of particle composition, PartMC-MOSAIC tracks the composition of each simulated particle. For this
reason, PartMC-MOSAIC is uniquely suited to represent particle-level diversity in composition within aerosol
populations. PartMC-MOSAIC tracks thousands of individual particles as their composition evolves by
condensation of semi-volatile substances and coagulation with other particles.
Model output from a series of 100 scenarios was included in the regression analysis. The scenarios differed
in meteorological conditions, emission rates of gas and aerosol species, background concentrations and the
size distribution and composition of background and emitted particles. The full set of input parameters that
were varied are outlined in Table 6.1. Scenarios were sampled from the larger variable space using Latin
Hypercube sampling. The model scenarios are the same scenarios described in Chapter 6.
Similar to the approach applied in Chapter 6, the absorption cross section of each BC-containing particle
was computed for aerosol populations using a combination of models as the simulations proceeded. The
κ-Ko¨hler model was used to determine water uptake as a function of relative humidity, which influences the
overall amount of coating on BC-containing particles. The absorption cross section for wet particles at each
relative humidity was then computed using Mie’s model, which was combined with the Dynamic Effective
Medium Approximation (DEMA) to estimate particle’s effective refractive index. Several parametric regres-
sions were then performed to find a relationship for BC’s absorption coefficient. The results of this study
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will be published as a manuscript, likely in Atmospheric Chemistry and Physics.
7.3 Parameterization of black carbon absorption
This study presents a parameterization for black carbon’s absorption coefficient, which was constructed by
combining three separate parameterizations. PartMC-MOSAIC scenarios were separated into randomly-
selected testing and training sets. The training set, which contains most of the model data, was used to
construct the parametric model. The rest of the PartMC-MOSAIC data was part of the testing set, and
these scenarios were used to independently verify the parametric models. The regression coefficients for
each parametric model were computed using iterative least squares estimation. Specifically, the Levenberg-
Marquardt nonlinear least squares algorithm (121) was used to fit each parametric regression model.
The overall parameterization for black carbon’s absorption coefficient (babs) is computed of the product
of the absorption coefficient for a population of uncoated BC spheres (babs,uncoat) and the enhancement in
absorption due to coatings (Eabs):
babs = Eabsbabs,uncoat (7.1)
This combined parameterization includes (1) a parameterization for the absorption coefficient for a pop-
ulation of uncoated BC spheres, (2) a parameterization for the enhancement in light absorption due to
non-absorbing aerosol coatings, and (3) a parameterization for the further enhancement in absorption due
to water uptake by the coating material in response to relative humidity. All parameterizations are expressed
as a function of the wavelength of light, in addition to being functions of bulk properties of BC populations.
7.3.1 Absorption by populations of uncoated spheres
The absorption coefficient of a population of uncoated BC spheres in m2m−3 is parameterized as a function
of the BC mass concentration in kg m−3 and the wavelength of light in nm:
babs,uncoat =
(
3.5× 104 − 24.5λ
)
mBC, (7.2)
which indicates that the mass absorption cross section of BC in PartMC-MOSAIC depends on wavelength
and very little on characteristics of the particle population, noting that in this study BC’s refractive index
was assumed to vary only with wavelength (e.g. Table 3.1).
Figure 7.1 shows the relationship between the absorption coefficient for uncoated spheres (vertical axis)
and black carbon mass concentrations (horizontal axis). The model data from PartMC-MOSAIC that that
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was used to construct the parametric relationship is shown by the colored dots, where the color indicates
the wavelength of light at which babs,uncoat was modeled. The parametric relationship constructed from the
PartMC-MOSAIC data is shown by the colored lines.
7.3.2 Absorption by coated BC under dry conditions
When black carbon and other aerosol components exist in the same particle, model estimations find ab-
sorption by that particle is enhanced. However, in a previous modeling study we showed that absorption
enhancement is overestimated if models do not account for particle-level diversity in composition. The
parameterization for dry absorption enhancement (Eabs,dry) was constructed to approximately reproduce
absorption predictions from particle-resolved model data. As such, this parametric expression estimates
Eabs,dry for diverse particle populations, while taking as inputs only population-level information on particle
composition.
The enhancement in light absorption due to dry aerosol coatings is expressed as a function of the average
volume fraction of non-BC coating material (fcoat) and the wavelength of light (λ):
Eabs,dry =
(
− 0.05− 90
λ
)
ln(1− fcoat) + 1 (7.3)
The relationship between dry absorption enhancement (vertical axis) and the volume fraction of dry
coating fcoat (horizontal axis) is shown in Figure 7.2. As in Figure 7.1, model data from PartMC-MOSAIC
is shown by the colored dots, and the parametric relationship is shown by the lines.
7.3.3 Absorption by coated BC under humid conditions
If BC-containing particles are coated with hygroscopic material, BC becomes more thickly coated as particles
grow in response to relative humidity. This increase in coating material leads to a further increase in
absorption. The response in absorption enhancement to relative humidity is included in the parameterization
using an amplification factor, which depends on the environmental relative humidity and the hygroscopicity
of the coating. The amplification factor was constrained to ensure that it is always greater than or equal to
one. The full expression for absorption enhancement, accounting for water uptake, is given by:
Eabs = Eabs,dry
[((
0.014+
12
λ
)
ln(1−κcoat)+
(
0.03+
92
λ
)
ln(1−κcoat) ln(1−fcoat)
)
ln(1−RH)+1
]
. (7.4)
The overall absorption enhancement, therefore, depends on the average volume fraction of dry coating
(fcoat), the average hygroscopicity of that coating (κcoat), the environmental relative humidity (RH), and
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Figure 7.1: Absorption by uncoated BC spheres (babs,uncoat) as a function of the BC mass concentration
(mBC), shown for different wavelengths (colors). Values for babs,uncoat computed directly from PartMC-
MOSAIC (dots) are compared with babs,uncoat parameterized from Equation 7.1.
Figure 7.2: Dry absorption enhancement (Eabs,dry) at λ = 550 nm as a function of the average volume
fraction of dry coating (fcoat). Parameterization of Eabs,dry from Equation 7.3 (blue line) approximately
reproduces Eabs,dry from particle-resolved model, while Eabs,dry is consistently overestimated if variation in
particle composition is neglected and, instead, all BC-containing particles are assumed to have the same
composition (red dots).
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Figure 7.3: Paramterization for absorption enhancement as a function of the volume fraction of dry aerosol
coating (horizontal axis) and relative humidity (vertical axis), applying two different values for the hygro-
scopicity of the coating. Absorption enhancement under dry conditions is the same for both graphs, shown
by comparing Eabs at RH= 0% between the two axis. As expected, Eabs shows greater sensitivity to relative
humidity if coated with hygroscopic aerosol (right axis) than hydrophobic aerosol (left axis).
the wavelength of light (λ). The multiplication factor accounts for the fact that the response in Eabs to
water uptake depends on the volume fraction of dry coating, fcoat. If the population is, on average, thinly
coated, increases in coating thickness by water uptake strongly enhance absorption. If the population is, on
average, thickly coated, Eabs is less sensitive to further increases in coating due to water uptake.
The parameterization for Eabs is shown in Figure 7.3. Note that BC’s absorption enhancement, Eabs, is
equivalent to the dry absorption enhancement, Eabs,dry, if the environmental relative humidity is 0% or if
the particles are coated with completely hydrophobic material (κcoat = 0). On the other hand, if coatings
are at least somewhat hygroscopic, absorption enhancement increases as RH increases. Similarly, at elevated
relative humidities, absorption enhancement depend strongly on the hygroscopic properties of the coating
material. Additionally, if particles are uncoated (fcoat = 0), Eabs = 1, and absorption enhancement is
independent of RH or κcoat.
7.4 Improvement in absorption estimations over models that
neglect diversity in composition
The parameterization for babs described in the previous section reproduces the particle-resolved model data
with high accuracy (R2 = 99%). On the other hand, absorption is consistently overestimated if particle
diversity and, instead, all particles within each BC population are assumed to have identical composition,
similar to the representation in modal models. Figure 7.4 shows a) the normalized mean squared error
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(NMSE) and b) the mean bias in black carbon’s absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength, using
different approximations of aerosol properties.
Applying the full parameterization described in Equations 7.2–7.4 to PartMC-MOSAIC data in the test-
ing set, we find only small errors in the modeled absorption coefficient. The NMSE for the parameterization
ranges from 1-5% (blue line in Figure 7.4.a), depending on wavelength. On the other hand, if composition
diversity within each population is neglected, as is common in modal and bulk aerosol models, NMSE ranges
from 20-60% and the mean bias ranges from 20-40% (purple lines in Figures 7.4.a and 7.4.b, respectively),
where the greatest errors occur at the shortest wavelengths.
Figure 7.4 also demonstrates the error caused by neglecting parts of the parameterization. If we neglect
changes in absorption with coatings, and instead parameterize black carbon as uncoated using Equation 7.1,
absorption enhancement is underestimated by 20-40% (yellow line in Figure 7.4.b), corresponding to a NMSE
of 20-50% (yellow line in Figure 7.4.a). On the other hand, if BC is assumed to be mixed with dry aerosol
components but water uptake is neglected, that applying the absorption enhancement given in Equation 7.3
and omitting Equation 7.4, absorption is underestimated by 10-22% (red line of Figure 7.4.b).
,
7.5 Conclusions
The present work introduces a simple parameterization that can be used to model absorption by BC popu-
lations in bulk and modal aerosol models. Based on model simulations by PartMC-MOSAIC, I developed
a parameterization that predicts the absorption coefficient of BC populations, which adequately reproduces
absorption predictions from the diverse aerosol populations simulated by PartMC-MOSAIC, but takes as
inputs only variables that global models already track: 1) the mass concentration of BC, 2) the average
volume fraction of dry aerosol coating, 3) the hygroscopicity of that coating, 4) the environmental relative
humidity, and the wavelength of light.
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Figure 7.4: a) Normalized mean factor error and b) normalized mean factor bias in BC’s absorption coef-
ficient (babs), under different approximations, compared with absorption coefficient computed directly from
PartMC-MOSAIC. Full parameterization (Equations 7.2–7.4), yields small error in babs (blue lines). If
all BC-containing particles are assumed to have identical composition, absorption is overestimated (purple
lines). Absorption is underestimated if BC is modeled as uncoated (orange lines) or if water uptake by dry
coatings is neglected (red lines).
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Chapter 8
Identifying the minimal
representation of the aerosol
composition
8.1 Introduction
The findings in Chapter 4–8 showed how particle composition, and changes in composition after emission,
affect cloud condensation nuclei activity and aerosol absorption by BC populations. In the present study, I
build on the previous findings to comprehensively evaluate error in the prediction of climate-relevant aerosol
properties due to simplified representations of aerosol composition that are commonly applied in global mod-
els. Chemical transport models have moved toward including aerosol microphysical schemes that simulate
aerosol evolution. The two major aerosol climate impacts depend on the optical properties and the cloud
droplet activation of individual particles, which, in turn, depend on particle size, shape, and composition.
These characteristics vary widely between particles at emission, and are further modified through aerosol
aging processes, such as condensation of semi-volatile substances, coagulation with other particles, and
photochemical reactions. Particle-scale properties cannot be resolved in global-scale simulations, so mod-
els approximate how aerosol components are distributed among individual particles. The errors in aerosol
climate impacts introduced by such approximations can be large, but have not yet been well quantified.
This chapter introduces a metric to address the question, “What is the minimal representation of aerosol
composition required to accurately estimate the optical properties and the cloud-nucleating properties of
aerosol populations?” Based on detailed particle-resolved simulations we derive a characteristic timescale of
aging after which cloud condensation nuclei concentration can be accurately estimated using only the average
composition of the aerosol population. To accurately calculate optical properties, in contrast, more detailed
information of particle-level aerosol composition is needed, even for highly aged particle populations.
Computationally efficient representations of aerosol particles are needed for regional-scale and global-scale
models of aerosol transport and fate, including those used in climate simulations. Ambient measurements
show tremendous variation in composition between particles (120; 81; 53), even for particles of the same
size. This reflects differences in emission sources (127; 135; 85; 54) and in the aging that each particle
experiences during transport (144; 146; 67; 142; 24). This particle-level variation in aerosol composition
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cannot be resolved in large-scale chemical transport models, so models approximate the manner in which
aerosol components are distributed between individual particles, termed the “aerosol mixing state.” It is
not known to what extent mixing state needs to be tracked for accurate representation of climate-relevant
properties, such as particle optical properties or their interactions with cloud droplets.
Depending on the makeup of a particular aerosol population, differences in composition between indi-
vidual particles may affect prediction of direct and indirect aerosol radiative effects. For example, whereas
most particles are predominantly light-scattering and cause a cooling effect on the climate, particles con-
taining absorbing components, such as black carbon (BC), exert a warming effect on the climate. Model
predictions of aerosol direct radiative effects depend not only on the overall abundance of absorbing and
scattering species, but also the distribution in these species between individual particles (59; 27). Similarly,
interactions between aerosols and clouds depend on the ability of individual particles to form cloud droplets,
which depends on theirs size and composition. In air supersaturated with water vapor, particles may act as
cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), depending on the environmental supersaturation and the characteristics
of individual particles, in that large, hygroscopic particles activate more readily then small, hydrophobic par-
ticles. In some cases, resolving these differences in hygroscopic properties between particles affects estimates
of CCN activity by the particle population (38; 42).
Aerosol schemes in chemical transport models track variation in particle composition to varying degrees.
The simplest representations model the evolution of bulk aerosol mass without resolving any information
about variation in particle composition but, rather, all particles in a given location are assumed to have the
same composition (52; 58) known as the fully-internal mixture approximation (Figure 8.5a), or to contain
only a single species (103; 33), known as the fully-external mixture approximation. More sophisticated
aerosol schemes simulate the evolution of the aerosol size distribution while resolving limited information
about the distribution in components across the particle population. For example, some models simualte
the evolution of particles within separate size bins (145; 56), known as sectional models, or within separate
aerosol distributions (11; 9), known as modal models, assuming that particles within a given size bin or mode
have the same composition. Given the unique characteristics of black carbon, such as its strong absorption,
several sectional schemes have been developed that either track separate aerosol populations (e.g. 60), where
each distribution represents particles binned as a function of size, or track multivariate distributions (e.g.
102; 87), where particles are binned as a function of size and some other independent variable (e.g. BC mass
fraction). Although these more complex sectional schemes resolve some information about the variation in
aerosol composition between particles of the same size, even these complex schemes do not fully resolve the
aerosol mixing state.
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Although simplified treatments of the aerosol mixing state may not represent the composition of real
ambient aerosol populations, the extent to which mixing state needs to be resolved in aerosol models has not
yet been demonstrated. For example, for CCN activity of aerosol in remote or rural regions, Dusek et al.
(39) showed that particle size is the dominant factor, and not aerosol mixing state. Several other studies
confirmed that in regions far away from emissions sources, after all particles have aged, CCN activity can
be accurately modeled if the underlying aerosol is assumed to be a full internal mixture (42). On the other
hand, near emission sources the same approximation leads to overestimation in CCN concentrations (38; 42).
While these observations demonstrate a change in the state of the aerosol, they do not describe the processes
that led to the evolution of this mixing state.
This study, for the first time, quantifies the timescale for particles to transform from an external mixture,
in which freshly emitted particles have distinct hygroscopic properties from the background, to an internal
mixture, where it is appropriate to assume the same hygroscopic properties for all particles. We used the
Particle Monte Carlo (PartMC) model coupled to the Model for Simulating Aerosol Chemistry and Inter-
actions (MOSAIC), which fully resolves the aerosol mixing state, to simulate the evolution of individual
particles under a range of atmospheric conditions. This particle-resolved model tracks the size and composi-
tion of individual particles as the population evolves by condensation of semi-volatile substances and particle
coagulation. For different stages of the aerosol evolution, we evaluated how resolution of particle-level com-
position influences the prediction of aerosol optical properties and CCN activation. We show that, after
particle characteristics are modified by condensation and coagulation, CCN activity can be modeled with
high accuracy using simple representations of particle composition, and we quantify the timescale for aging
as a function of the overall aerosol number concentration and volume condensation rate of secondary aerosol.
In contrast, to simulate aerosol absorption with high accuracy particle-level variation in composition needs
to be resolved. We found that resolving differences in the amount of BC between particles is important for
modeling their CCN activity and, more so, their optical properties and, through this analysis, identified the
minimal representation of aerosol composition.
The results of this study will be published as a manuscript, likely in the Journal of Aerosol Science.
8.2 Evolution of the aerosol mixing state
PartMC-MOSAIC was used to simulate the evolution of fresh combustion particles, which are hydrophobic
and absorb solar radiation, that had recently been emitted into air parcels that contains background particles,
which are hydrophilic and are purely light-scattering. In this way, the simulations were designed to analyze
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Figure 8.1: The particle-resolved model simulations started with a) an external mixture of background
particles and combustion particles. As the simulation proceeds, the composition of individual particles are
modified by condensation and coagulation. In addition to combustion particles and background particles,
a new class of particles is formed by between these two particle types. The b) aged aerosol populations
are comprised of diverse, multi-component particles. We quantify the importance of representing variability
in particle composition by comparing CCN activation and optical properties computed from the particle-
resolved representation (shown in a and b) with a population having the same size distribution and bulk
composition, but in which all particles are assumed to have identical composition (c and d).
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whether particles that are initially distinct in their optical properties and hygroscopic properties become
sufficiently mixed through aging processes that their properties can be modeled without resolving particle-
level detail. Further, the combination of the primary aerosol species was selected to represent aerosol in urban
atmosphere, where details on the mixing state are known to be important. The combustion particles contain
black and organic carbon, whereas the background particles contain organic carbon, ammonium sulfate,
and ammonium nitrate, where the volume fraction of each species varies between the simulations. As the
simulations proceeded, particles were modified through condensation of semi-volatile gases and coagulation
between particles, processes collectively referred to as “aging”, but no fresh particles were introduced after
the simulation started, ensuring that all changes in aerosol composition were caused by aging only. The rates
of transformation differed between scenarios, caused by variation in gas emissions, particle concentrations,
and environmental conditions.
The particle evolution in a single scenario is illustrated in Figure 8.1. The simulation is initialized with two
particle types, shown in Figure 8.1a. As the simulation proceeds, the composition of all particles are modified
through condensation of semi-volatile substances and coagulation between particles. Coagulation between
combustion particles and background particles yields a third class of particles that are distinct in composition
from the two initial classes, shown in Figure 8.1b. Although the aerosol population simulated by PartMC-
MOSAIC is complex, with tremendous variation in per-particle composition, it is unclear whether or not this
particle-level detail influences the prediction of CCN activation and aerosol absorption. In order to evaluate
the importance of the aerosol mixing state, we compare CCN concentrations and the absorption coefficient
(1) modeled using the per-particle composition information from PartMC-MOSAIC (Figures 8.1a and 8.1b),
which is the most detailed representation of particle composition with these quantities, (2) modeled the
same population but without resolving any variation in particle-level composition and, rather, assuming the
volume fraction of components within each particle is the same as the bulk average (Figures 8.1c and 8.1d).
8.3 Influence of mixing state on CCN activity
Figure 8.2 shows the number concentration of CCN as a function of the environmental supersaturation
for a single particle population as it would appear immediately after the introduction of fresh particle
emission (Figure 8.2a) and as it would exist after all particles have aged (Figure 8.2b). Figures 8.2c 8.2d
show the amount of variability in particle hygroscopicity, caused by variation in per-particle composition,
affects prediction of the CCN activity shown in Figures 8.2a and 8.2b, respectively. Each particle’s critical
supersaturation for CCN activation is computed as a function of its dry diameter and its hygroscopicity
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Figure 8.2: Number concentration of cloud condensation nuclei as a function of environmental supersatura-
tion a) for a population containing freshly emitted particles, sampled at the start of the simulation (t = 0),
and b) for the same population after all particles have aged (t = 48 h). The fully-internal mixture approxi-
mation does not capture the c) variability in particle hygroscopicity that is typical of air masses containing
fresh emissions, so even e) particles of the same size may activate at different environmental supersaturaiton
levels. After aging, d) particle hygroscopic properties are nearly uniform across the particle population,
such that f) particles’ critical supersaturation varies only with particle size and not due to differences in
composition.
parameter (κ). The parameter κ has been determined empirically for a number of aerosol species, and the
effective hygroscopicity parameter for a multi-component particle is given by the volume-weighted average of
κ for its constituent species (104). Therefore, the effective κ for each particle depends on the assumed mixing
state. Under the particle-resolved representation, κ freely varies between particles, whereas all particles have
the same κ if they are assume to be fully mixed.
Figure 8.5a represents particle populations near emission sources, which contains a mixture of freshly
emitted combustion particles and background aerosol. At the time they are emitted, combustion particles are
much more hydrophobic than the pre-existing background particles (Figure 8.2c). If all particles are assumed
to have uniform composition, the freshly emitted particles are modeled as being more hygroscopic than
actually are, resulting in an overestimation in modeled CCN concentrations at certain cloud supersaturation
levels (Figure 8.2a).
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Figure 8.3: Estimated e-folding time of the error in CCN activity from the internal mixture approximation
τmix. Ranges in aerosol growth rates and number concentrations that were inferred from measurements are
indicated for specific locations. Values for τmix are shorter than an hour in most urban areas, indicating the
particles emitted in these area become internally mixed soon after emission. Only in very remote regions,
such as the Arctic, is τmix longer than a few days.
On the other hand, Figure 8.5b represents the same population of particles shown in Figure 8.5a but after
all particles in the population have aged. Combustion particles increase in hygroscopicity soon after emission
by condensation and coagulation, such that, in this case, after only a few hours of aging all particles had
nearly the same hygroscopic properties and CCN activation depended only on particle size (Figure 8.5d).
Once all particles have aged, the full internal mixture approximation (dashed line of Figure 8.5b) was
sufficient for modeling CCN activity, indicating that the mixing state need not be resolved to model CCN
activity by aged aerosol. This finding is consistent with observations in non-urban areas (39; 42).
8.4 Timescale for internal mixing
Similar to the case shown in Figure 8.2, across many simulations we found that error in modeled CCN con-
centrations from the fully-mixed approximation decayed as particles aged in the atmosphere (see Methods).
We refer to the transformation in hygroscopic properties of particle emissions as aging with respect to their
CCN activity. The timescale for this aging depends on characteristics of the local chemical environment, as
was found in 5.
We quantified the timescale for particles to become internally mixed with respect to their CCN properties,
τmix in a series of 100 particle-resolved scenarios, which were designed to cover a range of atmospheric
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conditions. The range of input parameters assigned in the scenarios are given in Table 8.1. Scenarios were
sampled from the large variable space using Latin Hypercube sampling.
Table 8.1: Input variables assigned in sensitivity scenarios
environmental variable value
temperature [K] 253 to 313
relative humidity 0% to 99%
boundary layer height [m] 200 to 500
dilution rate [m−3s−1] 1× 10−5 to 2× 10−5
latitude range 0◦N to 80◦N
day of year Jan. 1 to Dec. 31
aerosol characteristic value
combustion particles from diesel 0% to 100%
background conc. [kg m−3] 2× 10−11 to 2× 10−8
aerosol type geo. mean dia. [nm]
combustion 70 to 100
background 100 to 200
emitted gas species rate [nmol m−2 s−1]
Ammonia 2× 10−10 to 2× 10−8
Nitrogen oxide 6.4×10−11 to 6.4×10−8
Nitrogen dioxide 3.36×10−12 to 3.36×10−9
Sulfur dioxide 1×10−10 to 1×10−8
Acetaldehyde 5.2×10−11 to 5.2×10−9
Formaldehyde 5.2×10−11 to 5.2×10−9
Ethene 6×10−10 to 6×10−8
Terminal olefin carbons 1.94×10−10 to 1.94×10−8
Internal olefin carbons 1.94×10−10 to 1.94×10−8
Toluene 3.2×10−10 to 3.2×10−8
Xylene 1.92×10−10 to 1.92×10−8
Acetone 1×10−10 to 1×10−8
Paraffin carbon 7.6×10−9 to 7.6×10−7
Isoprene 1.86×10−11 to 1.86×10−9
Methanol 2.28×10−11 to 2.28×10−9
Alcohols 2.76×10−10 to 2.76×10−8
The error in CCN concentrations from assuming a fully-mixed population decays exponentially with an
e-folding time of τmix, where τmix can be parameterized as a function of local environmental variables. Based
on analysis in a previous study (44), we parameterized τmix as a function of the condensational growth rate
Icond [nm h
−1], defined as the volume condensation rate of semi-volatile gases per wet surface area, and the
overall number concentration N [cm−3]:
τmix ≈
(
kcondIcond + kcoagN
)−1
, (8.1)
such that τmix decreases as either Icond or N increase. The value of the coefficients are kcond = 0.2 nm
−1
and kcoag = 6× 10−6 cm3 h−1.
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The regression coefficients kcond and kcoag were estimated from linear regression. The 100 PartMC-
MOSAIC scenarios were first divided into a set of 80 training scenarios, which were used to find the regression
coefficients, and 20 testing scenarios, which were used to test the parametric relationship against the particle-
resolve model. Equation?? was reformulated, applying the expression for τmix from Equation 8.1:
ln
(
ε(t)
ε0
)
= kcond
∫ t
0
I(t)dt+ kcoag
∫ t
0
N(t)dt, (8.2)
where the integrals over I(t) and N(t) are extracted from the particle-resolved model output in the training
set, as are ε(t) and ε0. By this relationship, the timescale τmix represents the time t = τmix for ε(t) to
decrease to an eth of its original value.
By this definition of aging, fresh particle emissions are those that have distinct hygroscopic properties
from the background and, therefore, cannot be treated as fully-mixed with the background. After all emitted
particles haves aged, under this definition of aging, variation in particle-level composition between emitted
and background particles does not affect CCN activity. This first-order model with timescale τmix adequately
models the transition from externally mixed populations to internally mixed populations (R2 = 0.8).
Figure 8.3 shows τmix as a function of the condensational growth rate Icond(t) and the aerosol number
concentration N(t). To estimate the values of τmix expected in the atmosphere, we inferred the quantities
Icond and N from ambient observations in various locations. The ranges in aerosol number concentrations
and growth rates were estimated from observations discussed in Kulmala et al. (79) and references therein.
Average growth rates were computed from the growth rates observed during nucleation events using the
diurnal and annual variation in growth rates taken fromVan Dingenen et al. (139), Spracklen et al. (129), or
Tunved et al. (136), depending on the location.
If Icond exceeds 1 nm h
−1, which is typical of many urban areas, and if no fresh particles are entering
the population, the particle population becomes internally mixed within a few hours, regardless of the value
for N(t). Only under conditions with very slow condensational growth and low particle concentrations do
particles remain externally mixed with respect to their hygroscopic properties for weeks, but these conditions
occur only in remote areas that have few fresh particle emissions.
8.5 Influence of mixing state on aerosol absorption
Although, CCN concentrations can be modeled with high accuracy without any information about particle
composition after all particles have aged, in this section we show that simple representations of aerosol
composition lead to large error in modeled absorption. Figure 8.4 shows the absorption coefficient as a
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Figure 8.4: Aerosol absorption coefficient at λ = 550 nm as a function of relative humidity a) for a population
containing freshly emitted particles, sampled at the start of the simulation (t = 0), and b) for the same
population after all particles have aged (t = 48 h). The volume fraction of BC contained in each particle
varies between individual particles if c) the population contains fresh emissions or d) if all particles have aged.
This variation in the amount of absorbing material contained in each particle leads to variation in particles’
absorption cross section for both e) populations containing freshly emitted particles and f) populations in
which all particles have aged.
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function of relative humidity for the baseline scenario, modeled using the particle-resolved (solid line) and
fully-mixed (dashed line) representations. Whereas the fully-mixed approximation was sufficient for modeling
CCN activity after all particles had aged for 24 hours (Figure 8.2), the fully-mixed approximation yields large
error in modeled absorption even after emitted particles have aged. The influence of particle composition
on absorption at the per-particle level is shown in Figures 8.4c and 8.4d, computed at a relative humidity of
50% and a wavelength of 550 nm. The variation in particle-level properties shown in Figures 8.4c and 8.4d
corresponds to the population-level absorption coefficients shown in Figures 8.4a and 8.4b, respectively.
Similar to CCN activation, light absorption by an aerosol particle also depends on its size, shape, and
chemical composition. Here we assume spherical particles, containing randomly-distributed BC inclusions
(see Methods), and apply modeled size and composition. Although BC is strongly absorbing (117), most
other aerosol components only scatter light. Further, absorption by black carbon may be enhanced if BC
and non-absorbing aerosol material co-exist in the same particle (59; 16), and absorption by black carbon is
further increased if particles take up water at high relative humidity (94; 64).
The simulation was initialized with a mode of particles containing BC that are strongly light-absorbing
and background particles that only scatter light (Figure 8.4e). As the simulation proceeded, emitted particles
coagulated with background particles, increasing absorption by the initially BC-free particles (Figure 8.4d).
However, many of the background particles remained free of BC after even hours of simulation (Figure 8.4d).
Treating this complex aerosol population as a fully-mixed population artificially places small amounts of black
carbon in each particle and, as a result, particles that should be purely scattering are wrongly assumed to
absorb light under this approximation. As a result, absorption is overestimated if complex particle mixtures
are assumed to have uniform composition, even after long periods of aging in the atmosphere.
8.6 Error from common approximations of aerosol composition
The fully-mixed approximation cannot be used to accurately model CCN concentrations in populations
containing fresh emissions or absorption by populations containing black carbon. In this section, we look
beyond the fully-mixed approximation to evaluate how resolution of aerosol composition affects prediction
of CCN concentrations and aerosol absorption. There are several ways to resolve variability in composition
across the particle population. We evaluated several approximate representations of particle composition
to quantify how resolving differences in composition between particles affects prediction of climate-relevant
aerosol properties:
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1. fully-mixed : assume all particles have the same composition, in that the volume fraction of the con-
stituent aerosol species in each particle is the same as their bulk volume fraction,
2. size-resolved : assume particles within a given size range have the same composition, similar to sectional
schemes,
3. class-resolved : divide the particles into three classes or modes, defined based on their source, assuming
particles within a given class are fully mixed,
4. size-and-BC-resolved : assume particles within a bin have the same composition, where the particle
population is binned by size and the volume fraction of BC contained in each particle, representing a
two-dimensional sectional scheme.
The fully-mixed, size-resolved, and class-resolved representations of composition are illustrated in Figure 8.5,
which shows the size distribution and pie charts of composition produced by averaging across an example
particle-resolved population in different ways. In the class-resolved representation, we defined three modes
based on particle source: 1) combustion particles that had not coagulated with background particles, 2)
background particles that had not coagulated with background particles, and 3) particles formed by coag-
ulation between combustion and background particles. The size- and BC-resolved representation requires
more composition information than is easily shown visually; this two-dimensional sectional representation
is constructed by binning particles within each size bin in the univariate sectional scheme (Figure 8.5.b)
according to the volume fraction of BC contained each particle. Because each graph is derived from the
same population, the overall size distribution and the bulk mass concentration of each species are the same
for all representations of the mixing state, and the populations differ only in the distribution of aerosol
components between individual particles.
The normalized mean factor bias (150) in CCN concentration and in the aerosol absorption coefficient
for these different representations are shown in Figure 8.6.a and Figure 8.6.b, respectively, summarizing
differences between fresh (yellow) and aged (blue) populations across 100 particle-resolved simulations. The
error bars in Figure 8.6 show the 95% confidence bias intervals in the relative bias for each case, indicating
the range in error found across the simulations.
At the start of the simulations (t = 0), representing populations of externally mixed combustion emissions
and hygroscopic background particles, the fully-mixed and size-resolved representations of composition led to
a mean overestimation in CCN concentrations by 55% and 40%, respectively, as indicated by the yellow dots
in Figure 8.6.a. Only the modal representation of composition and the multivariate sectional scheme are able
to capture differences in particle hygroscopic properties, which is important for populations containing fresh
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Figure 8.5: Model representations of aerosol composition. For the same distribution in aerosol size, we com-
pare the particle-resolved representation of composition with three simplified representations: (a) assuming
uniform composition across all particles, (b) assuming uniform composition for particles within a size bin,
and (c) assuming uniform composition for particles of the same type.
emissions. CCN concentrations for populations that have aged for longer times than τmix can be accurately
calculated by any of the representations of aerosol composition investigated here.
8.7 Implications
Many chemical transport models are moving toward the inclusion of aerosol schemes that simulate the
evolution of the aerosol mixing state, but the extent to which mixing state needs to be tracked for accurate
prediction of climate-relevant aerosol properties has not been quantified. Although aerosol populations
are comprised of complex particles of varied chemical composition (120; 95; 81; 53), previous studies have
demonstrated that, in some cases, particle-level variation in composition does not strongly affect CCN
activity of aerosol populations and, instead, particles can be modeled as full internal mixture (39; 42). The
present study puts these observations into context by quantifying the timescale for this full internal mixture
approximation to become valid. We show that, in many locations, the fully-mixed approximation becomes
valid for modeling CCN activity within hours after particles are emitted. The rate of this transformation can
be predicted using a first-order aging timescale τmix, which depends on quantities that are easily extracted
from global models and ambient measurements.
A more detailed representation of the aerosol mixing state is needed to model aerosol optical properties
or the hygroscopic properties of populations containing freshly emitted particles. We found that populations
containing fresh emissions can be modeled with greater accuracy if schemes resolve differences between
aerosol types, which is possible in modal models. Size-resolved and bulk schemes that assume fully-mixed
populations artificially distribute the BC mass between the entire population, yielding overestimation in
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Figure 8.6: Normalized mean factor bias in (a) CCN concentration and (b) aerosol absorption coefficient for
populations containing fresh emission (blue) and for populations in which all particles have aged (yellow).
Error bars show 95% confidence intervals about the mean error in each case.
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modeled absorption and in CCN activation by fresh particles. On the other hand, modal schemes are able
to track separate populations for BC-containing particles and, thereby resolve differences in particle optical
properties and hygroscopic properties. This advantage would also apply to sectional schemes that resolve
separate aerosol distributions, such the global aerosol scheme described in Jacobson (60). It should also be
noted that aerosol schemes simplify the representation of the aerosol size distribution, where modal models,
in particular, assume the shape size distribution for each mode, but the findings presented here apply only
to model representations of composition.
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Chapter 9
Conclusions
This dissertation describes multiple studies that fall under the broad goal of improving model representations
of atmospheric aerosols, particularly black carbon. The objective of this research is (1) to improve the scien-
tific understanding of the underlying factors that drive aerosol aging, (2) to quantify error in climate-relevant
aerosol properties from approximating the representation of aerosol composition, and (3) to produce param-
eterizations that enable improved representations of black carbon within existing global model frameworks.
The specific objectives of each study are outlined in Chapter 2.
9.1 Factors that drive aerosol aging
9.1.1 Summary of key findings
In Chapter 4, I evaluated the importance of particles’ emission size distribution and composition in predicting
their cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) activation properties as they undergo aging by condensation and
coagulation in the atmosphere. I show that particle characteristics at emission affect their removal and their
influence on CCN concentrations only under specific conditions. At low supersaturation levels (s < 0.2%),
the primary particles yielded little increase in CCN, regardless of aging conditions. At s > 0.2%, total CCN
was sensitive to particles’ characteristics at emission and the relative importance of particles’ initial size
versus composition depended on the aging mechanisms at work. Under conditions of rapid condensation
of semi-volatile substances, CCN concentrations were more sensitive to particles’ initial size than particles’
initial composition. On the other hand, in the absence of condensation, primary aerosol emissions did not
increase CCN concentrations at any supersaturation below s = 1%.
The first study demonstrated the importance of aging conditions of particle’s eventual CCN activation
properties, considering only a few aging regimes. Chapter 5 provides a comprehensive analysis of the
factors that influence changes in aerosol CCN activation. From the particle-resolved model data, I extracted
a timescale for BC aging based which quantifies the rate at which BC-containing particles transition from
CCN-inactive to CCN-active at a specific supersaturation level s. I performed a regression analysis to identify
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the set of independent variables that most affect the value of this aging timescale. I showed that most of the
variance in BC’s aging timescale is explained by only a few independent variables. At all supersaturation
levels between s = 0.1% and s = 1%, 90% of variance in timescale for aging by coagulation are explained
by two independent variables: 1) the size distribution of BC-containing particles and 2) the overall number
concentration of particles that are both CCN-active and large enough to be good coagulation sinks for small
BC-containing particles (D > 200 nm). Three variables were required to explain 80% of variance in the
condensation aging timescale: 1) the size distribution of BC-containing particles, 2) the volume condensation
rate of secondary aerosol per particle surface area, and 3) the hygroscopicity parameter of the secondary
aerosol.
9.1.2 Implications
In addition to the scientific findings, one contribution of the analysis described in Chapter 5 is a framework
for applying nonparametric regression analysis to identify parameters that most affect processes simulated
by the particle-resolved model PartMC-MOSAIC. Previously, PartMC-MOSAIC had been used to analyze
the aerosol evolution in specific urban scenarios. By applying regression to model data across hundreds of
time steps in hundreds of scenarios, I was able to develop general relationships that describe aerosol aging
processes and identify governing parameters.
9.1.3 Recommendations for future work
The set of independent variables that most affect black carbon aging rates can be used to develop reduced
models, as demonstrated in Chapter 8. However, the parameterization described in Chapter 8 is framed
in a particular way, to describe the timescale for freshly emitted particles to become internally mixed with
per-existing particles, but these independent variables could also be used to develop parameterizations that
describe the aerosol evolution in terms of, for example, changes in CCN activation or changes in aerosol
absorption.
The conclusion that the variables identified in Chapter 5 are the minimal set of parameters needed to
explain the rate at which particles transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active requires confirmation using
field observations. It may be possible to use observational data to approximate the rate at which particles
transition from CCN-inactive to CCN-active under specific conditions, but in many cases these transition
rates are not easily predicted because the evolution of the number concentration of CCN is also affected by
particle emissions, dilution, and advection. While the effects of individual processes may be distinguished in
the particle-resolved model simulations, field observations are able to detect only the cumulative effects of
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all processes affecting CCN concentrations. However, it may be possible to validate the key findings using
chamber studies. For example, the Aerosol Dynamics and Interactions in the Atmosphere (AIDA) chamber
measures the evolution of aerosol populations for extended periods of time, on the order of days, whereas
particles remain in most chambers for at most a few hours. Using the temporal evolution of the number
concentration of CCN, an aging timescale could be extracted using the approach described in Chapter 5.
The nonparametric relationship for this aging timescale could be validated if the temporal evolution of
condensational growth rates and particle size distributions are also tracked within the chamber.
9.2 Error in climate-relevant properties from approximate
representations of particle characteristics
9.2.1 Summary of key findings
While Chapters 4 and 5 showed that particle size, rather than composition, was most important in predicting
the CCN activity of aged particles, in Chapter 6 I show that absorption by populations of BC-containing
particles depends strongly on the representation of particle composition. If BC-containing particles are
assumed to have uniform composition, neglecting any variation between particles, I find global absorption by
BC is overestimated by 30%. Although I find that particle-level variation in composition must be accounted
for to estimate BC’s absorption, through a regression analysis, I show that enhancement in light absorption
by BC due to non-absorbing coatings can be modeled with high accuracy using variables that models already
track: 1) the volume fraction of coating mixed with BC-containing particles, 2) the hygroscopicity of the
coating, and 3) the environmental relative humidity.
In Chapter 8, I quantify the error in a number of model representations of aerosol composition to
assess how more detail in the representation of aerosol composition affects CCN concentrations and aerosol
absorption. Based on detailed particle-resolved simulations we derive a characteristic timescale of aging after
which CCN concentration can be accurately estimated using only the average composition of the aerosol
population. To accurately calculate optical properties, in contrast, more detailed information of particle-level
aerosol composition is needed, even for highly aged particle populations.
9.2.2 Implications
Chapters 6 and 8 describe an approach for evaluating model representations of the state of aerosol popu-
lations. In the last twenty years, many aerosol schemes have been developed to simulate the evolution of
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aerosol size and composition (e.g. 145; 56; 11; 9), and the amount of composition detail tracked has tended
to increase over time (e.g. 60; 102; 87). However, it has not been demonstrated that the representation of
aerosol composition applied in these models is sufficient, or how resolving additional details impacts esti-
mation of model results. Rather than comparing model predictions using an approximate representation of
aerosol composition with a model that applies a different, but also approximate, representation of aerosol
composition, Chapters 8 provides a framework for quantifying errors from numerical representations of the
aerosol mixing state a benchmark model that fully resolves the aerosol mixing state.
While the research described in Chapters 6 and 8 focuses on quantifying error in, and improving, existing
aerosol frameworks, this analysis is also a necessary step in the development of reduced models of the aerosol
mixing state. The findings of this research demonstrate the limitations of traditional univariate aerosol
schemes, which track only variation in particle size within populations. This research also shows that
models need not resolve the full distribution in aerosol components within individual particles, as simulated
by PartMC-MOSAIC, to adequately estimate CCN activation and aerosol optical properties. In this way,
the analysis provides guidance on the type of composition information that should be resolved in the next
generation of aerosol microphysical schemes.
9.2.3 Recommendations for future work
Chapters 6 and 8 evaluated model representations of the aerosol state, but these studies did not consider
differences in the model representations of aerosol processes. A comprehensive analysis of error from ap-
proximating the aerosol mixing state would compare aerosol populations simulated using different aerosol
microphysical schemes but within the same chemical transport model, similar to the methodology described
in Fast et al. (43). Additionally, a complete evaluation of model representations of aerosol properties would
also evaluate approximations of the aerosol size distribution and of particles’ internal morphology. Compar-
ison between model representations of aerosol size would require simulating the evolution of the aerosol size
distribution under each model framework because the aerosol processes that affect the evolution of the size
distribution depend strongly on the model representation of the size distribution itself (158).
While the results of Chapters 6 and 8 are generally consistent with previous observations, the conclusions
of these study need to be rigorously validated. For example, Chapter 6 shows that diversity in the amount
of coating between individual particles leads to lower estimates of black carbon absorption than if particles
are assumed to have identical composition. Absorption by diverse populations could be modeled using field
observations of particle-level composition, such as those provide by the Single Particle Soot Photometer
(130; 125). Based on the findings in Chapter 6, a collection of diverse particles would be expected to have
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lower modeled absorption than if the particles in that population were assumed to be identical in composition.
This could be tested by applying a similar analysis to the observations of per-particle composition as I
applied to the modeled particles simulated by PartMC-MOSAIC (Chapter 6). The predictions of absorption
enhancement by the diverse and uniform BC populations could be compared with observations of absorption
enhancement, similar to the approach described in Cappa et al. (21).
9.3 Parameterizations to improve aerosol representations in
chemical transport models
9.3.1 Summary of key findings
The final research objective, to produce parameterizations that enable improved representations of black
carbon carbon within existing global model frameworks, was accomplished in the studies described Chap-
ters 7 and 8. Chapter 8 describes a timescale for emitted particles to become internally mixed with back-
ground, using variables easily extracted from bulk aerosol models. This parameterization introduces a new
framework for quantifying aerosol aging and can be implemented in bulk aerosol schemes.
In Chapter 7, I build on the work of Chapter 6 and provide a parametric relationship that estimates BC’s
absorption coefficient as a function of variables tracked by modal aerosol models. In addition to depending on
the volume fraction of dry coating, the coating hygroscopicity, and the environmental relativity, as was found
in Chapter 6, the full parameterization also depends on the mass concentration of BC and the wavelength
of light. Chapter 6 focused on absorption enhancement at only a single wavelength, whereas Chapter 7
provides a parameterization for the absorption coefficient that has been verified for wavelengths between
350 nm to 850 nm. The parametric relationship reproduces the particle-resolved model results with high
accuracy (R2 = 99%).
9.3.2 Implications
The parametric relationships described in Chapters 7 and 8 are the first parametric expressions that have
been developed from a particle-resolved aerosol model. These studies introduce a new procedure for de-
veloping reduced aerosol representations from particle-resolved simulations. The parametric relationships
described in this dissertation were developed as a way to represent processes that cannot be captured in
certain simplified aerosol representations. Therefore, applying these parameterizations to model data should
improve aerosol representations in bulk and modal models, but the parameterizations must first be validated
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against observations.
9.3.3 Recommendations for future work
An important next step is to validate the proposed parameterizations against field observations. The pa-
rameterization described in Chapter 7 that estimates the absorption coefficient of BC populations should
be validated using measurements of the bulk composition of BC populations and measurements of BC’s ab-
sorption coefficient, which indicates absorption per BC mass. Bulk composition of BC-containing particles
can be measured using the Soot Particle Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (100), which measures the mass and
chemical composition of coatings and the mass of BC contained in populations of BC-containing particles.
The absorption coefficient as a function of wavelength can be measured using the Particle Soot Absorption
Photometer (14).
Validation of the mixing timescale τmix is more difficult because, rather than requiring measurements
of the aerosol state at a particular time and location, validation against in situ observations would require
knowledge of the aging history of the aerosol population that led to the observed aerosol state. Instead, I
would suggest implementing the parameterization in a regional-scale chemical transport model, such as the
Weather Research and Forecasting model with Chemistry (48), to identify in which locations CCN activity
can be accurately estimated if particles are assumed to be fully mixed, and in which locations differences
in composition must be resolved to model CCN activity. The predicted error in various locations can be
validated against field observations using CCN closure studies, as described in, for example, Ervens et al.
(42).
After these parameterizations have been validated against observations, the next step is to implement
each relationship into chemical transport models. The parametric relationship for black carbon’s aging
timescale that is described in Chapter 8 was designed for mass-based aerosol models, such as the ModelE2
version of the Goddard Institute for Space Studies General Circulation Model (118) run with a bulk aerosol
scheme. Although this parametric relationship was designed for used in bulk models, it may also provide
a physically-relevant rate for transitions between modes in modal aerosol models. The expression for black
carbon’s absorption coefficient that is described in Chapter 6 should be implemented into a modal aerosol
scheme, such as the Goddard Institute for Space Studies ModelE run with the modal aerosol scheme MATRIX
(9). Additionally, this expression for BC’s absorption coefficient may be useful for mass-based aerosol models
if certain assumptions are applied about the amount and hygroscopicity of aerosol that is mixed with BC-
containing particles.
Finally, while this dissertation describes one line of approaches to improve aerosol representations within
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existing aerosol model frameworks, focusing on the development of simple parameterizations from detailed
model simulations. However, rather than parameterizing key processes, the findings in this dissertation could
also be used to develop aerosol schemes that resolve sufficient information about the particle population to
adequately represent climate-relevant properties and dominant aerosol processes. I plan to build upon this
dissertation research in the future through the development of a multivariate moment-based aerosol scheme,
which tracks variation in the particle characteristics that I have found, through my doctoral research, need
to be resolved for adequate representation of climate-relevant aerosol properties: 1) particle size, 2) particle
hygroscopicity parameter, and 3) the volume fraction of absorbing aerosol, such as BC or mineral dust,
contained in each particle. In this way, in addition to evaluating current model representations and providing
simple parameterizations to improve them, my doctoral research will guide the development of a new model
for simulating the evolution of atmospheric aerosols.
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